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Summary

In current biomedical research, there is a new wave of interest in Biomarkers of ageing. This is

based on the systematic analysis of high throughput data, which are being obtained in

interdisciplinary and international studies. For this purpose, standardized, as well as newly

developed methods are used. The last decades showed that the overall population gets older,

leading especially to an increase of age dependent diseases. Well-established biomarkers of

ageing should help improve diagnostics and treatment to prevent age dependent diseases at

early stage. To investigate the biological facts that determine the ageing process in human, the

European Commission supported a study called “MARK-AGE”, for the establishment of

biomarkers of human ageing.

An important requirement for a successful study is the establishment of a reliable database.

Already published projects can serve as a guidance, but individual tasks are necessary to

perform on each newly established database. For this reason, the thesis describes the work that

was essential to prepare the MARK-AGE database. In a first step the Konstanz Information

Miner (KNIME), a program developed for data mining at the University of Konstanz, was

adjusted for the controlling of incoming data and constant monitoring of data quality during the

MARK-AGE project. Tools from descriptive statistics were applied to control data quality and

detect any problems hidden in the database. The problems identified concerned missing values,

outliers and batch effects, which could not be removed from the database in general. This thesis

explains why specific strategies are necessary for individual datasets and shows representative

results. In large scale studies, it is important to communicate results and problems between the

database team and project partners. The work describes how the KNIME server and WebPortal

were used, as communication platform, to provide all research groups involved with the

required information.

After the database was prepared, a model for the calculation and evaluation of biomarkers had

to be set up. Earlier studies showed that single parameters failed to work as representative

biomarker of ageing. As a result, a combination of several markers had to be found in order to

achieve a representative ageing score during this thesis. In many cases, analysis on single

parameters of the MARK-AGE database showed significant gender differences. As a

consequence, separate analyses on biomarkers of ageing were performed for male and female

subjects. Parameters for the ageing score were selected using a feature elimination tool and

linear regression analysis. For the evaluation of the developed ageing formulas, correlations
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with a fast ageing reference group, the Down syndrome patients, were successfully performed.

Furthermore, another group with presumed slow ageing was compared (‘GeHA offspring; GO’)

but did not show significant results. In a second step, score values were used for the evaluation

of the biological ageing formulas. Those reflect the biological state of a subject, like physical

fitness or the metabolic state. So far, no meaningful system, generating score values from a set

of parameters without background knowledge is available. On that account, the present thesis

describes first steps of a mathematical model, using the empirical distribution function as a

basis to determine functional score values.

In conclusion, this work describes the preparatory steps concerning the MARK-AGE database.

Those include database management steps, like data filling, ‘data cleaning’ and quality control.

An overview of the data documentation and communication strategy is provided. Furthermore,

the development of the biological ageing formula, and first steps of a scoring model are

presented.
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Zusammenfassung

Biomarker des Alterns erleben in den heutigen Tagen einen neuen Aufschwung in der

biomedizinischen Forschung. Hintergrund dafür sind alte und neu entwickelte Messmethoden

zur Analyse von Hochdurchsatzdaten, die fester Bestandteil von interdisziplinären und

internationalen Studien geworden sind. Die letzten Jahrzehnte haben gezeigt, dass der

Durchschnitt der Bevölkerung immer älter wird und speziell altersabhängige Krankheiten stetig

zunehmen. Ergebnisse von Altersstudien sollen diagnostische Verfahren und Therapien, vor

allem aber die Früherkennung und Prävention von Krankheiten verbessern. Um die

biologischen Effekte des Alterns im Menschen zu untersuchen finanziert die Europäische

Kommission die „MARK-AGE“ Studie, die sich mit dem Auffinden von Biomarkern des

Alterns befasst.

Eine der wichtigsten Voraussetzungen für eine erfolgreiche Studie ist das Vorhandensein einer

funktionstüchtigen Datenbank. Die Designs bereits publizierter Studien konnten als Leitfaden

genutzt werden, aber individuelle Bedürfnisse müssen an die Projektspezifische Datenbank

angepasst werden. Aus diesem Grund beschäftigt sich diese Arbeit mit den Arbeitsschritten die

notwendig waren, um die MARK-AGE Datenbank zur Benutzung bereitzustellen. In einem

ersten Schritt wurde der „Konstanz Information Miner“ (KNIME), ein Programm das an der

Universität Konstanz speziell für verschiedene Datenanalysen entwickelt wurde, an die

Kontrolle des Dateneingangs und die kontinuierlich Datenüberwachung angepasst. Während

der laufenden Arbeit wurden Werkzeuge aus der beschreibenden Statistik genutzt, um die

Datenqualität zu prüfen und Probleme in den Daten frühzeitig zu erkennen. Gefundene

Probleme waren fehlende Werte, Ausreißer und Gruppeneffekte die nicht in einem generellen

Schritt aus der Datenbank entfernt werden konnten. Diese These beschreibt, warum spezifische

Lösungsansätze für bestimmte Auswertungsverfahren nötig waren und zeigt repräsentative

Beispiele. Unerlässlich in großen Studien sind die Kommunikation von Problemen und visuelle

Verbreitung von Ergebnissen, sowohl im Datenbankteam als auch unter den Projektpartnern.

Die Arbeit zeigt wie der KNIME Server und das KNIME WebPortal als Kommunikations-

Plattform genutzt wurden, um die verschiedenen Instanzen mit den nötigen Informationen zu

versorgen.

Nachdem die Datenbank vorbereitet wurde, mussten mathematische Modelle etabliert werden,

um die zu den Hypothesen des Projektes passenden Biomarker in den Daten zu finden. In

früheren Studien wurde gezeigt, dass einzelne Parameter es nicht schafften als Vertreter des
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biologischen Alterns zu fungieren. Deswegen wurde in dieser Studie versucht verschiedene

Parameter so zu kombinieren, dass diese einen biologischen Alters-Score repräsentieren.

Durchgeführte Analysen an Einzelparametern der MARK-AGE Daten zeigten signifikante

Geschlechtsunterschiede. Aufgrund dessen wurden separate Biomarker Analysen für

männliche und weibliche Probanden durchgeführt. Parameter für die Altersformel wurden über

eine “feature elimination“ ausgewählt und mithilfe eines linearen Regressionsmodels

kombiniert. Für die Evaluierung der gefundenen Altersformel, wurden erfolgreiche

Korrelationen, mit einer schnell alternden Kontrollgruppe, den Down-Syndrom Patienten

durchgeführt. Vermutete, langsam alternde Subgruppen in den Daten konnten nicht bestätigt

werden. In einem zweiten Ansatz sollten Scores, die zum Beispiel den Zustand einer Person

bezüglich ihres physischen oder metabolischen Status beschreiben, genutzt werden um die

Formel weiter zu evaluieren. Bis heute ist kein System bekannt, mit dem solche biologischen

Scores, aus einem Set von Daten ohne Hintergrundwissen berechnet werden können. Deswegen

beschäftigt sich diese Arbeit mit einem ersten Versuch ein mathematisches Modell mithilfe der

empirischen Verteilungsfunktion aufzustellen, um solche Scores berechnen zu können.

Zusammenfassend zeigt diese Studie die nötigen Schritte der Datenbankbereitstellung in Bezug

auf Dateneingabe, Bereinigung und Qualitätskontrolle. Ein Überblick über die verwendeten

Dokumentations- und Kommunikationswege wird gegeben. In einem weiteren Schritt wird die

Entwicklung der Altersformel und erste Ansätze eines mathematischen Modells, für die

Berechnung  funktioneller Scores beschrieben.
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1 Introduction

1.1 MARK-AGE

1.1.1 MARK-AGE project summary and strategy

“MARK-AGE is a large-scale integrated project, supported by the European Commission. The

major aim of the project was to conduct a population study (3,300 subjects) in order to identify

a set of biomarkers of ageing which, as a combination of parameters with appropriate

weighting, would measure biological age better than any marker in isolation” (Bürkle et al.,

2015)

The running time of the MARK-AGE project was set for five years, from 2008 till 2013. All

project partners involved, called Beneficiaries, investigated in different physiological systems,

to find powerful biomarkers of human ageing. The study population represents different

geographical regions of Europe and contains several control groups (see chapter 1.1.5). The

general age range of the study was 35-74.9 years, as this is the most promising time span for

prophylaxis and intervention of age-related diseases (Bürkle et al., 2015). Three different

classes of candidate biochemical biomarkers were tested: “(1) “classical” parameters, which

were published in several smaller studies; (2) “new” parameters, considered in preliminary

small scale studies; (3) “novel” parameters, based on recent research projects of Beneficiaries

studying mechanistic aspects of ageing” (Bürkle et al., 2015). It was assumed that not all of the

markers might be of equal weight and general averaging of all possible candidates is

insufficient. A major task of the project was the optimization of the parameter weightings, with

multivariate analysis tools. Variance in the data should thereby be reduced, to derive a

mathematical function for a “biological age score” (Bürkle et al., 2015). It is worth mentioning,

that this concept was already used in an earlier study called “MacArthur studies of successful

ageing”, including a cohort of 171 adults, aged 70 to 79 years. Their findings already showed

that a combination of 10 biological markers in an “allostatic load score”, can be predictive of

mortality risk (Karlamangla et al., 2002; Karlamangla et al., 2006).
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1.1.2 MARK-AGE Consortium

The MARK-AGE consortium consists of 26 legal project partners (“Beneficiaries”),

comprising 21 non-profit organizations, 3 small and medium sized enterprises and 2 large

companies (Tab. 1.1, Bürkle et al., 2015).

Number Name Short name Country

1 Universität Konstanz UKON Germany

2 BioTeSys GmbH BioTeSys Germany

3 Fundación Centro Nacional de
Investigaciones Oncológicas Carlos III CNIO Spain

4 DNage B.V.† DNage The Netherlands

5 Erasmus Universitair Medisch Centrum
Rotterdam

ERASMUS
MC The Netherlands

6 Facultés Universitair Medisch Centrum
Rotterdam FUNDP Belgium

7 Imperial College of Science, Technology
and Medicine# IMPERIAL UK

8 Österreichische Akademie der
Wissenschaften* OEAW Austria

9 Instituto Nazionale Riposo e Cura per
Anziani INRCA Italy

10 NESTEC SA NESTEC Switzerland

11 National Hellenic Research Foundation NHRF Greece

12 Instytut Biologii Doświadczalnej im. M.
Nenckiego PAN NENCKI Poland

13 Institutul National de Gerontologie si
Geriatrie Ana Aslan NIGG Romania

14 Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en
Milieu RIVM The Netherlands

15 StratiCELL Screening Technologies
SA/NV StratiCELL Belgium

16 Aarhus University AU Denmark

17 Aston University UASTON UK

18 Vlaams Instituut voor Biotechnolgie vzw VIB Belgium

19 Universität Hohenheim UHOH Germany

20 Martin-Luther Universität Halle-
Wittenberg MLU Halle Germany
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Number Name Short name Country

21 Alma Mater Studiotum – Università di
Bologna UNIBO Italy

22 Unilever UK Central Resources Limited UNILEVER UK

23 Università degli Studi di Roma “La
Sapienza” UNIROMA Italy

24 Université Pierre et Marie Curie – Paris 6 UPMC France

25 Academisch Ziekenhuis Leiden – Leids
Universitair Medisch Centrum LUMC The Netherlands

26 Tampereen Yliopisto UTA Finland

27 Cranfield University## CRAN UK

28 Universität Innsbruck** UIBK Austria

Table 1.1 List of MARK-AGE Beneficiaries (adapted from Bürkle et al., 2015)
#until 31 May 2008
##from 1 June 2008
†until 31 March 2011
*until 31 Aug 2012
**from 1 Sept 2012

The interdisciplinary scientific groups from 14 European countries, work on the forefront of

ageing research and were experts in Geriatrics, Epidemiology and Human Genetics, Clinical

Chemistry, Biochemistry, Cell Biology, Immunology, Molecular Genetics, Bioinformatics, and

Mathematical Modelling (Bürkle et al., 2015). The co-ordinator of the project is Prof. Dr.

Alexander Bürkle (contact: Alexander.Buerkle@uni-konstanz.de), the project manager Dr.

Maria Moreno-Villanueva (contact: Maria.Moreno-Villanueva@uni-konstanz.de).

1.1.3 Standard Operating Procedures

In a big European study like the MARK-AGE project involving 26 scientific groups, Standard

Operating Procedures (SOPs) are essential. SOPs are detailed instructions describing how each

step of a process has to be performed. They ensure that each sample is treated in the same way.

Standardized processes guarantee high sample quality and comparability. The SOPs are

obligatory for all MARK-AGE partners and cover all aspects of subject’s recruitment,

collection, shipment, and distribution of biological samples. Detailed definitions on the MARK-

AGE SOPs can be read in the article (Moreno-Villanueva et al., 2015).
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1.1.4 MARK-AGE Work Packages

The huge amount of work in the MARK-AGE project was distributed in Work Packages (WPs)

(Tab. 1.2). Only selected parts of WPs, necessary for the understanding of this thesis, are

described below. For further information, see the article “MARK-AGE biomarker of ageing”

(Bürkle et al., 2015).

Number Title

1 Recruitment of probands and physiological markers

2 DNA-based markers

3 Markers based on proteins and their modifications

4 Immunological markers

5 Clinical chemistry, hormones and markers of metabolism

6 Oxidative stress markers

7 Emergent biomarkers of ageing from model systems and novel methodological
approaches

8 Data analysis and bioinformatics

9 Dissemination and training

10 Project management and ethical issues

Table 1.2 List of MARK-AGE WPs (adapted from Bürkle et al., 2015)

1.1.5 WP.1: Recruitment of probands and physiological markers

1.1.5.1 Recruitment of probands and control groups
The main group of recruited subjects consist of about 2300 randomly recruited age-stratified

individuals from the general population (RASIG). They were invited from several different

geographical regions of Europe (Tab. 1.3). Equal numbers of men and women were searched

for the following age classes: 35-39 yrs., 40-44 yrs., 45-49 yrs., 50-54 yrs., 55-59 yrs., 60-64

yrs., 65-69 yrs., 70-74.9 yrs. These groups represent the “average population ageing rate”

(Bürkle et al., 2015; Capri et al., 2015).
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Country Number

Austria 08

Belgium 06

Finland 26

Germany 02

Greece 11

Italy 21

Poland 12

The Netherlands 25

Table 1.3 MARK-AGE recruitment centers

The second group comprises of subjects born from a long living parent, belonging to a family

with long living sibling(s). This families were recruited within the framework of the EU

Integrated Project GEHA (Franceschi et al., 2007; Skytthe et al., 2011). Data from the recent

literature indicate that offspring of long-living parents age “better” than controls born from non

long-living parents (Rozing et al., 2011; Wijsman et al., 2011). According to this findings

GEHA offspring (GO), are predicted to age at a slower rate than the average population (Bürkle

et al., 2015). The amount of subjects recruited in the GEHA study limits the number of proband

available for the MARK-AGE project. About 550 GOs covering the age range between 55 and

74.9 years were recruited (Capri et al., 2015).

To exclude environmental influences on the GO group as long living factor, they are compared

with a third group, their spouses, called spouses of GEHA offspring (SGO). SGO’s are exposed

to the same environmental conditions than the respective GOs. If environmental facts have no

influence, it is expected that GOs display a slower ageing rate than the SGO. During the analysis

systematic comparison of GO and SGO cohorts should be used, for a first validation of the

biomarkers identified in the cross-sectional study of the RASIG population (Bürkle et al.,

2015). Not all of the GO subjects were married or live in a relationship, for this reason, the

number of SGO is limited to about 300 (Capri et al., 2015).

To represent a group of subjects that age faster and offer a higher biological age, patients with

Down syndrome (DS) or Werner’s syndrome (WS) or Cockayne’s syndrome (CS) were

recruited (Bürkle et al., 2015; Capri et al., 2015). Those ‘segmental progeroid syndromes’

present characteristics of dramatically accelerated ageing and premature death but occur

extremely seldom (Carfi et al., 2014; Sugimoto, 2014; Weidenheim et al., 2009).
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The comparison of the DS, WS and CS subjects with the RASIG and GO/SGO groups will

provide an additional validation for the biomarkers identified in the study (Bürkle et al., 2015).

Due to the rarity of the disease, only a small number of subjects were recruited (Capri et al.,

2015). As WS and CS patients cannot donate the full amount of required blood, their samples

were analysed in the end of the project, after the biomarker parameters were already determined.

1.1.5.2 Re-sampling
In order to prove the biological and analytical stability of the measured parameters, about 100

donors were re-sampled within 3-6 months after the first recruitment date. Assuming that the

parameters do not change with age in this short time period, they should stay relatively stable.

A reliable biomarker has to pass the re-sampling procedure with excellent results (Bürkle et al.,

2015).

1.1.5.3 Re-testing
To establish a small, but representative longitudinal study, 12% of the recruited subjects were

invited again after 3 years. Subjects with a higher or lower biological age profile should display

similar patterns at the 3-year follow-up (Bürkle et al., 2015).

1.1.5.4 Collection of physiological markers
With standardized questionnaire forms, the anthropometric, clinical and social data were

collected from each participating subject (Tab. 1.4). The ATC code and ZUNG scale are

described in more detail below, as they appear in the context of the thesis. Before answering

the questions and thereby participating in the study, each subject has to accept an inform consent

(Bürkle et al., 2015).

Questionnaire Content

Demographic information family composition, marital status, education, occupation,
and housing conditions

Lifestyle use of tobacco and alcohol, daily activities

Functional status activities of Daily Living (ADL) and Norton Scale

Cognitive status STROOP test, 15-picture learning test

Health status present and past diseases, self-perceived health,
Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) code

Mood ZUNG depression scale

Table 1.4 List of standardized questionnaire parts (modified from Bürkle et al., 2015)
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A physical examination was performed for all subjects and contains measurement of the stated

“classical” candidate biomarkers (Tab. 1.5).

Physical examination

Body mass index (BMI)

Waist and hip circumference

Blood pressure at rest

Heart rate at rest

Lung function values

Five times chair standing

Handgrip strength

Table 1.5 List of physical examinations (modified from Bürkle et al., 2015)

1.1.5.4.1 ATC code

Drug names did not refer to a uniform system in Europe. For a clear definition of drug intake,

the standardized ATC classification system is used. The ATC code of a drug consists of 5 levels

defined by a specific order of letters and numbers (Tab. 1.6) (WHO, 2013).

Level Code values Indication

1 One letter A-D, G, H, J, L-N,
P-S, V Anatomical main group

2 Two digits 0-9 Therapeutic main group

3 One letter A-Z Therapeutic/pharmacological subgroup

4 One letter A-Z Chemical/therapeutic/pharmacological
subgroup

5 Two digits 0-9 Chemical substance

Table 1.6 List of ATC code levels and indications

1.1.5.4.2 ZUNG depression scale

The ZUNG scale is a self-reported depression scale. Not a psychologist, but the subject itself

defines the score value, by replying to twenty defined questions. The answering options are

limited to: "a little of the time", "some of the time", "good part of the time", "most of the time".

Each phrase is weighted in a scoring system with points between 1 and 4. The specific scoring

system is developed by Zung, based on a population study of 169 elderly persons (Zung, 1964).
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Ignoring one or several questions is not allowed, as the scoring system fails to reproduce the

correct score value in this case. If this happens anyway the Shrive group tested several available

imputation methods (Shrive et al., 2006). They reported, if up to 10% of entries are missing in

a study population, the gaps can be replaced with the mean value of the achieved points from

the desired subject.

1.1.5.5 Re-entering
During the entering of a questionnaire form, typos or mixings can occur. According to control

the quality of the entered data, 25% of all questionnaire should be entered a second time during

the study (MARK-AGE technical annex).

1.1.5.6 Sample collection
All participants were asked to donate blood (55 ml) by phlebotomy after overnight fasting.

From blood samples plasma, serum and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were

separated. PBMC were cryopreserved, and all the other components were frozen down. In

addition buccal mucosal cells, as well as urine samples were collected (Bürkle et al., 2015).

The sample collection was performed in all recruitment centers according to the developed

SOPs (Moreno-Villanueva et al., 2015).

1.1.5.7 Exclusion criteria
Several diseases are known to influence the measured parameters. To avoid an increase of

variance in the data due to contaminated samples, some exclusion criteria were set at the

beginning of the project (Tab. 1.7) (Capri et al., 2015).

Exclusion criteria for subjects

Seropositivity for HIV, HBV (except positivity by vaccination) and HCV

Measured positivity for HBV and HCV

Presence of a diagnosed cancer disease and resulting intake of anti-cancer drugs or chronic
glucocorticoids treatment

Less than 50% of lifetime spent in country of residence

Inability to give Informed Consent

Acute illness

Table 1.7 List of exclusion criteria for subjects (modified from Capri et al., 2015)
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), hepatitis B virus (HBV), hepatitis C virus (HCV)
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1.1.6 WPs 2-7

The WPs two to seven investigate on the different groups of analytical parameters, which were

measured during the project (Tab 1.2). They are explained in detail, in the article “MARK-AGE

biomarkers of ageing” (Bürkle et al., 2015).

1.1.7 WP 8: Data analysis and bioinformatics

The huge amount of collected data requires appropriate data storage and analysis. This covers

the establishment and preparation of the database, as well as the finding of mathematical models

to determine the biomarkers of ageing. To achieve the mentioned points, necessary tasks are

the preparation of the database, data property analysis, modelling, variance reduction, clustering

and visualization (Bürkle et al., 2015).

1.1.8 WP 9: Dissemination and training

1.1.8.1 Dissemination
The MARK-AGE beneficiaries are committed to distribute study results to a broad range of

people. For this purpose, the MARK-AGE website (www.mark-age.eu) was established and a

scientific congress on “Biomarkers of human ageing” was held during month 60 at the

University of Konstanz. Data arising from the study will be published in high impact journals

(Bürkle et al., 2015).

1.1.8.2 Training
Training activities were performed through research training and specialised courses and

summer schools. The first summer school was joined with the FP6 Concerted Action

LINKAGE. The second with the conference series Neurobiology and Neuroendocrinology of

Aging, Bregenz, Austria hold in July 2012 (Bürkle et al., 2015).

1.1.9 WP 10: Project management and ethical issues

1.1.9.1 Project management
The MARK-AGE consortium held a clear structured system (Fig. 1.1) and worked under the

terms of Good Scientific Practice (Bürkle et al., 2015). The Steering Committee comprises the

WP leaders. The Project Management Team informed all Beneficiaries about technical issues

and organisational rearrangements.
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Contact with the European Commission was performed through the Scientific Advisory Board

consisting of three internationally renowned experts (Bürkle et al., 2015).

1.1.9.2 Ethical issues
The MARK-AGE study was carried out in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki (WMA

2013), which is the accepted basis for clinical study ethics, and must be fully followed and

respected by all engaged in research on human beings. SOPs (see chapter 1.1.3) were designed

within the Consortium to guarantee a maximal level of safety for the subjects and their samples

and data (Moreno-Villanueva et al., 2015). The samples were collected after accordance to

inform consent, coded in a double blinded system and stored at the MARK-AGE Biobank

localised at the Institute of Biological Chemistry and Nutrition at the University of Hohenheim,

Germany. Data were stored in the MARK-AGE database at the University of Konstanz

protected by authorized staff and under electronic and hardware security (Baur et al., 2015a;

Moreno-Villanueva and Kötter et al., 2015).

Figure 1.1 Management structure of the MARK-AGE project (adapted from Bürkle et al., 2015)

The structured overview represents the relationship between the Steering Committee including all WP
leaders, the project management team, ethic board and scientific advisory board.
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1.2 Database in general and MARK-AGE database

1.2.1 Database

A database is a structured collection of information that can quickly be retrieved by specific

computer programs. For an efficient usage of the stored data, the structure of the collected

information should be presented in a way that knowledge can easily be extracted. Additionally

the database should connect the raw data with additional information necessary to understand

the collected information. For this purposes various forms of databases were established, and

typically categorized, on the basis of their function. The most common type is the relational

database, storing the information in various data tables (Codd, 1970, 1990). This type is widely

used in the fields of genomics and proteomics, where large amount of data must be stored for a

single subject (Mackey and Pearson, 2004; Yu and Salomon, 2009).

1.2.2 Database management system

A database management system (DBMS) is a program that enables the user to enter, organize

and select data from a database (Fig. 1.2). They are especially designed to provide an interaction

between the user, other applications, and the database itself covering the following tasks. (i)

Data definition means the addition, removal and modification of data structure. (ii) Update of

data, covers the field of inserting, modification and deletion of data itself. (iii) Retrieval of data

means the query of data for reports and end-users. (iv) Data administration, deals with data

security including the recovery, registration and monitoring of users (Kedar, 2009).

Figure 1.2 DBMS

The DBMS performs the interaction between the data and the database itself. It manages the incoming
data and integrates them in a usable form to the database. Also requests on the database in a controlled
way are possible with the DBMS.
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Different types of DBMSs were developed, ranging from small personal systems to large

systems that run on mainframes. Structured Queried Language (SQL) is a standard language to

interact with relational databases and became the most widely used database language. It was

developed in the early 1970s at International Business Machines (IBM) (Chamberlin and

Boyce, 1974). The language SQL offers tools for data insert, query, update, delete, modification

and data access control.

1.2.3 Data communication and sharing

In large research projects the sharing of data intra-consortia, inter-consortia and with the

scientific community is essential, to boost efforts, and study complex analysis pathways. For

an efficient access on data, studies like the Human Ageing Genomic Resources (HAGR), or the

Digital Ageing Atlas (DAA), use web pages were reports or data could be downloaded (Craig

et al., 2015; Tacutu et al., 2013). Thereby ethic aspects and data safety must be considered as

well as technical, political and economic aspects (van Panhuis et al., 2014). Sharing of data

assumes that communicated data is cleaned and validated before. An elaborated data

management plan is necessary before the beginning of the study, to ensure that data will be well

organized, and entered in the correct format.

1.2.4 MARK-AGE database

The MARK-AGE database is programmed with SQL and stored on a high availability cluster

located at the University of Konstanz. In a high availability cluster a backup server

automatically takes over the services, if the active server fails to supply. By local separation of

the different server systems an additional prevention was established against fire or theft

(Moreno-Villanueva and Kötter et al., 2015). The MARK-AGE database comprises a relational

model and consists of several management and data tables. In the management tables

assignments on the entered subjects and their belonging data are stored. The data tables contain

the different sections of the questionnaires, as well as the uploaded analytical results. For the

storage of additional information on biochemical parameters, like description and membership

to the WP, a metatable was established (Moreno-Villanueva and Kötter et al., 2015).
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1.2.4.1 MARK-AGE data entry framework
Data measured by the project partners should be uploaded to the SQL database via the internet.

To manage this task, specialized webfronts were prepared with the scripting language PHP. The

framework has been developed to provide an easy upload for each section of the questionnaire

forms, as well as batch uploading of analytical results (Moreno-Villanueva and Kötter et al.,

2015). The range of numerical and mandatory fields was restricted according to the entrance

using regular expression, a sequence of characters that form a search pattern. To monitor

uploading activities each entry contains a timestamp recording the time, the entry has been

saved in the database. Each specific data point of a subject independent if it occurs from the

questionnaire data or the analytical measurements can only be entered once per subject, by the

entitled person. In order to edit a special entry a recruiter needs the permission from the

administrator who can permit the re-entering of information into the database (Moreno-

Villanueva and Kötter et al., 2015). The web framework further ensures that users can only

enter data from subjects of their research center. To manage this, each user received his own

login, which is associated with a certain function e.g. recruitment center or laboratory (Moreno-

Villanueva and Kötter et al., 2015).

1.2.4.2 Coding of the subjects
One of the main tasks of the MARK-AGE database system, is the blinding of the subjects.

According to the fact that some working groups were recruiter and analyzer at the same time, a

double blinding system was established. Subject’s biographical and analytical data are stored

separately and connected by identifiers called “subject codes” (Moreno-Villanueva and Kötter

et al., 2015). Recruited individuals were coded directly at the recruitment center by assigning a

unique alphanumeric code, called primary subject code (PSC). The PSC consists of 7 indicators

(Fig. 1.3), the first and the second part consists of numbers and identifies the recruitment center.

The second and third places are either numbers or strings, and indicate the recruitment round.

The last 3 digits are running numbers, identifying the subject. Collected biological samples

were send to the Biobank at Hohenheim with the PSC and re-coded, at this location, with a

secondary subject code (SSC). Afterwards the samples were send, with those codes, to the

analytical laboratories (Fig. 1.4). The SSC consists of 5 numbers and is issued by a service of

the database system. The first 4 digits of the SSC were generated in a random but unique

manner, the last digit replaces a checksum (Moreno-Villanueva and Kötter et al., 2015).
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Information received from the questionnaires was directly uploaded to the database with the

PSC code, at the recruitment center. Analytic data were entered at the measuring laboratories,

with the SSC. To obtain the possibility to join separately stored information, a translation table

including the two subject codes was established and called PSC to SSC table (Fig. 1.5). To

guarantee the blinding, the translation information is only available at the Biobank and for the

database management team at the University of Konstanz (Moreno-Villanueva and Kötter et

al., 2015).

Figure 1.3 Structure of the PSC

The first two digits indicate the number of the research center. The second and third character can both
be string or a number and indicate the recruitment round. The last three numbers identify the subject.

02 00 123
Number of
recruitment center
(02, 06, 08, 11, 12 21,
25, 26)

Identifier of the
recruitment round
(00, RE, RT, RN)

Subject identification part
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Figure 1.4 Data flow and subject codes (adapted from Moreno-Villanueva and Kötter et al., 2015)

The overview shows the data flow and subject coding within MARK-AGE. Unique primary codes were
generated at the recruitment center, for questionnaire entries and biological samples. The Biobank
converts the PSC with the help of a database system service into the SSC. Re-labelled tubes were sent
to the laboratories. They upload the measured data with the SSC to the database. Questionnaire forms
were directly uploaded with the PSC.

Figure 1.5 Screenshot of the PSC to SSC table structure

Each time new samples were relabeled, the database system saved the information which PSC (for
questionnaire coding) belongs to which specific SSC (for analytic coding) in a separate database table
called PSC to SSC table. Additional some internal ids for the psc and ssc were saved, reflecting the order
of the entering, counting from one. To reproduce the insert date of the proband the day (ins_date) of the
first insertion is saved.
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1.2.4.3 Coding of specific recruitment rounds
The third and fourth digits of the PSC are used to indicate subgroups in the MARK-AGE

population. Subgroups involving the first recruitment, re-sampling, re-testing, re-entering and

the respective coding are listed in table 1.8 (Tab. 1.8).

Code Recruitment round

00 Subjects included in the first recruitment

RE Subjects included in the re-sampling paired with the respective dataset of the first
sampling

RT Subjects included in the re-testing paired with the respective dataset of the first
sampling

RN Questionnaires entered a second time during the re-entering paired with the
respective dataset of the first entering

Table 1.8 List of codes, used for the identification of different recruitment rounds

1.3 Data cleaning
Best efforts established in the design of a study cannot prevent from errors occurring during

data collection. Such errors can lead to incorrect or incomplete information, and are to be

expected in real world data (Orr, 1998; Redman, 1998). The confirmation of analyzed results

and received conclusion on misleading data is disabled. Each user of a database has to keep

attention on the respective data background. The corresponding analyzers have to be informed

about known data quality problems that can possibly influence results validity. To facilitate a

coordinated system, data cleaning is part of the data management process and the information

management chain. In order to improve data quality, they have to care about the identification

and correction of errors before storing and analyzing (Chapman, 2005, Van den Broeck et al.,

2005)

The source of an error, or a systematic failure is in many cases not clear detectable and various.

Frequent examples are reported for data entry errors, measurement errors or data integration

errors (Hellerstein, 2008). Most cleaning steps were preformed manually which is laborious

and time consuming, and in itself prone to errors (Maletic and Marcus, 2000). Recommended

are data cleaning strategies including the use of machine learning for guided database repair

(Yakout et al., 2010). Representative examples are described for inferring and imputing of

missing values (Mayfield et al., 2010), and the resolving of inconsistencies using functional

dependencies (Fan et al., 2008).
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Furthermore, several general methodologies for the improvement of data quality are provided

by Batini and colleagues (Batini et al., 2009). After data cleaning, the collected information are

of high quality if, "they are fit for their intended uses in operations, decision making and

planning." (Juran and Godfrey, 1974). Further processing by users is possible, without affecting

accuracy or effectivity of data analysis.

1.3.1 Data visualization

The process of transforming data into visual images is called data visualization (Schroeder et

al., 2003). On the one hand visualization of data is an effective tool for data communication.

On the other hand powerful charts, diagrams or maps from descriptive statistics provide the

opportunity to detect problems and faulty entries in data (Tukey, 1977). Common visualization

tools are Histograms, Boxplots and Scatterplots. Descriptive statistic and data visualization are

closely related to each other. The main task of descriptive statistics is the quantitative analysis

of the data background, to gain information about the distribution, the mean and the standard

deviation of a population. The visualization of the mentioned terms allows a fast interpretation

of the data, and the check on problems, occurring in data like outliers, batch effects and missing

data.

1.3.2 Outliers

Outliers reflect observations that are much smaller, or much larger, than the rest of the

population. This is problematic, because they may not reflect the true distribution of the sample

and could distort the analysis (Barnett and Lewis, 1994; Grubbs, 1969). It was reported several

times that interpretations of statistical analysis, derived from data sets with outliers, lead to

misleading results (Cousineau and Chartier, 2010; Hodge and Austin, 2004). During analysis it

is necessary to differentiate between extreme values, statistical noise and an outlier (Barnett

and Lewis, 1994). This is even problematic as the cause of outliers is often unknown, and

uniform detection methods are hardly available (Singh and Upadhyaya, 2012). Outliers can

occur by chance, as well as for technical, human, experimental or biological reasons. A typical

cause for outlying values, is the overlap of distributions, occurring from two unknown and

differing populations in the data. In this cases, outliers are useful to detect subgroups, problems

with the measuring technique or the experimental design of a study. The analysis and treatment

of outliers is furthermore an important statistical task and their removal, or weighting down,

may change the conclusions considerably. The influence of the detected outlier thereby depends

on the sample size, and the robustness of the statistical method.
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1.3.2.1 Detection of outliers

1.3.2.1.1 Visual outlier detection

A general way to define outliers is the graphical detection with a boxplot (Fig. 1.6) (Laurikkala

et al., 2000). Laurikkala suggests 1.5 times the interquartile range (IQR) as upper and lower

extremes. The IQR is thereby calculated as the first quartile subtracted from the third. In general

the median, and not the mean, is shown in the middle of the box.

Figure 1.6 Scheme of the standard boxplot

The black band in the box represents the second quartile (median), the bottom and top the first (25%)
and third (75%) quartile. Points outside the boxes represent outliers, exceeding 1.5 times the
Interquartile Range (IQR). The IQR is equal to the middle fifty and calculated as the first quartile
subtracted from the third.

1.3.2.1.2 Mathematical detection of outliers

First statistical approaches with algorithms used for outlier detection were reported in the late

1990s (Barnett and Lewis, 1994; Rousseeuw and Leroy, 1996). These analyses were restricted

to one dimensional analysis. A representative example is the Grubbs method (Extreme

Studentized Deviate) (Grubbs, 1969). Multivariate methods were reviewed by (Penny and

Jolliffe, 2001) including principle component analysis (PCA) (Jackson and Chen, 2004) as a

method to define outliers. Different methods for detecting and eliminating outliers are described

until today, but each approach must be adjusted for the individually used dataset. For example

outlier treatments specifically designed for linear regression approaches (Adikaram et al., 2014)

can only be used for this purposes.
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For biological parameters, with an underlying normal distributions, the three sigma rule is often

used to estimate outliers.  Roughly, 1 in 22 observations will differ by twice or more the

standard deviation (Ruan et al., 2005). As representative example, in a cohort with 1000

observations, up to five values deviate more than three times the standard deviation from the

mean. If the distribution of a population is already known before the measurements, the amount

of expected outliers can be compared with the detected outliers exceeding three standard

deviations (Ruan et al., 2005).

1.3.2.2 Handling of outliers
An upcoming problem introduced by the simple removal of outlying values, is the generation

of missing values. Further investigations are necessary for those cases. If the cause of an outlier

is known, it is possible to incorporate this effect into the model structure for re-calculation

(Bishop, 1994; Roberts and Tarassenko, 1995). The description of outlier treatment in clinical

studies is rare in the literature (Tse and Xiang, 2010). Treatment of outliers in proteomic studies

are reviewed in (Urfer et al., 2006).

1.3.3 Batch effects

With today’s high throughput techniques, the amount of biological data increases. Many

investigators hope to improve, the power of statistical analysis with a higher sample size. In

long term studies, the measuring conditions can change over time, and lead to the occurrence

of batch effects. These are subgroups of measurements in a dataset, offering different behaviors

compared to the rest of the population. Real batch effects should be unrelated to biological or

scientific variables in a study. A first step to address such problem is careful study design (Hu

et al., 2005). Consortia have to keep attention, in large scale studies with a long running time,

and measurements in different laboratories. Previous publications have shown that batch effects

can be associated with the processing date (Sherer, 2009), groups that prepared the material

(Scharpf et al., 2011) and various other laboratory effects (Irizarry et al., 2005). Strong

correlations between biological and technical variables, lead to serious concerns about the

validity of the results (Akey et al., 2007; Baggerly et al., 2004). Additionally, batch effects can

lead to an increase of variability and subsequently to a decrease of detecting real biological

signals (Leek and Storey, 2007). Furthermore, misleading biological or clinical conclusion, due

to false positive or false negative results, are introduced by misclassifications. In long term

studies with multiple measuring rounds, batch effects can lead to a lack of reproducibility,

because conditions changes again (Baggerly et al., 2008).
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1.3.3.1 Detection of batch effects
Visualization of the data is the recommended approach for batch detection. Scatter- or line plots

are general tools (Fig. 1.7) (Leek et al., 2010).

Figure 1.7 Visual detection of batch effects (adapted from Leek et al., 2010)

Batch effects in data were detected with simple line blots. Each line represents expression data of a
different group. The batch effects (green to orange) occur for all groups over sample time.

1.3.3.2 Handling of batch effects
Most of the actual literature deals with batch effects that occur in studies using high-throughput

technologies for gene and protein expressions, as well as epigenetic modifications (Johnson et

al., 2007; Kupfer et al., 2012; Larsen et al., 2014; Leek and Storey, 2007; Mecham et al., 2010).

They developed normalization methods considering the study design to correct for batch

effects. Additionally the identification and estimation of surrogate variables for unknown

sources of variations were described (Leek and Storey, 2007). One group in the field directly

removed known batch effects (Johnson et al., 2007). Also in clinical trials addressing low

dimensional molecular measurements, batch effects can be detected (Jouden, 1972). General

handling methods to handle batch effects in such studies are rare.
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1.3.4 Missing Data

Missing data is a problem that frequently arises in clinical trials (Altman and Böand, 2007;

Rubin, 1976; Sterne et al., 2009). The design of clinical trials is performed, to keep levels of

missing data as low as possible. High percentages of missing data can lead to misleading

interpretations of the study results (Banks et al., 2004). The cause of missing data is various,

and covers reasons like incorrect patient’s reports, personnel error, faulty measurements, and

so forth.

1.3.4.1 Detection of missing data
How to select an appropriate way for statistical analysis, depends on the reasons why missing

data occur (Sterne et al., 2009). To find the right method, missing data and their causes, should

be monitored during the ongoing trial. Thereby two important terms, the missing data pattern

and the missing data mechanism, visualizing and characterizing the situation of the data, should

be considered (Toutenburg et al., 2002).

1.3.4.1.1 Missing data pattern

Missing data pattern describes the data structure that occurs due to missing values (Fig. 1.8).

The inspection addresses questions like, does a missing value occur for a single subject or for

a complete group. And do they miss at the same time or completely randomly. In the end this

strategy can give a hint on complex dependencies between observed and incomplete variables

(Toutenburg et al., 2002).
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Figure 1.8 Overview of missing data pattern (adapted from Toutenburg et al., 2002)

The four figures represent different missing data pattern. (1) Univariate Missing Data Pattern, (2)
Monotone Missing Data Pattern, (3) Special Missing Data Pattern, (4) General Missing Data Pattern.

1.3.4.1.2 Missing data mechanism

Missing data mechanism observes the process responsible for the generation of missing data

and is in general split in three parts (Ibrahim et al., 2012; Toutenburg et al., 2002).

Missing completely at random (MCAR)

The reason why a missing value occurs is not dependent on the data itself. They were introduced

because of lost data, accidental omission of an answer on a questionnaire, accidental breaking

of samples or laboratory instrument and unknowing personnel error. Under MCAR the

observed data are just a random sample of the population (Ibrahim et al., 2012; Little and Rubin,

2002; Toutenburg et al., 2002).

Missing at random (MAR)

Missing data are related to a specific variable but are not related to the values of the variable

that offer missing data (Little and Rubin, 2002).

Missing not at random (MNAR)

In this case data is missing for a specific reason. Missing value depends on the value that would

have been observed or other missing values. For example a patient cannot come to the interview

because he is too sick. In this case the score would be very bad (Toutenburg et al., 2002).
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1.3.4.2 Handling of missing data

1.3.4.2.1 Complete Case Analysis (CCA)

Many methods have been published how to address the identified missing data (Enders, 2012;

Rubin, 1987; Sterne et al., 2009). An available or complete case analysis (CCA) is the most

frequently used method in handling missing data and exclude all subjects with missing values

from the analysis (Altman and Böand, 2007; Donders et al., 2006; Sterne et al., 2009; White

and Thompson, 2005). This is also the standard technique for most statistical software like SAS,

STATA and R. The CCA is only usable if the missing data occurs with equally distributed

covariates, and in an unbiased fashion. A covariate in statistics is a variable that is of direct

interest in the study and possibly predictive for the outcome of the results. Guidelines for

randomized trials indicate that adjustment for covariates can be considered to reduce bias and

increase precision and should be pre-specified in the trial protocol (Lewis, 1942; Products,

2004). Bias is thereby defined, as the average difference between model parameter estimates

and their true values (Ibrahim et al., 2012). In data that are MAR where missing values depend

only on the observed covariates and not on the response, a CCA analysis will lead to unbiased

estimates (Little and Rubin, 2002). Whereas for MNAR data, a CCA analysis will lead to biased

and inefficient parameter estimates when missing values were excluded (Ibrahim et al., 2012;

Toutenburg et al., 2002).

1.3.4.2.2 Imputation methods

The exclusion of subjects with missing data can have a big impact on the analysis (Little and

Rubin, 2002; Molenberghs and Verbeke, 2005; Verbeke and Molenberghs, 2009). As a

consequence, methods to fill missing gaps in data are necessary. One common method to deal

with missing data is imputation (Rubin, 1987; Schafer, 1997; Sterne et al., 2009; Vach, 1994).

There are methods available were only a single estimate (single imputation) is used, but also

multiple imputation methods. The single imputation is simple and easy to perform, but can lead

after a poor choice to an incorrect conclusion. Common methods are the insertion of the mean

or the statistical more robust median (Enders, 2012). Multiple imputation methods were

introduced in 1987, and reflect an efficient way to handle missing data in general (Rubin, 1987),

as they also address the term of variability (McCleary, 2002; Patrician, 2002). Rubin described

the ways to estimate missing values with a set of plausible data. The method assumes

multivariate normal distributed MAR data.
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The imputation is split in three steps. Missing values are replaced five times generating 5

different data sets. For each set the mean and the standard deviation (sd) are calculated. These

results are used to calculate a combined overall mean and sd for each missing value. In this

process the missing values are estimated based on a specific list of characteristics that are used

as predictors (Rubin, 1976). Regression analysis, a main tool in statistical analysis of

dependencies, is often affected by missing values (Toutenburg et al., 2002). Whereas

parametric regression has been investigated extensively (Rubin, 1987; Schafer, 1997; Vach,

1994) nonparametric methods (Chena and Tang, 2011; González-Manteiga and Pérez-

González, 2011) has poorly been considered within this context so far. Multiple imputation,

however, results in less biased estimates than not addressing missing values at all (Moons et

al., 2006).

1.4 Biomarkers
The term “biomarker” an abbreviation of “biological marker” was first stated in the late 1980s

(Brotman and Prince, 1988). The National Institutes of Health defined Biomarkers in 1998 as

“a characteristic that is objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal biological

processes, pathogenic processes, or pharmacologic response to a therapeutic intervention”

(NIH, 2000). The World Health Organization defined a biomarker as “any substance, structure,

or process that can be measured in the body or its products and influence or predict the incidence

of outcome or disease” (Strimbu and Jorge, 2001). Biomarker discovery thereby includes many

scientific fields. For example in clinical research they are used to measure the stage of a disease

and monitor the progress during treatment. The advantages of biomarkers are the cheap and fast

evaluation of results. A good biomarker determines the state of an individual noninvasive and

before harm occurs. To achieve the mentioned requirements the biomarker must be measured

accurately and reproducible.

In clinical trials biomarkers are considered to be surrogate endpoints. Solid evidence must be

available that the biomarker can consistently and accurately predict a clinical outcome. The

biomarker must not be part of the pathophysiologic pathway that results in the endpoint. The

biomarker can thereby be a product of the key pathway or an indirect sign of the pathway

(Strimbu and Tavel, 2010). The complexity of biological systems lead to the conclusion that in

some cases only a combination of markers is the best representing parameter. The recent interest

in biomarker research is by new techniques which enable high throughput measurements like

in proteomics and genomics.
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1.4.1 Biomarkers of ageing

Ageing has been defined as the time-dependent decline of functional capacity and stress

resistance, associated with increased risk of morbidity and mortality (Bürkle, 1996). The rate

of ageing differs significantly between members of the same species. This indicates that the

biological age (bioage) of a single individual is not necessarily coupled with the chronological

age. The classical quantitative assessment of “ageing” relies on the analysis of mortality curves

(Gompertz function) of populations (Gompertz, 1825). Relating on this individuals must be

followed until the end of their life to determine the bioage according to mortality. This method

is not useful as the maximum lifespan is hard to determine, because longitudinal studies would

take far too much time (Harrison, 2011). To determine the bioage anyway, age-related changes

in body function or composition must be found that could predict the future onset of age-related

diseases and the remaining lifetime more accurately than chronological age (Bürkle et al.,

2015). The parameters involved in these changes are termed “biomarkers of ageing” and were

proposed with the following criteria from the American Federation for Aging Research: “(i) It

must predict the rate of ageing. In other words, it would tell exactly where a person is in their

total life span. It must be a better predictor of life span than chronological age. (ii) It must

monitor a basic process that underlies the ageing process, not the effects of disease. (iii) It must

be able to be tested repeatedly without harming the person, for example, a blood test or an

imaging technique. (iv) It must be something that works in humans and in laboratory animals,

such as mice. This is so that it can be tested in lab animals before being validated in humans.”

(Johnson, 2006)

Until today a widespread of human ageing markers have been proposed in the scientific

literature (Craig et al., 2015; Mocchegiani et al., 2008, Simm et al., 2008; Tacutu et al., 2013).

They cover a wide range, if not all tissues and organs of a body, indicating that research on

ageing cannot be restricted to a single field in biology (Bürkle, 2001; Troen, 2003).  Although

cross talk between parameters of different physiological systems, affecting age, can occure.

This is a hint why no single marker but only a combination can reflect the real bioage

(Hochschild, 1994; Lehr, 1986; Pfeiffer, 1970). To identify such markers and their functions

several studies are already invented mainly based on genomics and proteomics (Craig et al.,

2015; De Magalhaes, 2005; Franceschi et al., 2007; Mocchegiani et al., 2008; Pankratz et al.,

2015; Tacutu et al., 2013).
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In the last decades the interest in the assessment of bioage has increased. In the earliest studies

parameters correlating with chronological age were used to create an index for bioage (Comfort,

1969; Heron and Chown, 1967; Jalavisto and Makkonen, 1963). Studies addressing the same

contents were subsequently performed in different populations (Dubina et al., 1984; Furukawa

et al., 1975; Heikkinen et al., 1974). They already found out that the relationship between

chronological age and the parameters was not always linear. Further investigations by the

Heikkinen group, showed that sometimes the decline from the middle-aged groups (51-55) to

the elderly (71-75) was larger than the corresponding decline from the youngest (31-35) to the

middle aged group (Heikkinen et al., 1994). This fact gets more complicated as significant intra-

individual variations are to be expected. All those points must be combined in statistical

calculations. A widely used tool is the regression approach for chronological age (Kroll and

Saxtrup, 2000). A common problem that must be considered is that this technique suffers from

‘regression to the mean’. This results in overestimating the bioage of the younger and

underestimating that of the older individuals. A second problem in biological ageing research

is the validation of the bioage (Baker and Sprott, 1988; Comfort, 1969). Validation criteria vary

between different researchers (Baker and Sprott, 1988; Harrison, 2011; Ingram, 1988).

One validated biomarker of ageing is the maximum life span, but impractical for human use

(Masoro, 1989). In general there is a lack of other methods measuring the ageing rate. Only

indirect approaches can be used like quality of later life, risk factors and mortality rate

(Hochschild, 1994). Chronological age as validation criterion is insufficient (Costa and

McCrae, 1980; Ingram, 1983, 1988). A biomarker that correlates perfect with chronological age

can be replaced by a calendar. Another problem to consider is that physiological and

psychological characteristics influencing the variance of the markers to determine bioage do

not necessarily reflect the subject’s age (Hochschild, 1994). As this factors are often temporary

the ageing rate of an individual person can be better estimated from the rate of change of his or

her biomarkers.
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1.4.2 Clinical scores

Since clinical diagnostic in human beings was performed, scores were developed to

compromise a complex amount of information into a single parameter (Fava et al., 2012). Until

today a huge amount of specific scores were developed to describe the physiological and

psychological state of a person. These scores can help to decide about useful therapies or

monitor the healing process of a patient. Prominent examples are the HOMA index used to

identify the insulin resistance of a patient (Matthews et al., 1985), the ZUNG scale to identify

hints of depressive disorders (Zung, 1964), and several risk scores used by physicians during

intensive care of a patient for risk assessment (Hariharan and Zbar, 2006). They are based either

on a pointing system for answered questions, or on the state of a combination of analytic

measurements. The development of a clinical score, especially the method for the calculation

depends on factors like the collected data and their functionality. For each new score the

following questions have to be investigated: (i) which data should come into a score, (ii) how

do their structures look like and (iii) which kind of outcome is expected. As a guideline the

general construction is based on three main steps (Holle, 1995).

1. Defining of the components that should come into the score

The defining of the components is not only based on the choice of the specific parameters but

also on the pre-treatment. Thereby a parameter can be scaled according to medical experiences

or stay unchanged. In addition there is the possibility to cluster a set of parameters before they

were used for the calculation of the end score.

2. Search for a desired combination

The combination of the single chosen parameters can be performed in different ways. It must

not be restricted to a simple addition. Different mathematical models for example a linear

regression method could also be used.

3. Check for validity and reliability

A critical point in score formation is the evaluation of the outcome; statistical methods should

be used to prove the usefulness and correctness of the score. At this point it must be mentioned

that not only the chosen modelling system of the score is a critical point but also the data

background. The development of a clinical score requires a reliable database to achieve

statistical significance and reproducibility.
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The handling of the above mentioned steps could not be defined in a general way. Different

scores can address different aims and must be treated specifically. So far, no gold standard

method can be explained for this purpose. Although there is a huge amount of literature

available dealing with the usage and testing of different scores, there are less books or reviews

presenting the general methods. Feinstein was one of the first persons dealing with

measurements and establishments of score in his book “Clinimetrics” (Feinstein, 1987).

2 Motivation and objective
The MARK-AGE study is designed to investigate in markers of biological ageing. The main

aim of the study is the development of a formula, describing the bioage of an individual subject.

An important requirement to achieve this task, is the establishment of a functional database.

The collected information has to be implemented into the database in a controlled way, and,

afterwards, prepared for the end-user. Quality controls and data cleaning issues are the first

necessary working steps that must be performed during the project. Comprehensive data

analysis and discussions between experts in a coordinated way, is the following task, leading to

a successful study. To provide experts in the field with the data background and first results,

visualization on a communication platform must be established. The motivation of this thesis

was to investigate in the organization of a functional database, imbedded between a network of

data analyzing, and communication tools.

A wealth of theories, using linear regression methods have been accumulated during the last

decades to investigate in biological ageing of human individuals. But so far, no bioage formula

was described, incorporating the broad amount of information collected during the MARK-

AGE study. Measured parameters cover a wide range of biological systems, like immunology,

metabolism or physics, etc.. They can be used as evaluation systems, for the bioage formula

and promote research between different body systems. As the dependencies between parameters

from different origins is often unclear, a method to build representative score values for

biological systems is necessary. The second matter of this thesis was the evaluation of a

mathematical model to determine a bioage formula at the one hand, and a system to develop

biological scores on the other.
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3 Cooperation partners and service providers
For a detailed list of cooperation partners in the MARK-AGE project see table 1.1. Cooperating

service providers are listed in table 3.1.

Service Provider

KNIME support
Chair of Bioinformatics and Information
Mining, University of Konstanz
KNIME.com GmbH, Zürich, Switzerland

Mathematical and statistical tools Department of Mathematics and Statistics,
University of Konstanz

Table 3.1 Service providers

4 Material

4.1 Scripting languages

Scripting language Source

SQL www.sql-und-xml.de

Java www.java.com

R www.r-project.org

Regular Expression www.regular-expressions.info

Table 4.1 Scripting languages

4.2 Software

Software Source

Adobe www.adobe.com, Adobe Systems, San José, USA

Eclipse SQL Explorer www.eclipsesql.sourceforge.net

EndNoteX 7.0.2 Thomson ISI ResearchSoft, Stanford, CT, USA

KNIME version 2.9.2 www.KNIME.org

Notepad ++ www.notepad-plus-plus.org

Office 2010 Microsoft, Redmond, USA

R version 2.15.1 www.r-project.org

Table 4.2 Software
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In the following, specific software tools are described in more detail.

4.2.1 Eclipse SQL Explorer

SQL is a scripting language designed for managing databases. SQL is developed to define,

manipulate and retrieve data. The language became a standard of the International Organization

for Standardization (ISO) in 1987 and updated in 2011 (ISO/IEC9075-1:2011, 2011). To

execute SQL demands, the Eclipse SQL Explorer (Fig. 4.1) is used. The explorer offers a user

friendly interface. In the connection window the desired database can easily be selected.

Already used demands, to query and browse a database are listed in the history window. The

necessary commands are selected from the history or newly written and executed in the

command window.

Figure 4.1 Screenshot of the SQL Explorer

The screenshot presents an overview of the SQL explorer program. On the left side the “Connections”
window with the available databases, and the SQL History saving already used demands are arranged.
The “Command” window, where scripts are entered and executed, is placed in the middle. The
remaining windows are assigned for control processes.
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4.2.2 KNIME

The Konstanz Information Miner (KNIME) (Berthold et al., 2007) is a professional open-source

software for data processing and analysis, developed at the University of Konstanz. It provides

a user friendly graphical workbench (Fig. 4.2, www.KNIME.org) and incorporates plugins for

various scripting languages.

Figure 4.2 Screenshot of the KNIME workbench (adapted from www.KNIME.org)

The screenshot shows an overview of the typical KNIME workbench. The structured documentation of
workflows is carried out in the “KNIME Explorer” (top left) and the selection menu for nodes is placed
in the “Node Repository” (bottom left). The workflow itself is displayed in the prominent window in
the middle. On the right side the specific description of a selected node is shown.

With KNIME, a user can model defined workflows in an intuitive way. The user-friendly

interface is modern, self-explaining and offers various help tools. A workflow is visually

assembled by dragging nodes from the Node Repository onto an open workflow and by

connecting their corresponding in- and outgoing ports. The nodes encapsulate operations like

reading, writing, transforming, visualizing or analyzing of data. The performed connections are

used to transport the data between nodes. Specific input and output ports thereby depend on the

nodes functionality. The most common port type in KNIME is the data table, which stores the

data in an internal table-based format. The tables consists of columns with a certain type e.g.

string, integer, image, etc. and rows conforming to the column specification.
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A major benefit of KNIME is the expressiveness of the generated workflows, capturing and

documenting each analysis step. KNIME in addition provides a free report designer, which

allows the creation of comprehensive reports in various document formats like xls, ppt, pdf etc..

4.2.2.1 MetaNodes, QuickForm nodes and flow variables
For the structuring and standardization of workflows MetaNodes can be used. They encapsulate

sub workflows. Special nodes called “QuickForm” nodes, are used to generate a selection menu

to determine the settings of a MetaNode. Input nodes are used to define the variables, and output

nodes provide the information for users. For the dynamic determination of node settings, the

user has the possibility to adjust flow variables. The most important use is the configuration of

loops, MetaNodes and QuickForm nodes. Flow variables can offer different types, like string

or numbers. They were either transposed along the workflow via the node connections, or with

explicit variable links. Flow variable ports appear on the nodes, after the selection of the “show

variable ports” task.

4.2.2.2 KNIME Team Space and server
To communicate and share analyses and algorithms the KNIME Team Space,

(https://www.knime.org/knime-teamspace) as well as the KNIME server

(https://www.knime.org/knime-server) are available. The KNIME Team Space and KNIME

server provide the functionality to share workflows, data files and MetaNodes with specified

groups of person. The KNIME server further allows the determination of user access rights.

4.2.2.3 KNIME WebPortal
In the KNIME WebPortal dedicated reports can be visualized via a web browser. The

management is possible via a specific folder located at the KNIME server. In the workflows,

connected to the WebPortal, QuickForm nodes can be used to allow non-experts the execution

of workflows via a selection menu.
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4.2.3 Programming language R

R (Rdevelopmentcoreteam, 2007) is a free available scripting language for statistical computing

and graphics (Fig. 4.3). R was created by Ross Ihaka and Robert Gentleman at the University

of Auckland, New Zealand (Ihaka, 1998). The software environment provides the opportunity

to write own programs, or upload already existing algorithms in packages. An advantage of R

is the availability of graphic tools, which can produce high publication-quality graphs, including

mathematical symbols. R is integrated into the KNIME program and offers the opportunity to

run R codes, or open R-views as defined steps of a workflow.

Figure 4.3 Screenshot of the R environment

The Screenshot of the R workbench shows the simple command window were scripts are written and
executed.
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4.3 The MARK-AGE database
The MARK-AGE database is a collection of analytical and anthropometric information from

volunteered subjects recruited during the study. The phenotypic database was established as

described in Moreno-Villanueva and Kötter et al. (Moreno-Villanueva and Kötter et al., 2015).

The structure reflects a relational model and was programmed with SQL as DBMS. The

organization of the database is explained in detail in chapter 1.2.4.

4.3.1 Analytic data

The data of different laboratories were uploaded via the webpage in separate SQL data tables.

The retrieval of each single table by the DBMS is laborious. Therefore, the SQL database

administrator generated a fused SQL table, including all uploaded analytical parameters. The

table is called analytic_all, and can be retrieved from the MARK-AGE database server via SQL

command.

4.3.2 Questionnaire data

Questionnaire forms were entered via the webpage and stored in separate SQL data tables. The

retrieval of various tables by the DBMS is laborious. For this reason, the SQL database

administrator generated a fused SQL table, including all uploaded questionnaire data. The table

is called questionnaire_all, and can be retrieved from the MARK-AGE database server via SQL

command.
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5 Methods and Results

5.1 The MARK-AGE extended database: Data integration and
pre-processing

The reliability of results achieved from dTabatabase analysis, mainly depends on the quality of

integrated data. The MARK-AGE database, established as described in Moreno-Villanueva and

Kötter et al., 2015, is a collection of unprocessed raw data, uploaded by the members of the

MARK-AGE Consortium. To ensure high quality of the data, pre-processing steps were

necessary, generating an extended version of the database. This process comprises the

integration of available information, the implementation of plausibility checks, and as a result,

the transformation and documentation of data. In the following section it will be explained how

this steps were performed on the collected MARK-AGE data.

5.1.1 The MARK-AGE DBMS

The primary MARK-AGE database was set-up using a SQL based DBMS. For logistical

reasons, an additional way to integrate and prepare data was necessary. For this task KNIME

was used, offering a user friendly interface and pre-programmed data integration tools. To avoid

the risk of loosing information, the already established SQL based data tables were uploaded

and actualized weekly. The KNIME program, however, connects with the MARK-AGE

database server via so-called “views”. They offer the newest version of selected SQL tables.

Working with the mirrored table views, leaves the original data unchanged. This system (Fig.

5.1, Baur et al., 2015a), guarantees a maximal degree of safety for the already uploaded

information in the SQL database.
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Figure 5.1 Scheme of the SQL and KNIME data source fusion (adapted from Baur et al., 2015a)

Information collected during the project were in general uploaded by the MARK-AGE partners via a
website and directly integrated into the SQL data tables (blue). For logistical reasons an additional way
to integrate complementary data was necessary. In an appropriate way, KNIME was used (orange). The
program directly combines the information of the two independent systems and generates a complete
view on the data. After the raw data processing with KNIME graphical analysis and output files (green)
were generated with KNIME.

5.1.2 MARK-AGE database workflow

For the automatic processing and update of data, a KNIME workflow was established, called

“MARK-AGE database” (Fig. 5.2, Flow 5.1). The workflow was actualized each time new data

were available, and stored with the addition of the actual date. The outcome of the workflow is

a csv file, providing the completed and prepared database. The generated file is further used for

all downstream analysis, and send in a restricted version to the Beneficiaries. Deprecated

versions of the file were stored separately for documentation purposes. For documentation, all

single nodes, belonging to a specific processing step (Tab. 5.1), were collapsed into a separate

MetaNode (Fig. 5.2). To explain the workloads in detail, each developed MetaNode is described

in the following. As it would be too much, to show screenshots of all MetaNode expansions,

only representative examples were highlighted.
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Database pre-processing steps

A. Entry of data files

B. Standard calculations on the parameters

C. Renaming of the parameters

D. Join of analytic and questionnaire data and check of the subject coding system

E. Addition of columns and subject information

E. Preparation of the export table

Table 5.1 List of desired steps for the processing of MARK-AGE data

Figure 5.2 Overview of the MARK-AGE database workflow for data upload and administration (adapted

from Baur et al., 2015a)

The screenshot shows the MARK-AGE database workflow. Questionnaire and analytic data were
completed and uploaded (A). Calculation (B) and renaming (C) operations were performed before the
different recruitment rounds were selected in separate pathways (D). In the end of the workflow, an
export table is generated (E), containing the prepared database. The clearly structured MetaNodes
encapsulate the complex workflows of the individual steps. (Flow 5.1)
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5.1.2.1 Entry of data files
For logistical reasons, not all of the measured data could be uploaded to the SQL database via

the web-interface (see chapter 1.2.4.1). Laboratories without upload possibility, had to send the

respective data and corresponding subject codes as xls, csv or txt document. The files were

subsequently joined to the SQL based analytic_all table (see chapter 4.4.1), in the “Analytic

Data” MetaNode (Fig. 5.2, A). The completion of the analytic_all table leads to the extended

version of the MARK-AGE database.

On the upload website an algorithm was implemented, avoiding the integration of invalid or

multiple entries of coding’s, as well as inappropriate data formats. In the case of invalid input

data, the upload process is denied and ends with an error message. (Moreno-Villanueva and

Kötter et al., 2015). Files, directly send by the laboratories were checked for the same

conditions. On that account, a workflow was established, which automatically extracts invalid

or multiple entries of subject codes and checks the correctness of data formats (Fig. 5.3, Flow

5.1). The control and implementation process was performed in separate MetaNodes for each

laboratory. A clear documentation of those MetaNodes is achieved by the indication with the

corresponding abbreviation of the laboratory.

Figure 5.3 Screenshot of a representative MetaNode for file control (adapted from Baur et al., 2015a)

The incoming files send by the MARK-AGE partners were controlled in three steps. SSCs were counted
(middle box) and controlled for validity (upper box). In a parallel pipeline, the file formats were checked
(lower box) and converted if necessary. For documentation purposes, invalid or mulitple codes were
stored in an excel sheet via the red XLS Writer nodes. Additionally, they were excluded from the files
with the Reference Row Filter nodes. (Flow 5.1)
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The strategy applied to the workflow implements three checkpoints. In the first step the data

formats of each column is extracted with the Extract Table Spec node. If necessary, faulty data

formats are converted with the respective KNIME nodes into a unique integer, double or string

format. Additionally the correct and continuous usage of the decimal separator is controlled.

Inconsistencies are corrected by replacement, with a case specific regular expression, in the

String Replacer node. The second checkpoint counts the available SSCs with the GroupBy

node. A downstream row filter is adjusted to pass only the subject codes appearing once in the

document. With the unique SSC information the Reference Row Filter is configured, to extract

only identified subjects from the data table. The last checkup step comprises the control of SSC

validity. An inner join comparison with the PSC to SSC table is performed, containing all valid

codes of the study (see chapter 1.2.4.2). Only subject codes, recognized in this table were

accepted by the Reference Row Filter to pass.

Files controlled through the workflow were afterwards joined together and combined with the

analytic_all table. Manually send files are often incomplete in respect to sample numbers and

an inner join comparison would lead to the loss of subjects. To prevent from this problem, all

files were joined with a full outer join to the PSC to SSC table. For documentation purposes,

multiple or invalid SSCs are automatically written in an excel table with the XLS Writer nodes.

Until the end of the project a total of 19 data files, from 13 different Beneficiaries were added

with KNIME. Applying the described procedure, 1.3% ± 1.2 invalid and 0.4% ± 0.8 multiple

entered subject codes were thereby detected.

5.1.2.2 Standard calculations on the parameters
During the upload phase of the MARK-AGE data, different kind of necessary calculations,

normalizations and corrections showed up. Some normalization steps need the information of

parameters, measured in different laboratories. For this reason, the WP8 members decided to

perform the transformations after the data were uploaded to the database. For documentation

purposes the raw data stay unchanged and calculations were only performed in the MARK-

AGE database workflow. The individual calculations were recommended and explained in a

documented fashion by the responsible analyzer. Table 5.2 shows a list of calculation methods

that accumulated over time (Tab. 5.2).
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Calculation methods for data pre-processing

Recalculations of units

Normalizations on parameters

Normalizations on parameters with values measured by another partner

Removal of subjects with values beyond the boundaries of measuring

Calculation of ratios on parameters measured

Calculation of the means of duplicated measures

Normalization for recommended batch effects

Exclusion of values from ineligible samples (e.g. frozen samples inadvertently thawed
during shipment or storage)

Table 5.2 List of generally performed calculation methods in the database workflow (modified from Baur
et al., 2015a)

To generate a clearly structured and documented system, each laboratory with demands for

transformations, received a separate MetaNode, labelled with its short name (Fig. 5.4, Flow

5.1). Those MetaNodes were in the end collapsed in an upstream MetaNode, called

“calculations”, appearing in the MARK-AGE database workflow (Fig. 5.2, B). Calculations on

analytic and questionnaire data were thereby performed separately. In addition an excel table

was established, containing the specific information about calculations on individual

parameters.

Figure 5.4 Screenshot of the first expansion of the analytic calculation MetaNode (adapted from Baur et al.,

2015a)

For each analyzing laboratory a new MetaNode was generated, performing the transformations. This
system guarantees a clear structured documentation of the calculations. (Flow 5.1)
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5.1.2.3 Metatable
For each parameter in the extended database, supplementary information is available that

cannot be stored in the original data tables. For an appropriate documentation, a separate SQL

based metatable called meta.analytic_parameter was generated. Starting point of the table was

an excel sheet, containing the names of all available columns in the database. Those names are

requested with KNIME, after the “Analytic Data” MetaNode in the MARK-AGE database

workflow (Fig. 5.2, A). At this point, also the parameters of manually send files are integrated

(see chapter 5.1.2.1). During the project new parameters were implemented from time to time.

To actualize the metatable, the available column names were regularly updated. An automatic

algorithm was programmed, comparing the existing column names with those, available in the

extended database (Flow 5.2). New parameters were automatically attached to the excel sheet

of the metatable.

Additional information on units, measuring method, sample source etc. were collected and

manually added to the excel sheet in the course of the project (Tab. 5.3). With a special KNIME

workflow, the sample numbers were regularly requested and automatically integrated into the

table (Flow 5.2). The extended metatable sheet was regularly used to update the

meta.analytic_parameter SQL table, with KNIME (Fig. 5.5, Flow 5.2). During each update, the

old version was overwritten and user access rights were newly permitted with the SQL explorer.

The required command is “grant select on meta.analytic_parameter to “MAstat””. This system

guarantees that each analyzer with permission can upload the actual version of the metatable

from the MARK-AGE database server.
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Figure 5.5 Screenshot of the meta.analytic_parameter workflow

The manually updated excel table is loaded into KNIME via the XLS Reader node. After some general
conversions on data formats, the table is written with the red Database Writer node into an SQL database
table. To offer user access rights on the newly uploaded table the stated command (red box) was
executed with the SQL Explorer. (Flow 5.2)

Metatable column Description

Database Column The original column name in the database

Parameter name The correct name of the parameter in the column

Partner ID The number of the measuring laboratory

DB Table Name Name of the table in the database

Units The unit in which the respective parameter was measured

Sample The body fluid in which the parameter was measured

Method The method with which the parameter was measured

Upper limit The technical or biological upper limits

Lower limit The technical or biological lower limits

Report Parameter Indicates if the values in the column reflects a real
measurement or only a comment
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Metatable column Description

WP The number of the WPs for which the parameter is
measured

Short description Short description of the parameter filled by the analyzing
experts

Counts Available sample number for all individuals and divided
in RASIG/GO/SGO and male/female

Table 5.3 Columns available in the Mark-Age metatable

5.1.2.4 Renaming of the parameters
Parameter names uploaded to the SQL database were restricted to a specific system, using short

terms and the underscore sign. Caused by the restrictions, names occur cryptic and did not

clearly indicate the parameters for database user. Likewise, column names send in data files by

the involved laboratories are not uniformly assigned. To solve the problem a workflow was

generated, performing an automatic renaming of the data columns (Fig. 5.6, Flow 5.1). Correct

parameter names consists of the readable full length name, or if too long, on the standard

abbreviation. If available the unit in which the parameter is measured was also indicated in

brackets. The renaming workflow is collapsed in a MetaNode and called “Rename” in the

MARK-AGE database workflow (Fig. 5.2, C).

Figure 5.6 Screenshot of the “Rename” MetaNode expansion

The screenshot shows the expansion of the “Rename” MetaNode in the MARK-AGE database workflow
(Fig. 5.2, C). Incoming original column names were renamed with the Cell Replacer node according to
the information stored in the metatable loaded with the Database Connector. (Flow 5.1)
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For the renaming algorithm a reference table was required, containing both, original and new

column names. For this purpose the already established metatable was used. The Cell Replacer

node (Fig. 5.6) compares and replaces all column names in the database with the corresponding

parts, indicated in the metatable (Tab. 5.3, Fig. 5.7). Questionnaire data were in general not

renamed. A complete sentence would be too long and a numbering system is not available.

They stuck on the coding system used on the upload website. As in the questionnaire tables also

parameters like blood pressure etc. are saved a “Rename” MetaNode for those is required

anyway (Fig. 5.2, C).

Figure 5.7 Representative example for renaming

After the database table runs through the “Rename” MetaNode, the abbreviated names are replaced with
the long term name and the unit usable for publication graphs.

5.1.2.5 Joining of analytic and questionnaire data
To end up with a complete database table, the separately stored information of questionnaire

(PSC coded) and analytical data (SSC coded) were joined together. In a first step, this was

performed over a simple join with the PSC to SSC table, connecting both information (see

chapter 1.2.4.2). Upon checking the number of identified pairs, discrepancies in the amount of

joined subjects indicated a problem within the coding system.

Intensive manual search, identified the following problem. For a structured entering, the

questionnaires were split in six parts (Moreno-Villanueva and Kötter et al., 2015). For each part

the PSC has to be entered separately on the upload site. Manual checking of suspicious cases

showed that the identifying codes were entered with typos, for equal subjects, during this

procedure. The SQL system recognizes each newly entered, differing PSC, as a new subject

and generated a new identity (row) in the database. For this reason, the questionnaire parts of

one subject, can be located in different rows with varying subject code indications (Tab. 5.4).
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The PSC to SSC translation table is no longer able to join the SSCs from the analytic data to

the complete questionnaire information, now split in different rows. In further recruitment

rounds, inconsistencies in the two letter code of the PSC appeared. They were either transposed,

or typed differing for lower and upper case letters, leading to the generation of unreal new

identities (Tab. 5.4).

PSC SSC Quest.1 Quest.2 Quest.3 Quest.4 Quest.5 analysis

1 0200123 12345 x x x X x

2 0200128 12346 x

3 02rt123 12347 x x x

4 02RT123 12348 x x

Table 5.4 PSC entering problem (adapted from Baur et al., 2015a)

Row 1 and 2 represent two entries, for the same subject, in the first recruitment round. When the second
questionnaire was entered (Quest.2), the interviewer transposed the number 8 with a 3 in the PSC by
mistake. The second, newly inserted code is unknown to the system, which therefore generates a new
row with a new SSC. The new row reflects a new subject in the database. The same problem occurred,
if letters indicating further recruitment rounds were transposed (rt -> tr), or indicated differently with
lower or upper case letters. Although in this case (Row 3 and 4) a new subject is generated.

To solve this problem, specific workflows were established, joining the analytic and

corresponding questionnaire information for each recruitment round and subject (Flow 5.1).

Subsequently, the subjects of the four recruitment rounds were grouped, and separated in

MetaNodes (Fig. 5.2, D).

5.1.2.5.1 First recruitment

The identification code for the first recruitment round consists of two times zero “00” (see

chapter 1.2.4.3). In cases where the number zero is replaced with the letter O, an identification

of split questionnaire parts is possible. The subject identifying parts of the code stayed equal

and were combined with KNIME. If typos happened in the subject identifying part of the codes

(last three numbers) an assembling of split entries was not possible. A reliable method to

identify typos is not available. Only speculations on the cause of a typo can be performed. For

example if the number 7 is replaced with the number 1. Such confusions can result from

imprecise hand writing. Subjects where only parts of the questionnaires were entered are

documented and excluded from the analysis. A total amount of 3.1% faulty entries were thereby

identified.
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5.1.2.5.2 Re-sampling and Re-testing

For subjects in further recruitment rounds multiple entries were possible as explained before

(see chapter 5.1.2.5). Cases offering inconsistent identification letters (see chapter 1.2.4.3)

could be identified with the resting, unique and subject specific part of the code. For this

purpose, a workflow was established writing all separately stored information of a single subject

into one valid PSC (Flow 5.1).

Depending on the considered recruitment round, all belonging subjects were selected with a

specific regular expression command. To determine the available amount of placeholders in a

group (e.g. re, er, RE, ER), they were requested from the full amount of entered PSCs. In a

second step all placeholders were exchanged with 00, leading to unique codes for each subject.

Questionnaire parts split in different rows were now combined for equal PSCs. The correct

identifiers where added in the end with RE for re-sampling and RT for re-testing. A checkup

system was implemented searching for multiple entered questionnaire parts. They were only

overwritten if they appeared equal. The combination of questionnaire parts from different rows

leads to the loss of the generated SSCs. They are of course not equal, because they were newly

generated for each of the multiple entered subjects (Tab. 5.4). A direct join of data using the

SSC is now invalid. From now on, only a join with the PSC code results in the correct

combination of analytic and questionnaire data, for re-sampling and re-testing subjects.

An important information for further analysis is the subject specific time between the first and

following recruitment rounds. Therefore, an additional column was attached to the database,

containing the time information between the different recruitment rounds in days. For the

calculation of the time span, the date of blood donation was used.

In the re-testing phase all six parts of the questionnaires were entered again. During the re-

sampling procedure only two parts were entered again, as in this short time period changes are

not expected (Bürkle et al., 2015). To receive the whole information for all subjects, the missing

parts were completed, with those, entered in the first recruitment round.
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5.1.2.6 Addition of specific data columns
Based on existing parameters, compound parameters such as ratios between two individual

parameters were calculated and appended to the generated database. Such compound

parameters have either been published already (see BMI and HOMA below) or were newly

developed by the partners of the MARK-AGE project, like the Nutrition score (unpublished

until now). Further examples are the body mass index (BMI) (Must and Anderson, 2006) or the

Homeostasis Model Assessment (HOMA) index (Matthews et al., 1985). To simplify the

attachment and documentation of such parameters, their calculations are performed in an

additional MetaNode (Fig. 5.2, E, Flow 5.1).

5.1.2.7 Attachment of specific information on subjects
In special cases, it was necessary to insert additional information on subjects of the existing

database columns. While subjects suffering from Down syndrome served as a specific control

group in MARK-AGE, their data and biological samples were treated with the same blinding

strategy as the rest of the population. As an exception, they have to answer different

questionnaire forms, which only in parts correspond with those of the general population. Thus,

a strategy must be found to insert the data. This could be performed either in completely

separated tables, or tables in part overlapping with the general entries. It is to consider that

algorithms dealing with biochemical analysis refer on the bio-information columns in the

database containing gender, age etc.. This kind of information should be available for all

subjects recruited in the study at the same place. Establishing algorithms cross-linking on

separate columns, is time consuming and error prone. To solve the problem, a workflow was

established identifying the Down patients with an inner join on the PSC to SSC table and

attaching the relevant and overlapping bio-information in the already existing columns of the

database (Flow 5.1). All other parts of their questionnaire forms were not integrated to the

general database yet.
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5.1.2.8 Generation of the export table
After the MARK-AGE database workflow was executed, an export table of the actual version

was generated in csv file format (Tab. 5.5). Depending on the working groups different

restrictions are performed on the contents. Members of the University of Konstanz team

received the complete database. Members of the MARK-AGE Consortium which are in part

analyzer and recruiter at the same time received no identifying codes like the PSC, SSC etc..

As an alternative a new, randomly created ID was attached to the export file for subject

identification. To maintain the blinding of the subjects, no exact birth date, but only the age in

years was provided. To secure the identity of the interviewer, all corresponding names were

also excluded from the export table. Furthermore, only results from the first recruitment round

were delivered. Those restrictions were performed in column filters, in the last MetaNode of

the MARK-AGE database workflow (Fig. 5.2, E).

Extended database exports

Database 02.2013.csv

Database 03.2013.csv

Database 05.2013.csv

Database 10.2013.csv

Database 03.2014.csv

Database 04.2014.csv

Database 05.2014.csv

Table 5.5 List of available database export files
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5.2 MARK-AGE data management: Data query and

communication
During the recruitment and measuring phase of the MARK-AGE project, access on the database

was restricted for WP8 members, responsible for data analysis. This has to be followed, to

guarantee the blinding of the subjects. Some laboratories were recruiter and analyser at the same

time and could conclude on their probands, if they received the database information before

completing the measurements. For this reason and the fact that most of the partners involved

are non-computer scientists, a tool must be found to provide them with the results of their data.

The selected system has to combine two different tasks (Fig. 5.8). The first covers the

systematic query of data from the database. The second task, the communication and visual

presentation of results. To fulfil this criteria, the systems requires a multifunctional application

area. It should be usable (i) for internal communication between WP8 members, (ii) for a quick

presentation of results on data viewing meetings and (iii) for the delivery of individual results

to single partners involved in the project. In the following chapters, it is explained how KNIME

was used for data query, data analysis and data communication in different application areas

during the MARK-AGE project. Beside the KNIME program, the KNIME server, Team Space

and WebPortal were used for this purpose.

Figure 5.8 Requirements on the MARK-AGE data analysis system

The WP8 Team has the responsibility to generate a working platform for the distribution of data.
Analysis pathways and results should be communicated internally, and to the MARK-AGE partners.

MARK-AGE
extended database

Work Package 8

Data analysis
Results

Beneficiaries

communication
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5.2.1 Data query

The repeated selection of data from a database, using multiple row or column filters, is time

consuming and error-prone. To solve the problem, KNIME QuickForm nodes were adjusted

for the MARK-AGE data, automatically performing the task specific query of data from the

database. For a clear structure, the QuickForm nodes are collapsed in MetaNodes, providing

the selection menus for the users (Tab. 5.6). All downstream analysis workflows were

programmed on the bases of those MetaNodes. During the running time of the MARK-AGE

project experiences accumulated and requirements on the selection conditions changed. To

react on this changes, the query nodes were regularly updated and continuously improved.

Figure 5.9 shows the KNIME workflow which was established early in the project for data

retrieval (Flow 5.3). The analytic and questionnaire database tables were directly loaded from

the SQL database (red). In the next step filter criteria for the parameters where performed, either

after WP or partner number (green box). Subsequently, analytic and questionnaire data were

combined and the group conditions for gender and age could be selected by the user (Fig. 5.10).

Parameter selection Subject selection

For WP number Gender

For Partner number Subject group

For double or string parameters Recruitment center

For single parameters Age range

Table 5.6 Overview of available selection options in the data query MetaNodes

The left part of the table shows the selection options available for the combination of parameters. The
right column shows the available groups, which can be selected for the subjects.

For each questionnaire table several comment columns are available. They offer space for the

interviewer to report special conditions, for example strange behavior of probands in the

interview. These columns should in specific cases not appear in the output table. They offer a

free text string format, which is not usable in all automatic analysis. To solve the problem, a

selection opportunity was integrated, to choose if only report parameters, excluding comment

columns, or all parameters should be selected from the database (Fig. 5.11). Report parameters

exclude also columns with information about standard deviations, double measurements etc.. If

a column represents a report parameter yes or no is indicated in the metatable (see chapter

5.1.2.3). The information is automatically attached to the database via a join with the column

names, available in both tables.
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Figure 5.9 Overview of the first MARK-AGE data query workflow

In the red box analytic and questionnaire data were directly uploaded by the SQL tables. The MetaNodes
in the green box offer the opportunity to open a selection menu to define the parameters for the output
file. The selection can either be performed for single partners (upper node green box) or a whole WP
(lower node green box). For the questionnaire data the selection option to exclude any comment or string
column via the questionnaire filter is available. In the last step either the selection for partner number or
WP can be joined with the questionnaire data. The Combine Analytic and Questionnaire node in addition
offer the possibility to select the group conditions for the subjects. (Flow 5.3)
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Figure 5.10 Selection menu concerning subject conditions

In an intuitive way gender, recruitment center, age and subject group of the used subjects can be selected.
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Figure 5.11 Selection menu concerning parameter conditions

Parameters can be selected, if their report parameter is yes or no. Report parameters were defined in the
metatable excluding standard deviations or comment columns. In addition, parameters can be selected
according to partner or WP number.
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Problems with the data query workflow (Fig. 5.9) occurred, after the attachment of files with

KNIME (see chapter 5.1.2.1), and the simultaneous upload of re-sampling and re-testing data.

Extensive work was necessary to correct PSCs for the join of analytic and questionnaire data

(see chapter 5.1.2.5). To separate those complex steps from the query nodes, the data tables

were no longer retrieved directly from the SQL database. Instead, the completed and processed

database, obtained from the MARK-AGE database workflow, was uploaded with a CSV Reader

node (Flow 5.4). In this version of the database the analytic and questionnaire data were already

joined. As a result, only nodes responsible for the selection of parameters and group conditions

are required (Fig. 5.12). Downstream analysis workflows can now directly be connected with

this workflow. If necessary also a new csv table, containing only the selected data, can be saved.

Figure 5.12 Screenshot of the improved MARK-AGE data query workflow

The prepared database from the MARK-AGE database workflow is uploaded via the CSV Reader node.
As questionnaire and analytic data are already combined, only the selection nodes are appended.
Parameters are directly defined via the selection menu for partner number, WP number or manually
(Fig. 5.11). In an additional MetaNode (only D/I parameters) the user can either choose all available
integer, double or string columns. The conditions for the subjects can be selected in the group-definition
node (Fig. 5.10). The completed table, with the selected conditions, is filtered in the Reference Column
Filter node. (Flow 5.4)
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5.2.2 Data communication

5.2.2.1 Communication between the data analysis team
The MARK-AGE database and data query workflow are one of the most important tools for all

analyzers working with the MARK-AGE database. To ensure that each person involved in the

project receives the actual version of the tools, they were uploaded and regularly updated on

the KNIME server. Single data files, which cannot be saved directly in the workflows were

shared over the KNIME team space. All members of the WP8 team located at the University of

Konstanz received access to this server via the general email password, provided by the

University. With an easy copy/paste command, documented workflows and MetaNodes were

copied to the local KNIME program of an individual user.

The designer of a workflow has the ability to permit user rights after the upload to the KNIME

server (Fig. 5.13). In the MARK-AGE project, each user receives the right to download and

execute all workflows and MetaNodes. Only the overwrite command is permitted, to protect

the original versions. If a MetaNode is changed by the corresponding author, each user gets the

information that an update is available, which can directly be performed. The specific work in

this thesis, was the generation and regular update of database specific workflows, files and

MetaNodes with this system. In addition the administration of users was performed in

cooperation with the team members of Prof. Dr. Berthold providing the server for the project.

Figure 5.13 Overview of the server administration window in KNIME

All nodes and workflows uploaded to the KNIME server were administrated at this location. File
structures and contents were updated, cleaned and controlled regularly.
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5.2.2.2 Communication of data to MARK-AGE Beneficiaries
From the beginning of the thesis, MARK-AGE laboratories requested visual analysis on their

data. Respective standard workflows were established (see chapter 5.3.1), and executed

manually for each request. The generated graphs were saved in pdf files, and delivered to the

partners via a password protected place at the official MARK-AGE Homepage. During the

project the time extensive work accumulated, and another strategy had to be found, to provide

the partners with their requested information. To solve the problem, the KNIME WebPortal, a

website directly connected with the KNIME server was used (Fig. 5.14). The linked workflows

run in the background of the website, and graphical results could directly be downloaded by the

users in various file formats. The WebPortal was provided by Prof. Dr. Berthold and user access

rights were administrated in cooperation with his team members.

Figure 5.14 Screenshot of the KNIME WebPortal (modified from Baur et al., 2015b)

The figure represents a screenshot of the WebPotal user interface. On the first side of the website (left)
the user enters the specific username and password for login. On the next page (right) the user can
choose the desired analysis from an appearing list of workflows.

For the use of the WebPortal each Beneficiary received a username and password. According

to a successful login, the available workflows appear (Fig. 5.14). After the desired analysis is

chosen, QuickForm based selection menus are opened (Fig. 5.10, Fig. 5.11). If the required

conditions were defined, the workflow executes in the background and results appear in the

window (Fig. 5.15). The graphical results can be downloaded in various file formats such as

pdf, xls, ppt etc.. With this system the blinding of the study is secured, as the user has no

permission to see the original data at any time.
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Figure 5.15 Screenshot of a representative analysis performed on the WebPortal (adapted from Baur et al.,

2015b)

The figure shows a representative example for an outcome on the WebPortal. Results directly appear on
the WebPortal and can directly be downloaded as pdf, xls, ppt etc. (bottom left corner). This
representative example shows a scatterplot with age, separated for RASIG male and female subjects.
Grey bars hide the parameter name especially in this document.

The work concerning this thesis, was the implementation and constant controlling of specific

steps, necessary to achieve an efficient usage of the WebPortal (Tab. 5.7). Important was the

adjustment of workflows for the requirements on the WebPortal, and the end-users. To provide

users with the actual data, all workflows were regularly updated with the newest version of the

extended database. Therefore, each single workflow was edited on the local KNIME program

and afterwards re-uploaded to the server. The structure of the KNIME WebPortal assumes that

the CSV Reader node, containing the database, is executed before the upload. This is necessary

because the csv file itself, is not directly located at the server. All downstream nodes are not

allowed for execution. They were firstly processed after the selection menus were performed

by the users. QuickForm nodes, providing the selection menus, must be placed on the first layer

of the workflows. Otherwise they did not appear in the WebPotal. For an efficient usage, they

were adjusted for each workflow and the corresponding purposes regularly.
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Each time new KNIME nodes were available or fixed for bugs, they were exchanged in the

workflows on the WebPortal. This requires a complete revision and replacement of the old

version. Before an improved workflow was re-uploaded to the server, plausibility checks were

performed. For the controlling step, parameters were selected that already offered problems

during the execution of workflows. This can result from a complicated data structure, or the

underrepresentation of specific subgroups. The defined parameters were analyzed with the new

workflows and results were compared with those of the older version. As improvements should

simplify the system but not change any outcomes, discrepancies between the results were not

allowed. In a second step, single subjects were controlled to detect problems. Indications for

inconsistencies are changes of group conditions, for example if a subject turns from male to

female during an analysis workflow. Each detected hint, concerning problems in the analysis

pipeline, was further investigated until elimination.

WebPortal tasks

Generation of the desired visualization workflows

Adjustment of the QuickForm nodes to simplify the system for users

Upload of the newest database version

Revision and replacement of old nodes

Implement controlling steps, increasing the reliability of results

Table 5.7 List of WebPortal tasks
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5.3 MARK-AGE data management: Data visualization and

cleaning
The MARK-AGE database is a collection of raw data. Best efforts in the study’s design could

not prevent from invalid entries. They can further lead to misleading information and influence

data analysis and interpretation. As a result, the database must be cleaned, before reliable data

analysis could be performed. Investigations on specific data cleaning purposes required the

detection of errors and invalid entries. As solving strategy, tools from descriptive statistics were

implemented, to visualize and identify problems in the data structure.

5.3.1 Visualization strategy

For the descriptive analysis of the MARK-AGE data, various KNIME workflows were

generated (Tab. 5.8). The KNIME graphic nodes are useful to get a first impression on the data,

but did not offer a usable publication outline (Fig. 5.16). As alternative, the integrated R-view

node was used to generate high quality graphs. R based algorithms for different graphical

analysis like histograms, box- and scatterplots were adjusted for the usage on the MARK-AGE

dataset. As measuring laboratories know best about their parameters and possible error sources,

the graphical results were provided on the WebPortal (see chapter 5.2.2.2).

Flow name Outcome Flow
number

MARK-AGE standard
plots/Scatterplot

Scatterplot for a parameter against age with a
linear regression line and the Pearson and
Spearman correlation coefficients

Flow 5.5

MARK-AGE standard
plots/Boxplot

Boxplot for a parameter grouped for a pre-defined
subgroup (e.g. age, recruitment center, gender) Flow 5.5

MARK-AGE standard
plots/Histogram Histogram for a single parameter Flow 5.5

MARK-AGE check
batch on sample date Scatterplot of a parameter for the recruitment time Flow 5.6

MARK-AGE check
internal ID Scatterplot of a parameter for the measuring time Flow 5.7

MARK-AGE standard
plots/ECDF

Empirical distribution function for selected
subgroups of a parameter with the information
about the significant differences calculated with
bootstrap analysis.

Flow 5.5

Table 5.8 Analysis available on the WebPortal (adapted from Baur et al., 2015b)
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Figure 5.16 Screenshot of a KNIME pre-programmed Scatterplot.

The plots offered by the KNIME program itself are useful for the analyzer to get a first impression on
the data. As headings and outline are not assigned in publication quality, this nodes were not used for
the generation of results in the MARK-AGE project.

5.3.2 Visualization workflow

The aim of the thesis was to provide a KNIME workflow, automatically running over a selected

set of parameters, generating all desired plots in one step (Fig. 5.17, Flow 5.5). The general

concept of the workflows comprises two steps. First, the preparation of the parameters and

required data structure with KNIME. The required data structure thereby refers to the

adjustment of specific group conditions and data formats, necessary for the relevant plotting

types. Second, the plot formation with customized algorithms in the R-view nodes. To receive

control of each single parameter and eventually upcoming problems, all steps were performed

in defined parameter loops. This means each parameter runs through the procedure separately.

In the end of the workflow the generated plots were collected in one big table. Thereby, for

each single plot type up to 600 parameters run through the workflow in a coordinated fashion

with acceptable running time.
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Figure 5.17 Combined plotting workflow at the end of the thesis

In the already described selection menus (see chapter 5.2.1) parameters and group conditions were
chosen. In the downstream MetaNodes plots were automatically generated and saved in PDF files. (Flow
5.5)

To achieve the described tasks, several points were considered during programming: (i) The

individual R scripts have to accept various incoming subgroups, selected before with KNIME.

Patterns, indicating group conditions, were thereby provided as flow variables. This offers the

opportunity to automatically adjust variables affected by the individual group conditions, like

the color of the points or heading names. (ii) The plotting of axes was adjusted depending on

the analysis. In general, R automatically fits the axes to the conditions of the input data set. This

is unwanted especially in cases were multiple plots were presented in parallel. To avoid the

automatic adjustment, the boundaries of each parameter were calculated separately in the R

algorithms. If comparisons between several plots were performed, they automatically received

the same justifications of the x- and y-axes referring on the highest or lowest limits. (iii) In

some cases outliers arose that shift the main population to a small area of the plot. To solve the

problem, additional scripts were designed zooming into the data by cutting of the outliers. An

easy solution for boxplots was the adjustment of the y-axes to the highest whisker, already

excluding extreme outliers. For all other plot types the 1% and 99% quantiles were excluded

before plotting. If this was performed, the statistical parameters and regression lines were

calculated on the whole population anyway. High standard deviation or strange regression lines

give the observer a hint that problems with outliers exist.
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(iv) The plotting algorithms were designed to ignore empty data tables. Empty data tables occur

if specific subgroups offer no data. In this cases empty graphs were plotted with a specific

annotation. This is necessary to keep the structure of the R-view node, otherwise the loop end

node would stop.

In the end the KNIME Report designer was used to generate the output file in pdf, power point

or word format. Each single graphic receives an own page with the parameter name and group

condition in the heading. As the letters in the plots are saved as picture, they cannot be found

with the search function offered by the text reading programs. Since sometimes about 300

parameters were saved in one file, a solution to search for names had to be found. The solving

strategy saves the flow variables belonging to a parameter in the rowID. In the report designer,

the respective rowID was added automatically on the footer of the corresponding parameter

page. To hide this extra heading it is written in white letters, which are also searchable by the

programs.

At the beginning of the thesis, nearly all steps had to be programmed manually and the

workflows got complicated and needed extensive running time. With the new KNIME nodes

received from regular updates, the plotting workflows were improved over time, clearly

structure and shorter in respect to processing time (Fig. 5.18). A running time of 20 minutes

was achieved for 500 parameters at once. As a representative example, there was no column

loop node available in former versions of the KNIME program. In total six single nodes,

containing an additional java snippet script, were necessary to fulfill the function. After those

were exchanged by one Single Column List Loop start node provided in a KNIME upgrade, the

workflow runs four times faster than before. The mentioned concerns made a regular update of

the workflows necessary, although they were time consuming.
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Figure 5.18 Complexity reduction of the plotting workflow

The workflows represent screenshots of the MetaNode expansion of the workflow in Figure 5.17. They
are not explained in detail, but should reflect the improvements established during the project. The
complexity was reduced over time.
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5.3.3 MARK-AGE standard graphics

An overview of the used plotting tools and their specific purposes in the MARK-AGE project

are shortly described in the following sections.

5.3.3.1 Histogram
For each MARK-AGE parameter histograms were generated, separated for gender and subject

groups (Fig. 5.19). The aim was to monitor differences in the distributions of subgroups, detect

extreme outliers or estimate measuring borders. The plots were performed with (Fig. 5.19, A)

and without 1% quantiles excluded (Fig. 5.19, B), on the same page.

Figure 5.19 MARK-AGE standard histogram plots

The total area of the histogram is equal to the number of data. The x axis thereby defines the intervals
and y axis the number of counts in an interval. In A all available data were plotted, whereas in B 1%
quantiles were excluded on both sides. This technique generates a zoom into the main part of the
population.
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5.3.3.2 Scatterplot
In the MARK-AGE project this plotting type was used to visualize age dependencies (Fig. 5.20)

and to detect batch effects and outliers in the data. Scatterplots were performed in general

separately for male and female subjects. 1% quantiles were excluded in the lower part and the

linear regression was calculated. As the distribution of the data is unknown, both, parametric

(rp) and non parametric (rnp) correlation coefficients were determined with the Pearson and

Spearman method.

Figure 5.20 Scatterplot with age

The ageing plots were performed separately for male (blue) and female (red) subjects. The independent
variable age is plotted at the x-axis in AgeDaysAsYear. The upper pictures represent the original data,
the lower a zoom with outlier excluded. This is necessary as extreme outliers could shift the main
population in the graph. In the headings the sample number and the formula for the regression line are
stated. Additional the correlation coefficient r of the two parameters was calculated, parametric (rp) with
the Pearson and non-parametric (rnp) with the Spearman method.
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5.3.3.3 Boxplot for different subgroups
A boxplot is a non-parametric approach to describe groups of numerical data through their

quartiles. Boxplots were used in MARK-AGE for a fast estimation of group differences and the

detection of extreme outliers. Generally considered groups were gender, subject groups (Fig.

5.21), age classes of 5 and 10 years, recruitment center and season.

Figure 5.21 Representative Boxplot example for subject groups

The blots were performed separately for male (left side) and female (right side). Blue numbers indicate
the sample number of the groups. Black numbers represent the defined values for the quartiles and IQR.
Behind the grey bars the specific parameter names are stated. As extreme outliers can shift the boxplots
(A) a zoom with the whiskers as border (B) is available to focus on the main population.
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The height of the boxes indicate the degree of dispersion in the respective group. Points outside

the box represent extreme outliers. Differences in the sample number of considered sub groups

can lead to a wrong interpretation of results. To avoid this, the sample numbers were indicated

additionally for each box (Fig. 5.21, blue numbers). As differences between groups were in the

most cases rather small, the exact numbers of the quartiles and the IQR is plotted (Fig. 5.21,

black numbers). The adjustment of the y-axes to the highest whisker is used for the exclusion

of extreme outliers in the lower part (Fig. 5.21, B). Extreme outliers shift the boxes and squeeze

them until they are invisible (Fig. 5.21, A).

5.3.3.4 Empirical cumulative distribution function
The empirical cumulative distribution function (ecdf) was used during the MARK-AGE project

as non-parametric approach to estimate group differences in a population (Fig. 5.22). It is a step

function going up by 1/n for each of the n data points in a sample. The analyses were performed

separately for male and female individuals. Subgroups of the dataset were plotted with different

lines and colors.

Figure 5.22 The empirical cumulative distribution function (ecdf)

Analysis were performed separately for male (left) and female (right). In this representative example the
subgroups RASIG (black), GO (orange) and SGO (green) were plotted.
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5.3.4 Correlation analysis

During the MARK-AGE project the need of a fast and efficient system to check on inter-

parameter correlation arose. Two specific KNIME workflows were established, providing a

correlation matrix and a network analysis (Flow 5.8, Flow 5.9). How the methods were adjusted

to the MARK-AGE requirements, is explained in the following.

5.3.4.1 Correlation matrix
A KNIME workflow was developed automatically generating a correlation matrix for all

available parameters in the database (Fig. 5.23, Flow 5.8). About 500 analytical parameters

were measured in total and the outcome results in a csv file with a 500 x 500 matrix. The table

is too large to find the desired parameters manually. To limit the selection, row filters were

implemented searching the desired parameters either compared to all, or only to the x best

correlating parameters. The amount of x is free to select (Fig. 5.23, Top x). As correlation

analysis is sensitive for outliers, 3% quantiles of the data were generally cut off. Not all of the

measured parameters offered normal distributions and the user can decide to see the parametric

(pearson) or non-parametric (spearman) correlation values. For the selection of specific

subgroups, the workflow offers the general selection MetaNodes (Fig. 5.23, red box (see

chapter 5.2.1)). The reliability of found correlations depend not only on the exact values but

also on the sample size and statistical significance. Therefore, the available sample number n

and the respective p-values were stated in the outcome table.

Figure 5.23 Screenshot of the correlation workflow

The actual database is loaded via the CSV Reader node. Users can select the desired group conditions
and parameters in the MetaNode selection menus (red box). In the green QuickForm nodes, the cutoff
quantile for outliers, desired p-values and correlation borders are adjustable. If desired, the Top x
MetaNode offers the possibility to automatically select the x best correlating parameters directly from
the table. “x” reflects a number free to choose. (Flow 5.8)
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For tables offering up to ten parameters a colored correlation matrix is available (Fig. 5.24,

Flow 5.10). The correlation value and sample number of each pair is indicated. The more

intensive the colors appear, the higher is the absolute correlation value. The layout of the matrix

reflects a direct comparison between the spearman (right triangle) and pearson (left triangle)

analysis.

Figure 5.24 Visual correlation matrix

The right upper triangle reflects the spearman the lower triangle the pearson correlation values. The first
number in each box indicates the sample number the lower the achieved correlation value. The darker
the color the stronger is the absolute correlation value. Grey bars cover the parameter names.

5.3.4.2 Network analysis
An important task during the KNIME project was the search on unknown dependencies in the

data. A workflow was established, implementing specific KNIME tools, for the generation of a

visual network (Flow 5.9). The algorithm searches the 10 best correlating partners of a selected

parameter. In the network (Fig. 5.25) all involved parameters are represented as yellow circles.

The parameter of interest is displayed in the middle of the net and connected with the others by

lines. The diameters of the circles reflect the proportional amounts of available sample numbers.

The colors of the line stand for positive (red) or negative (blue) correlation between the

parameters.
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The length of the individual lines indicates the strength of the correlation. The closer the points

appear the higher is the absolute correlation.  The algorithm uses the spearman correlation and

cut off lower and upper 3% quantiles before analysis. The user can detect correlations by one

look. As the plots are easy available new ideas can be checked immediately. Stratification of

data with the selection menus provide hints on the influence of environmental effects or the

interaction of specific body systems.

Figure 5.25 Network analysis (modified from Baur et al., 2015b)

The map displays the dependencies between a selected variable and the ten best correlating parameters
found in the database. The circle in the middle reflects the parameter selected by the user. Surrounding
dots (A-I) reflect the 10 best correlating parameters either positive (red lines) or negative (blue lines).
The size of the circles indicates the amount of available sample numbers. The length of the line
represents the strength of the absolute values of the correlation. The shorter the line, the higher is the
correlation value.
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5.3.5 Data cleaning strategies

After the visualization steps were performed, data cleaning tasks were investigated. The most

prominent problems highlighted in the following were outliers, batch effects and missing

values. In the following the MARK-AGE strategies to detect and handle those problems are

described.

5.3.5.1 Outlier detection
The origin of an outlier is either technical or biological, and can have a variety of reasons. To

get a first overview on the amount of outliers occurring in the MARK-AGE parameters, visual

methods like scatterplot, boxplot and histogram were used (see chapter 5.3.3). During graphical

analysis, parameters were regularly monitored and checked for widely distributed data points.

As the visual detection of outliers is very time consuming, a mathematical method assuming

this task must be found. Three methods were thereby considered.

(i) Biological and Technical borders

A general first check for extreme outliers is the inspection of values exceeding the biological

or measuring borders of a parameter. For example a systolic blood pressure higher than 400.

Such suspicious values are clearly included by mistake. The defined borders were requested

from the analyzing laboratory and documented in the metatable. This method is insufficient as

it is not possible to indicate biological and technical borders for all parameters.

(ii) Two times standard deviation

An established approach in biology is the detection of outliers using two times the standard

deviation of a sample. All data that exceed those values should be excluded from the analysis.

Problematic with this approach is the non-parametric distribution of several MARK-AGE

parameters.

(iii) Interquartile range

An interquartile approach was used to identify values that differ from the rest of the population.

Any data point, outside the range of the specified quantiles was defined as outlier. To perform

this step fast and user friendly an R script was implemented in a KNIME workflow (Flow 5.11).

The workflow was collapsed in a MetaNode, and adjusted QuickForm nodes provide a selection

menu with options for the quantile size and the sample number (Fig. 5.26).
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It is necessary to consider the minimal sample number. If by removing data points the total

amount of values decreases too much, the analysis can again get distorted. The MARK-AGE

parameters were measured for up to 3000 subjects and problems with low sample numbers

should not occur. As an exception, some parameters were measured in low throughput runs

including only 300 subjects. Consequently, the minimal required sample number for outlier

detection was set to 300 in general. The algorithm automatically runs over all incoming

parameters, except those with lower sample numbers and remove the values exceeding the

individual interquartile range. However, a careful point to consider is the age variable that is

previously excluded from the outlier removal MetaNode. The ageing variable is due to the

design of the study already restricted between 35 and 75. The MARK-AGE database workflow

already excludes subjects exceeding those values. The used column name for age can vary

between different analyses (Age year, AgeDaysAsYear, AgeClass5 etc.). A general exclusion

of the age variable is thus not possible and has to be performed in a preliminary column filter

by the individual user.

Figure 5.26 Screenshot of the outlier removal MetaNode

The user can indicate the range of the quantiles (quantile) and the minimal required amount of samples
(missing). If executed the algorithm automatically removes the values in the lower and upper defined
quantiles from all incoming parameters. (Flow 5.11)
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5.3.5.2 Handling of outliers
In a first step all values were considered, exceeding the known biological or technical borders

of a parameter. The necessary information was thereby requested from the metatable.

Suspicious parameters were either corrected after contact with the measuring laboratory, or if

not possible, removed from data analysis. In case suspect values were either a legitimate part

of the data or the cause was unclear, the data points were only removed after being identified

as outliers by the interquartile range approach. In a second step the interquartile approach was

used to remove outlying values, before further analysis were performed. Standard analysis on

interparameter correlations and linear modelling analysis were performed with a 3% quantile

cutoff. As upper and lower quantiles were considered, a total of 6% of all data values were

thereby removed from each parameter. Applying this technique, the most prominent, visually

detectable outliers were excluded. Figure 5.27 shows a scatterplot with age and the stepwise

removal of outliers with the interquartile range approach as representative example (Fig. 5.27).

Figure 5.27 Representative example for outlier removal (adapted from Baur et al., 2015b)

The Scatterplots show the distribution of parameter x with age. A represents the original population, B
the removal of 1% quantiles and C the removal of 3% quantiles. The stepwise exclusion of extreme
outliers is clearly visible.
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5.3.5.3 Detecting the cause of an outlier
Clear technical and biological outliers can only be defined if measuring borders of a machine

or biological systems are known. As this is often not the case, investigations on correlations

with control parameters were performed to define the cause of an outlier. For each body fluid

investigated in the MARK-AGE project, specific quality markers were measured (Tab. 5.9).

Correlations with the respective parameters monitors the quality of the samples. Extreme

values, which correlate with an inadequate sample quality, are defined as technical outliers.

Sample Control variable

Blood
Cell viability (UKON and INRCA),
Cell-free DNA [µg/ml] (, Hemoglobin
of frozen blood (RIVM)

Serum Protein [g/l], hemolysis, icterus and
lipemia index (RIVM)

Plasma Protein (UPMC), hemolysis, icterus and
lipemia index (RIVM)

Urine Creatinine (NESTEC), Creatinine
[mM/l] (UNILEVER)

Buccal mucosal cells Internal reference value (BIOTESYS)

Table 5.9 List of general sample quality measurements

If an outlier offers no technical origin it could be biological. To confirm this, the respective

subject is tested in multivariate comparisons. One strategy is the control of related parameters,

covering the same biological system. For this purpose no automatic algorithm was established.

The behavior was checked with the help of manually performed PCA analysis on a visual base

(Fig. 5.28, Flow 5.12). The selection of related parameters was performed according to the

information of the actual literature.
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Figure 5.28 Multivariate outlier detection with PCA

After the PCA is performed subjects can be defined that act as an outlier in several related parameters.

5.3.6 Batch effects

During the MARK-AGE Project about 3300 subjects were recruited over nearly four years.

Some laboratories waited until the end of the project and measured all samples in one run.

Others split the work load during this time period. Independent of the strategy, sample

processing can lead to systematic errors in the data, and as a result, to the loss of parameters.

Respectively, a tool was established, detecting inconsistencies in the data at an early stage.

5.3.6.1 Batch effect detection
To detect artificial associations across the data, structured correlations were performed between

the analyzed values and the sampling, as well as the measuring order (Fig. 5.29, Fig. 5.30).

Those analysis were performed on a visual base using scatterplots. The MARK-AGE database

consists of about 500 analytic parameters and a manual checking of all graphics is not possible.

For the automatic detection, an R script was established, including a mathematical model,

extracting parameters offering batch effects (Flow 5.6). For the visualization of the relationship

amongst variables, the algorithm uses a straight line that best represents the data on a scatterplot

(line of best fit). In cases batch effects are present, the slope of this line differs considerably

from zero. This method determines not only continuous trends in data but also discontinuous

changes (Fig. 5.30). If a change in the slope is detected, the algorithm plots the parameter with

the annotation “Attention” in the header and the rowID. With this addition, suspicious

parameters were automatically filtered from the database for further examinations.
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Figure 5.29 Batch check for recruitment order

A representative parameter is plotted against the recruitment time. A shows a nearly perfect example,
whereas in B the slope of the line of best fit varies. Therefore, the annotation ”ATTENTION” occurs in
the heading. Re-sampling subjects are colored in red, re-testing subjects in blue. If they occur in a batch
it can be detected.

Figure 5.30 Batch check for sample order

Different batch variants were detected in the MARK-AGE data. Single batches (A) as well as continuous
trends (B), confused (C) and mixed (D) effects are detected.
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5.3.6.1.1 Analysis on recruitment time

Depending on the design of the MARK-AGE project, different aspects have to be considered

for the interpretation of detected batch effects. The sample distributions underlay specific

recruitment and group conditions. A representative example is the cause of seasonal changes.

The recruitment was performed continuously over 3 years, leading to season-dependent batch

effects in some parameters (Fig. 5.31, Flow 5.13).

All samples belonging to one subject were collected at the same day. As a result, the recruitment

order is the same for all parameters and unequal distributed subgroups are present in the same

way. To receive a checkup system, all known subgroups (Tab. 5.10) were plotted and compared

to the recruitment order of the samples. The comparison between subgroup conditions and their

influences on batch effects was performed manually. For visualization purposes, subgroups

were coloured (Fig. 5.29, Fig. 5.31).

Subgroups checked for recruitment order

Age

Gender

season

Recruitment center

Re-sampling

Re-testing

Table 5.10 List of generally controlled covariates
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Figure 5.31 Seasonal effects

The scatterplot represents a parameter underlying seasonal changes during the recruitment time. The
seasonal subgroups were plotted with different colours. The values periodically increase during spring
and summer and decrease during fall and winter. This offers a biological batch effect that must be
considered during data analysis.

5.3.6.1.2 Analysis on the measuring order

For the control if batch effects arose from inconsistencies in the laboratories, parameters were

plotted against their internal measuring id (Fig. 5.30). The analysers did not measure the

received samples in a defined order, they were just randomly picked. As a result, the underlying

covariate conditions (Tab. 5.10) in the samples are no longer equal for all parameters. Manual

comparison of batch effects and covariates were performed separately for each parameter. To

simplify the procedure a KNIME workflow was established automatically plotting the

distribution of subgroups for the individual parameters.

5.3.6.2 Handling of batch effects
A general handling strategy for batch effects is not available, since origins of batch effects can

be many and varied. Any background mechanism is based on a mathematical model. As long

as the error model is not known, a modification of the data is not possible and will not improve

the quality. An example for a specific error model is the absence of a required normalization in

a subset of data (Fig. 5.32, A). In this case the calculation was subsequently performed and the

batch was removed (Fig. 5.34, B). Parameters offering suspicious batch effect and

unexplainable noise without an error model (Fig. 5.31, B-D), were excluded from the analysis.
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Figure 5.32 Batch effect correction (adapted from Baur et al., 2015b)

The example represents the successful correction of a batch effect. Parameter X is plotted against the
measuring order used in the respective laboratory. A forgotten normalization of a data set leads to the
generation of a batch effect between sample 1500 and 2300. The subsequent implementation of the
normalization removes the batch effect and rescues the parameter.

5.3.7 Missing values

Missing values are a general problem affecting large scale studies. In the MARK-AGE study

two main scenarios are responsible for the occurrence of missing data. On the one hand missing

values were introduced completely at random, because the sample tube was lost, defrosted

during shipping or broken. On the other hand data are missing not at random, if the parameter

was measured in a low throughput run. Only 300 subjects were measured in those cases. Since

missing data can influence the achieved results, they were precisely identified and handled like

described in the following section.

5.3.7.1 Detection of missing values
A lack of information can occur either for a single subject (database row), if measurements for

individual parameters are missing. Or, the other way around, for the regarded parameter

(database column) if the subject provides no information. A simple algorithm, counting missing

values over all database rows and columns, does not account for the real amount of missing

data. Both structures are affected by tasks of the study design. Some parameters are only

measured in low throughput runs for example. Or individuals older than 60 years have to fill in

an additional questionnaire, which is missing for all other subjects. Both representative effects

influence the row and column counts. As a result, missing data were determined separately for

each analysis depending on the used data background. For a simple determination of the data

background and as part of the database cleaning process, the full amount of valid subjects and

parameters was determine (Flow 5.14).
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5.3.7.1.1 Determination of recruited and analyzed subjects

The PSC to SSC table contains all subject-codes that were entered at the Biobank. This table

involves additional codes from different bio and try phases used to setup the SQL database

(Moreno-Villanueva and Kötter et al., 2015). They should in principle not occur in the final

database. In a first step the explained useless PSCs were excluded from the table, reducing the

full amount of recruited subjects from 3880 to 3806. Further, the sample was split into

subgroups of the different recruitment rounds (Tab. 5.11). According to the PSC to SSC table,

the first recruitment round include 3298 subjects.

Statistic over the PSC2SSC table

PSC available 3880

PSC bio 1

PSC try 73

PSC valid 3806

PSC RE 98

PSC RT 410

PSC 00 3298

Table 5.11 Number of recruited subjects

In parallel, the entries of the questionnaire_all table were checked including 4028

questionnaires in total. Excluding the bio and try entries the table ends up with 4026 rows. The

number of available questionnaires were split into the different recruitment rounds (Tab. 5.12,

column 2). As some entries in the questionnaire_all table were faulty due to wrong entered PSC

codes (see chapter 5.1.2.5) the valid number of completed and usable forms is minimized (Tab.

5.12, column 3).

Statistic over the questionnaire_all table
Thereby valid
enteredbio 1

try 1

PSC 00 3303 3228

PSC RE 109 98

PSC RT 477 409

Table 5.12 Counts of entered questionnaires
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Emerged discrepancies between the number of recruited subject 3298 (Tab. 5.11) and available

questionnaire forms 3228 (Tab. 5.12) give a hint on hidden problems. Further investigations

were performed to identify the cause of those differences. In a first step, the measured

parameters were counted for all subjects and plotted in a histogram (Fig. 5.33). Analysis showed

that some subjects are only measured for up to 25 parameters (Fig. 5.33, A). Further

investigations on the respective subjects identified those as CRP or hepatitis positive. In the

MARK-AGE design it is defined that such patients were not allowed to participate. As those

subjects are also included in the PSC to SSC table, the table does not reflect the number of

finally analyzed individuals. To determine the correct number of analyzed subjects all

individuals with CRP or hepatitis positivity were excluded (Tab. 5.13). After the performed

corrections, subjects with extreme low parameter counts were removed from the histogram (Fig.

5.33, B).

Figure 5.33 Histogram for measured parameters

For each subject the measured parameters were counted. The counts were plotted in the histogram before
(A) and after (B) the exclusion criteria were fulfilled.
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Invalid PSC Identified cases

never measured in any analytic 15

no hepatitis or CRP result 12

Hepatitis positive for B or C 79

Hepatitis positive but measured by partner 1 and 12 99

Table 5.13 Subjects excluded from the study

A recruited subject can only be used in the project if at least the bio questionnaire with the

information about age, gender, etc. is available. Consequently, subjects were defined valid

recruited, if at least the bio questionnaire is inserted. After the join of the valid analytic (Tab.

5.11) and questionnaire (Tab. 5.12) data, a total of 3048 subjects was received for analysis from

the first recruitment (Tab. 5.14). 391 re-testing and 97 re-sampling subjects are available (Tab.

5.14).

Recruitment round Subject count

First recruitment 3048

Re-testing 391

Re-sampling 97

Table 5.14 List of valid subjects for analysis

5.3.7.1.2 Counting of analytical parameters

During the project a metatable was established, listing all available parameters (see chapter

5.1.2.3). Not only real parameters but also columns with information about the standard

deviation, plate number or comment, etc. occur in this table. An additional notation called report

parameter yes or no, reflects the state of each parameter. Counting all report parameters

indicated with yes reflect the amount of analyzed parameters during the MARK-AGE study. In

the metatable, concerning the extended database version 05.2014, 362 analytically measured

parameters are listed.

5.3.7.2 Handling of missing values
The correct method for missing value handling depends on the cause and amount of missing

data, as well as on the distribution of the covariates. Univariate analyses were performed after

a complete case analysis all the time (Flow 5.15). As the general number of analyzed subjects

varies about 3000 and missing data occur completely at random, the reduction of the population

size is negligible. For multivariate methods like correlation or linear regression analysis, a
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complete case analysis was performed as well. The only point to consider was the equal

distribution of covariates. The distribution of age and gender is nearly equal in the whole

population (Fig. 5.34). In smaller subgroups the conditions were checked separately. In the

supplements the age and gender distribution of the GO and SGO population were plotted (Fig.

S.5.1). The mentioned points indicate that a general replacement of missing values in the

complete MARK-AGE database is not possible. Substitution methods must be adjusted for each

individual analysis if necessary.

Figure 5.34 Gender and age distribution in the general RASIG population

The bar plot shows the gender and age distribution in the valid RASIG population of MARK-AGE.

If covariates are unequally distributed or low sample numbers requires the filling of a data set,

the median substitution was used in general. In general, the median of all available values was

calculated and inserted, as a subgroup specific median would bias the results too much. As the

substitution itself possibly influence results, the outcomes were checked before usage. The

general strategy was the random introduction of missing data in a representative complete data

set. The amount of stepwise replaced values is controlled in this scenario and the outcomes

were statistically analyzed. The performed one way analysis of variance (ANOVA), indicates
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at which point the replacement of data significantly fail to reproduce the original outcome. In

Figure 5.35 the spearman correlation of two representative parameters was determined (Fig.

5.35). The selection of the replaced values was performed randomly and repeated a hundred

times each. With the replaced data sets the desired correlation was performed and the mean was

calculated for the 100 repetitions. The ANOVA indicates that after a replacement of 5% of all

data values, the correlation differs significantly from the original outcome. A replacement of

more than 5% of missing values would affect the conclusions in this case.

Figure 5.35 Median imputation for missing values (adapted from Baur et al., 2015b)

The bar plot shows the change in correlation, between two randomly selected parameters, after median
imputation. Increasing numbers of data points (indicated in percentages) were randomly removed from
the original dataset. The missing gaps were replaced by the individual median of the parameters. With
increasing amounts of replaced values, the achieved correlations deviate from the starting value. The
first significant deviation occurs at 5% and defines the amount of data that can possibly be replaced in
this specific case.

5.3.8 General cleaning steps performed

Descriptive data analysis on the MARK-AGE data revealed groups of parameters, offering

suspicious behavior. Further investigations were performed to identify and solve the problems.

In the following the resulting modifications steps, necessary for database preparation and

cleaning were explained.
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5.3.8.1 Blood parameter cleaning
For each recruited subject a complete blood count was performed, providing an overview of a

person’s general health status. In the MARK-AGE project the measurements were performed

directly after blood donation in the particular recruitment center. As a standard procedure the

counts of the different cell types were automatically detected with blood counting machines. In

different country’s various machines and analysis programs were used, leading to

inconsistencies in the communicated units of the respective parameters. To simplify the upload

for the Beneficiaries two columns were provided for each blood parameter. In one column they

enter the value and in the other column the proper unit from a selection menu. The aim was to

provide all blood parameters in the extended database in their defined standard unit (Tab. 5.15).

This showed up to be a rather difficult task, due to confusion of values and units by the

Beneficiaries.

Parameter short name Parameter long name Unit

Eosinophils Eosinophils count/µl

HCT Hematocrit %

HDW Hemoglobin distribution width g/dl

HGB Hemoglobin g/dl

Lymphocytes Lymphocytes count/µl

MCH Mean corpuscular hemoglobin pg

MCHC Mean corpuscular hemoglobin
concentration g/dl

MCV Mean corpuscular volume fl

Monocytes Monocytes count/µl

MPV Mean platelet volume fl

Neutrophils Neutrophils 103/µl

Platelets Platelets 103/µl

RBC Red blood cell 106/µl

RDW Red blood cell distribution width %

WBC White blood cell 103/µl

Table 5.15 Blood parameters and their standard units (adapted from Baur et al., 2015a)
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A KNIME workflow was established automatically transforming blood parameters into their

standard units (Fig. 5.36, Flow 5.16). To simplify the documentation, each parameter was

analyzed separately in a single MetaNode. In a first step the data were sorted by the available

units and split in separate tables. All tables, except those already offering the standard unit,

were transformed with the correct calculation method. Problems occurred if some recruiters

entered values with an inapplicable unit. For the correction of data, value filters were

incorporated, separating values where the co-domain do not fit with the indicated unit. These

values were processed separately in manually adjusted Math nodes. At the end of the MetaNode

the separated tables were concatenated again in one table. Only few values remained, which

could not be converted in a general unit. Neither with the algorithm nor manually. These values

will later in the analysis appear as outliers.

Each time new data arrived the workflow was executed. Due to the manual correction of wrong

insertions, the workflow was separated from the general MARK-AGE database workflow. The

modified output table was saved in a csv file and directly replaced with the uncleansed version

in the “Questionnaire Data” MetaNode of the MARK-AGE database workflow (Fig. 5.2, A).

Figure 5.36 Screenshot of the blood parameter cleaning workflow

The main workflow on the left side shows the structured MetaNodes for each blood parameter. The
workflow at the right side represents a MetaNode expansion with three pipelines of necessary correction
steps. The steps are not explained in detail as the figure should only represent the complexity of the
work. (Flow 5.16)
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5.3.8.2 ATC code cleaning
In the MARK-AGE study the ATC codes level 3 were used for the identification of the subject’s

drug intake. In the database invalid codes were entered by mistake. The number zero was

synonymously used with the letter O, and the coding system was not maintained. To solve the

problem an algorithm was programmed, using regular expression codes to identify the wrong

entries (Flow 5.17). For each subject up to 10 codes, entered in 10 separate columns were

possible. In a first step, the separated columns were combined for each subject. The achieved

column was subsequently processed with different regular expression filters. For each ATC

level, the regular expression scripts filters only the codes with the correct format. Those which

were not recognized are faulty and if possible corrected. If the error source was not completely

reproducible, the respective codes were separated and stored in an excel file for documentation.

In the end only 5.5% of ATC code statements are lost due to false entry.

Each subject was requested to state the kind of disease belonging to the drug intake. Those

information are rare, as some subjects did not know about the disease. In several other cases

the disease is entered in the mother language of the responsible recruitment center. Those

specifications could not be used for the analysis. To solve the problem, a table was generated,

grouping all ATC codes occurring in the MARK-AGE population according to their disease

(Tab. 5.16). The assigning of the respective disease indications was performed by Prof.

Alexander Bürkle (UKON, WP8). In the end each subject receives a single column were all

associated diseases are inserted in a listed format (Tab. 5.17). This workflow was performed

separately from the MARK-AGE database workflow (Flow 5.17). The achieved results were

saved in a csv file and joined to the extended database additionally.

level 1 level 2 level 3 Disease indication MARK-AGE
code

A 02 A Gastrointestinal q

A 02 B Male sex hormones g

A 03 A Male sex hormones g

A 04-05 A Gastrointestinal q

A 05 B Gastrointestinal q

A 06 A Gastrointestinal q

A 07 A Infections disease c

A 07 E Antiinflammatories/antirheumatic
compounds h
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level 1 level 2 level 3 Disease indication MARK-AGE
code

A 07 F Gastrointestinal q

A 08 A Diabetes d

A 09 A Gastrointestinal q

A 10 A,B Diabetes d

A 11 A,C,D,G,H Vitamins i

B 01-02 A Thrombosis/coagulation disorders n

B 03 B Vitamins i

C 01 A-E Cardiac disease b

C 02 A,C,D Hypertension cluster a

C 03 A,B,C,E Hypertension cluster a

C 04 A Thrombosis/coagulation disorders n

C 07 A,B,C Hypertension cluster a

C 08 C Hypertension cluster a

C 08 D Cardiac disease b

C 09 A,B,C,D,X Hypertension cluster a

C 10 A,B Lipid metabolism e

D 05 A Skin diseases p

D 07 A Antiinflammatories/antirheumatic
compounds h

D 07 C Infections disease c

D 11 A Skin diseases p

H 02 A Antiinflammatories/antirheumatic
compounds h

H 03 A,B,C Thyroid disorders k

J 01 A,C,F,X Infections disease c

J 05 A Infections disease c

L 01 A,B,X Cancer therapy i

M 01 A,C Antiinflammatories/antirheumatic
compounds h

M 02 A Pain m

M 04 A Gout x
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level 1 level 2 level 3 Disease indication MARK-AGE
code

M 05 B Bone disease u

M 09 A Antiinflammatories/antirheumatic
compounds h

N 02 A,B Pain m

N 03 A CNS disorders other than depression s

N 04 B CNS disorders other than depression s

N 05 A CNS disorders other than depression s

N 05 B Depression/anxiolytics o

N 06 A Depression/anxiolytics o

N 06 B,D CNS disorders other than depression s

N 07 X CNS disorders other than depression s

P 01 B Infections disease c

R 03 A,B,D Lung/bronchial disorders r

R 05 C,D Lung/bronchial disorders r

S 01 A Infections disease c

S 01 B Antiinflammatories/antirheumatic
compounds h

S 01 E,F,X Eye disease t

V 01 A Immune system disorders v

Table 5.16 overview of the occurring ATC codes in the MARK-AGE population (adapted from Baur et al.,

2015a)

PSC Code format in list

1 [a]

2 [a,e,v]

3 [a,a,d,d,e]

Table 5.17 Example for list of ATC codes
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5.3.8.3 ZUNG scale completion
The ZUNG scale is a self-rating depression scale, where the patient fills in a questionnaire with

20 questions. In the MARK-AGE study participants had the choice to sign na, for not

applicable, if they don’t want to answer a specific question. An unanswered question is not

allowed in the rating system. A KNIME workflow was established filling those gaps with the

mean of the points from the individual subject (Flow 5.1). The validity of this method was

already published by Shrive and colleagues, for up to 10% of missing entries (Shrive et al.,

2006). As only one question exceeds this border in the MARK-AGE study the method was used

anyway (Tab. 5.18). The workflow was performed separately of the MARK-AGE database

workflow. The completed table was saved in a csv file and joined to the extended database.

Analyzing the achieved values 3.1% of the MARK-AGE subjects exceed the general allowed

score and offer signs for depression.

ZUNG question no reply total % missing entries

zungscale_better_were_dead 456 3166 14.4

zungscale_clear_mind 37 3166 1.17

zungscale_constipation 306 3166 9.67

zungscale_decisions 36 3166 1.14

zungscale_easy_do_things 31 3166 0.98

zungscale_eat_as_much 43 3166 1.36

zungscale_enjoy_sex 159 3166 5.02

zungscale_enjoy_things 54 3166 1.71

zungscale_fast_heartbeat 241 3166 7.61

zungscale_feel_down 95 3166 3.0

zungscale_feel_like_crying 340 3166 10.74

zungscale_hopeful_future 33 3166 1.04

zungscale_irritable 136 3166 4.3

zungscale_life_pretty 46 3166 1.45

zungscale_losing_weight 343 3166 1.83

zungscale_morning_feel_best 63 3166 1.99

zungscale_restless 192 3166 6.06
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ZUNG question no reply total % missing entries

zungscale_tired 285 3166 9.0

zungscale_trouble_sleeping 175 3166 5.53

zungscale_useful_needed 41 3166 1.3

Table 5.18 Overview on missing values for ZUNG questions

5.3.8.4 Correction of date columns
In the MARK-AGE questionnaires, various date information were recorded. A standardized

system for the entry of date formats was thereby not implemented for all columns.  Before

working with the data, all date entries were converted to the same format. A KNIME workflow

was established correcting the separators and orders of all data columns, assigned in string

format (Flow 5.1). The String Replacer node thereby recognize all possible separators (/ | , ; : -

) and translate them into a point. The date order is uniformly transformed to dd.mm.yy.. The

corrected columns were replaced in the MARK-AGE database workflow.

The SQL scripts calculate the age of a subject at the invitation. This is performed automatically

when the questionnaire including the interview date is uploaded. Unfortunately, the interview

date does often not correspond with the date when the blood sampling was performed. Up to 6

month can occur between. As a result, calculating the age of a subject according to the date of

sampling can lead to discrepancies in the age variable. Some subjects were even sorted in

another ageing class, because they get a year older during this time. This has to be considered

during the comparison of performed data analysis and achieved results.

5.3.8.5 Transformation of drink intake to a daily base
Food and beverage intake was requested in the questionnaire forms with a tabular system. The

subjects had to specify the intake either per day, week or month. For the analysis of those data

a standardized frequency column was necessary. All indications were transformed to a daily

intake with a generated KNIME workflow (Flow 5.18). The calculation on drink intake was in

general performed, dividing weekly intake by 7 and monthly intake by 30.42. This arose as

rather complicated task when multiple entries were performed, which did not fit in all cases

(Tab. 5.19, row 7). A more detailed workflow was programmed, automatically detecting and

handling all possible entry structures.
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row
ID

drink_cola_soft
_never

drink_cola
_soft_per_day

drink_cola
_soft_per_month

drink_cola_soft
_per_week dayli_intake

1 never - - - 0

2 never - - - 1

3 other - 1 - 0.03

4 other 5 - - 5

5 other - - 1 0.14

6 other 0 4 1 0.14

7 other - 3 1 -

Table 5.19 Entering example for drink intake

The workflow uses the following strategy (Flow 5.18). With the Column Aggregator node the

possible entries were checked.

(i) First valid never entries were selected. This means that after the indication of never no other

entries were performed for this drink. If a subject entered never and an additional intake for the

same drink it was excluded (Tab. 5.19, row2). All defined never entries were transposed to a

daily intake of 0.

(ii) In a second step all entries with a single indication were calculated for a daily frequency as

described.

(iii) Subjects with two or more statements for one drink were selected and indications were

compared. The system has to check if the entries match, as in the example of table 5.19 row 6,

or not row 7. The algorithm transforms all entries into a daily base and the ratios of double

intakes were calculated. The result should occur between 0.8 and 1.25, due to rounding errors.

If this criteria was fulfilled the entries were correct and the mean was used for the daily

frequency. If the ratios occurred outside this range, they were not used for analysis. If three

entries occurred the ratios were controlled pairwise.

The received column for daily drink intake was joined to the extended database.
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5.4 MARK-AGE data: Biomathematical exploration

5.4.1 Analysis strategies on different recruitment rounds

As described in the design of MARK-AGE, multiple recruitment rounds were performed to

investigate in data quality (Tab. 5.20) (Bürkle et al., 2015). The following section describes

how the subjects were selected for the re-invitation and how first analysis steps were performed.

Re- Strategy description

sampling Subjects included in the re-sampling were recruited again 3-6 month after the
first sampling date

testing Subjects included in the re-testing were recruited up to 3 years after the first
sampling date

entering A selected amount of questionnaire forms was entered a second time

Table 5.20 Overview on Re-strategies in the MARK-AGE project

5.4.1.1 Re-sampling

5.4.1.1.1 Selection of re-sampling subjects

Re-sampling candidates were determined with a KNIME workflow (Flow 5.19). A Row Filter

node selects subjects, which were recruited 3 to 6 month before the indicated date.

Subsequently, twelve of the identified subjects were chosen randomly with a Row Sampling

node. If enough subjects were available, 3 to 8 backup individuals were selected additionally.

The selection options of the node were configured to sample equal amounts of subjects for age

and gender. This was not possible for all recruitment centers, as it depends on the distribution

of subgroups they invited during this time span. If a subject disagrees the re-invitation, one of

the backup individuals had to be used. If, however, not enough probands were available, new

re-sampling subjects were requested and selected as described.

From the selected subjects a total of 97 (Tab. 5.21) were measured by the laboratories. This

makes a re-sampling rate of 3.12% for the whole MARK-AGE population. A detailed list of

recruited subjects is available in the supplements (Tab. S.5.1).
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Re-sampling

Subject group Female Male

RASIG 37 45

GO 4 5

SGO 2 4

Table 5.21 Amount and distribution of re-sampling subjects

5.4.1.1.2 Re-sampling analysis

The assumption for the re-sampling strategy was that a parameter does not change with age in

this short time period. A significant deviation from the outcome of the first measurement is not

to be expected. In a first step, a KNIME workflow was established, automatically investigating

on visual analysis for all parameters (Flow 5.20). A simple method to check the stability of re-

sampling measurements is a scatterplot. First versus re-sampling values were plotted with a

linear regression line. (Fig. 5.37, B). Additionally, an R script concerning the plotting of the

whole population was established, for the detection of differences in the two distributions. Re-

sampling values were thereby indicated in red and the deviation from the first value is reflected

by an arrow (Fig. 5.37, A). After graphical analysis, the generation of a model to calculation a

quality marker for the re-sampled parameters was introduced. The mathematicians of the

project developed the following concept:

“A Parameter µ is for a subset of individuals measured at t0 and t1 = t0 + δt, leading to a

difference δµ in the parameter. The absolute size of δµ is not a good measure since it depends

on the chosen units. Therefore, it is related to differences in a similar age range. Two large

samples with replacement where taken resulting in two vectors X1 and X2. The sampling is

restricted to the corresponding age range of the individuals. From the two vectors the deviation

D = |x1 - x2| was computed.

= | μ|
Now, q ≈ 1 means that the µ-variation of a person within a period of length δt is of the same

order as the deviation of µ between two arbitrary individuals of a similar age. In this case the

observed variation of µ among individuals at a given age can be explained by the short term

variations of the marker.
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If, however, q << 1 then the deviation between individuals at a certain age has its origin rather

in person dependent marker levels which are stable in time.” (Junk, 2014) The established

algorithm creates a list with quality values for all re-sampled parameters. Additionally, the

method was implemented to the already existing KNIME workflow (Flow 5.20). The quality

value of a parameter was plotted in the heading of the respective graphic (Fig. 5.37, A).

Figure 5.37 Re-sampling visualization

In A the subject’s age is plotted against the selected parameter for either the complete male or female
RASIG population. Re-sampling values are thereby indicated in red. Additional arrows connect the
values of the first sampling with those of the second. The plot gives a hint how the distribution of the
re-sampled subjects arose, compared to the rest of the population. In the heading the calculated quality
marker is stated. In B only the corresponding values of re-sampling subjects are plotted against each
other. The spearman correlation is calculated and stated in the header.

A

B
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Analysis on the quality values showed that about 50% of the measured parameters offer an

acceptable quality with values lower than one. The other 50%, offering a bad re-sampling

quality were checked for batch effects. In Figure 5.38 a representative example is shown how

inconsistencies during the measuring time affected the re-sampling data. Within the 3 to 6

month period, the parameter displayed a spontaneous decrease of all data values (Fig. 5.38,

red). Those cases were documented for communication to the responsible laboratories.

Figure 5.38 Batch effects during re-sampling

If the re-sampling population (red) appears in a batch effect, the analysis was not reliable and the
parameter offered a bad quality value.

5.4.1.2 Re-testing

5.4.1.2.1 Selection of re-testing subjects

Re-testing samples were automatically determined with a KNIME workflow (Flow 5.21). They

should offer a maximal time span to the date of the first blood donation. Equal distributions of

covariates like gender and age were not considered, to keep the sampling interval as long as

possible.
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The mentioned points lead to the assumption that subjects invited at the very beginning of the

study were the only candidates for re-testing analysis. Those were selected with a row filter

after sorting for sample date. According to the number of invited subjects, each recruitment

center has to re-invite 12% of all individuals (Tab. 5.22). Additionally a backup of about 35-40

subjects were provided. The usage of a backup person thereby shortens the maximal time span.

From the 409 communicated re-testing subjects, 392 were measured (Tab. 5.23). This makes a

re-testing rate of 12.6% for the whole MARK-AGE population. The mean time span of the

analyzed subjects is 36 month. A detailed list of recruited subjects is available in the

supplements (Tab. S.5.2).

Beneficiary Recruited in
total 12% re-testing Time span

2 BIOTESYS 400 48 34

6 FUNDP 480 58 35

8 OEAW 400 48 36

11 NHRF 450 54 31

12 NENCKI 600 72 34

21 UNIBO 622 75 34

25 LUMC 222 27 34

26 UTA 222 27 36

total 3396 409 Mean = 34

Table 5.22 Re-testing recruitment

The total amount of invited subjects, as well as the 12% re-testing rate is stated for each recruitment
center. The possible time intervals are indicated.

Re-testing

Subject group Female Male

RASIG 135 110

GO 56 44

SGO 21 25

Table 5.23 Amount and distribution of re-sampling subjects
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5.4.1.2.2 Re-testing analysis

The re-testing strategy should reflect a kind of longitudinal study, and was performed on

average 3 years after the first blood donation. For analysis only graphical solutions like those

of the re-sampling analysis were performed (Fig. 5.39, Flow 5.22).

Figure 5.39 Re-testing visualization

In A, the subject’s age is plotted against the parameter for either the complete male or female population.
Re-testing values are indicated in red. Additional arrows point from the value of the first sampling to
the re-testing. The plot gives a hint how the distribution of the re-tested subjects arose, compared to the
rest of the population. In B, only the corresponding values of re-tested subjects are plotted against each
other. The spearman correlation is performed and outcomes are indicated in the header.

A quality value is not yet implemented for the re-testing samples. A lot of parameters offer high

variances for re-testing values (Fig. 5.40, A) mainly caused by batch effects (Fig. 5.40, B). They

must first be discussed and if possible cleaned by the measuring laboratories.

A

B
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Figure 5.40 Re-testing samples and batch effects

Some parameters offering high noise in the re-testing values (A). This is caused by batch effects in the
data occurring during measuring time (B).

5.4.1.3 Re-entering
The re-entering strategy was developed to identify an error rate for questionnaire insertion,

because typos or mix-ups can occur during manual insertion. During the project, each

recruitment center had to enter 20 defined questionnaires a second time. This makes in total a

re-entering rate of about 4% for all valid questionnaires (n = 3228, see chapter 5.3.7.1).

5.4.1.3.1 Selection of re-entering questionnaire forms

The WP8 team members decided to select the re-entering questionnaires in two ways. For each

recruitment center, ten questionnaires were selected according to obvious failures in the data.

The other ten were selected randomly out of the available pool.

For the selection of re-entering questionnaires a KNIME workflow was established (Flow 5.23).

The workflow selects all available questionnaire entries of the first recruitment round.

Concerning the first approach, the workflow implements the interquartile range method (see

chapter 5.3.5.2). Values exceeding the interquartile range were determined as outliers,

introduced by a typo during insertion. For this method only numerical data columns could be

used. Questions replied by a selection menu, offer a fixed string format and cannot include

outlier values. A wrong selection could have happened, but is not possible to determine with

the available information. For that account, the programmed workflow considers only

numerical columns in a slope and identifies the subjects in the lower and upper 1% quantiles.

From subjects offering extreme values in one or more parameters, 10 were randomly selected
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with a Row Sampling node. The rest of the population, excluding all subjects with extreme

values, was used to randomly select the other 10 re-entering questionnaires. The 20 selected

PSCs were documented in an excel file and sent to the recruitment centers. In the internal

documentation the subjects were indicated with the respective origin (randomly, by outliers).

The recruitment centers only received a list of codes without any additional information.

5.4.1.3.2 Re-entering analysis

The first strategy to calculate an error rate for the re-entered questionnaire data (Tab. 5.24), was

the comparison between the total amount of all re-entered questions and unequal entries.

Several points must be considered during the analysis and were performed in a special KNIME

workflow (Flow 5.24). The questions include all answers possible, also the missing one’s. As

the data formats additionally vary, questions were split in four different groups before. Those

comprise (i) numerical data, (ii) selection menus, (iii) completely free text and (iv), date and

interviewer name. The listed subgroups were analyzed separately, as they are not directly

comparable. Points three and four were thereby not considered at all. Free text was entered in

English, however, the subjects answered in their home language. Differences in the translation

or typos arose and would influence the error rate massively. As the interviewer name is not

necessarily the same in the re-entering procedure and the date of insertion is another, they were

also excluded from the analysis. As the re-entering questionnaires were selected in two groups

(randomly, by outliers), they were also separately analyzed (Fig. 5.41).

Recruitment center Re-entered questionnaires

BIOTESYS 20

FUNDP 20

LUMC 20

NENCKI 20

NHRF 19

OEAW 20

UNIBO 18

UTA 0

Table 5.24 Amount of re-entered questionnaires 16.04.2014
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Figure 5.41 Re-entering analysis workflow

The screenshot of the KNIME workflow shows the two separated analysis pathways. According to the
documented information if random selected or outlier based, re-entering questionnaires were split, and
selected from the database with the reference Row Filter nodes. (Flow 5.24)

For group i and ii the described analysis were either performed for all re-entered questionnaires

or separated for the individual recruitment centers in a slope (Fig. 5.42). Detailed numbers were

not mentioned in this thesis, but the general error rates occurred between 8% and 12%. Intensive

research was necessary to detect the reasons for this high and unacceptable numbers. For the

detection of unequal entries a GroupBy node was used. The entries were listed and counted.

For a correct answer only the unique entry was listed and counted with the number two. For

unequal entries both possibilities are listed and counted with the number one each. Filtering all

entries with one gives a detailed list of the columns where problems mainly occurred (Tab.

5.25).

Figure 5.42 Re-entering analysis loop

The screenshot shows the MetaNode expansion of the re-entering analysis workflow. In a slope the error
rates were calculated separately for each recruitment center. (Flow 5.24)
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subject ip_education vital_stat_waist

1 higher university degree (2) 83.0 (2)

2 higher university degree (1), university degree (1) 88.0 (2)

3 third level degree (2) 249.0 (1), 250.0 (1)

Table 5.25 Re-entering analysis table

The table shows a representative example how unequal entries were detected.

Manual research work on the table identified the following main problems. (i) Typos were

included in numerical data columns. (ii) In some cases, complete questionnaire parts were

entered belonging to another subject. (iii) Confusions within selection menus, offering similar

wordings.

One problem, explaining mistakes in the selection menus corresponds to the unequal structure

of the paper formats and web fronts. The paper formats were written in the home country

language and answers available in the menus are numbered. During the upload the answers

appeared in English and a numbering system was not available. Especially in cases were the

answer names are similar confusions occurred (e.g. higher university degree and university

degree). A solving strategy for this problem was the improvement of the webfronts. The

numbering system of the paper formats was adjusted by the responsible administrator. The

improved website was first tested by a single recruitment center. A third time the 20

questionnaires were entered. After analysis the error rate for numerical values was reduced to

0.1%.

5.4.2 Studies on biological ageing

The main interest of the MARK-AGE project was establishment of a bioage formula,

calculating the real bioage of an individual person. For this purpose, not the best age-correlated

parameters, but a combination of parameters best representing the biological state of the

probands were identified. A multiple linear regression model was used for this approach and

the received formulas were accepted in the patent from Bürkle et al. "Method for the

determination of biological age in human beings" (Bürkle et al., 2014). In the following the

establishment of the corresponding KNIME workflow, as well as the parameter selection and

validation processes were described.
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5.4.2.1 MARK-AGE bioage workflow
The development of the bioage formula was already performed during the measuring phase of

the project. During this time, parameters were regularly updated or newly inserted. As a

consequence, the selection of the best bioage parameters was controlled regularly. To manage

this task, a workflow was established for a fast and simple update of the involved candidate

parameters (Flow 5.25). This workflow was steadily improved over time and the final version

is explained in the following (Fig. 5.43). A screenshot of the workflow used for the patent is

available in the supplements (Fig. S.5.2).

Figure 5.43 MARK-AGE bioage workflow

The bioage workflow is structured with several MetaNodes. In each MetaNode a separate complicated
workflow is collapsed, automatically executing the desired steps. The included workload considers the
parameter selection and inspection. For the mathematical model, scaling and regression analysis on the
parameters are necessary. In the last MetaNode graphical analysis are performed on the found data.
(Flow 5.25)

5.4.2.1.1 Selection of the bioage parameters

In the first MetaNode (Fig. 5.43, “parameter selection” MetaNode), the necessary settings were

performed on the actual version of the extended database. The explained selection menus (see

chapter 5.2.1) for the determination of subject group and parameter settings are available. Only

the RASIG population was included and analyzed separately for male and female subjects. As

a result, two independent formulas were generated. The accepted age range was set between 35

and 75 years. All analytical parameters offering a sample number higher than 2000 were

included. Parameters identified for bad quality values during data cleaning were excluded from

the bioage analysis. Just as parameters with expensive or new measuring techniques. A list of

excluded parameters is available in the supplements (Tab. S.5.3). Additionally, parameters

requiring complicated and expensive measuring methods were not considered as possible

candidates.

For the identification of the bioage parameters, the R-package leaps was used (R-script 5.1).

The algorithm performs an exhaustive search for the best subset of all input parameters, thereby

predicting chronological age. As the leaps algorithm is restricted to a maximal input of 30
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variables, an additional pre-selection was performed. For this purpose, the age correlation was

calculated with the spearman method for all parameters. The 30 best correlating parameters

were selected, using the absolute correlation values, including negative as well as positive

correlations (Tab. S.5.4). Missing data are not allowed in the leaps algorithm. To handle this

problem, a complete case analysis was performed. For comparing analysis, an R script was

established, imputing the individual median for missing data, to receive a complete dataset.

After the 30 parameters were defined, the table structure was prepared with the age information

in the first column and the selected parameters thereafter. The leaps algorithm was configured

like described. The number of searched parameters was set to ten.

Library(leaps) #load the leaps package

R=na.omit(R) #CCA for the complete table

b=dim(R)[2] #determine the column number

a=leaps(x=R[,2:(b)], y=R[,1], names=names(R)[2:(b)], method=”r2”, nbest=1,

strictly.compatible=F) #performing the exhaustive search

R=a$which[10,] #show the defined parameters

x= matrix of predictors (30 selected parameters)

y= response vector (age column)

names= column names for vector x

method= calculates r2 (R-squared) for the regression

nbest= Number of subsets to report

strictly.compatible=column names were not overwritten with F (T gives an error if more then

31 columns were used)

outcome variable which= logical matrix, the defined number of determined parameters are

stated with True

R-script 5.1 Usage of the leaps package
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5.4.2.1.2 Inspection steps

In the “inspection” MetaNode, the selected parameters were sorted. The variables

subject_group and AgeDaysAsYear have to be placed before the 30 selected analytical

parameters

5.4.2.1.3 Scaling of the parameters

The leaps algorithm does not show any weightings for the selected parameters. For the

determination of the weightings, a downstream multiple linear regression analysis was

performed. Afterwards, the parameters were Z-score normalized with an R model provided by

Prof. Michael Junk (Fig. 5.43, “scaling” MetaNode) (Formula 5.1).

i

ii
i

xxz





ix = arithmetic average

i = standard deviation of biomarker i in the RASIG population of the study

Formula 5.1 Z-score normalization (adapted from Bürkle et al., 2014)

5.4.2.1.4 Regression analysis

Multiple linear regression was performed using the stats package of R, which offers the lm

command to fit linear models (Fig. 5.43, “regression” MetaNode). The defined 10 parameters

were selected from the extended database again, and missing values were excluded with a

complete case analysis. This was performed a second time because more values will remain

after the CCA with 10 instead of 30 parameters. The regression model (Formula 5.2), was

generated with the R-Learner node and executed in the R-Predictor node, programmed by Prof.

Michael Junk. This structure offers the opportunity to calculate the model learned under RASIG

conditions also on other subgroups. For the identification of subgroups, they were labeled in an

additional column with “reg” for the original RASIG and “comp” for any control group. The

PSC was additionally maintained, to join the calculated bioage of the subjects to the database.
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B = apparent bioage

z1 - z10 = scaled values of the determined parameters

c = intercept of the linear regression

Formula 5.2 Bioage calculation (adapted from Bürkle et al., 2014)

For the usage of the determined bioage, the outcome values should approximately equal the

chronological age in randomly selected even-aged groups of subjects. Therefore, a strictly

monotone transformation was applied to the apparent bioage by Prof. Michael Junk (Formula

5.3). If subgroups were included the transformation was also calculated with the mean age of

the test population. If the conditions of the incoming parameters changes, the weightings and

bioages vary. A mean variation of ±10% is thereby expected (Bürkle et al., 2014). The achieved

parameters and their weightings for the MARK-AGE bioage formulas are listed in table 5.26.

)()(
2 amean

r
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Bioage = corrected bioage

mean(a) = mean age of the whole test population

Formula 5.3 Bioage normalization on chronological age (adapted from Bürkle et al., 2014)
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Male Female

ELOVL_2_CpG_11,12,13,14
(PBMC) 3.488 ELOVL_2_CpG_11,12,13,14

(PBMC) 2.988

ELOVL_2_CpG_15,16,17
(PBMC) 2.678 ELOVL_2_CpG_15,16,17

(PBMC) 2.9

FHL_2_CpG_11,12 (PBMC) -1.522 FHL_2_CpG_11,12 (PBMC) -1.129

FHL_2_CpG_13,14,15
(PBMC) 2.47 FHL_2_CpG_13,14,15

(PBMC) 1.58

FHL_2_CpG_16,17 (PBMC) 1.143 FHL_2_CpG_16,17 (PBMC) 1.295

Dehydroepiandrosterone
sulfate (plasma) -2.715 Dehydroepiandrosterone

sulfate (plasma) -1.425

Alpha-2-macroglubulin
(plasma) 1.02 Ferritin (serum) 1.379

Lycopene (plasma) -1.22 Log S_p1/p6 1.615
Prostate_specific_antigen
(serum) 2.032 Alpha tocopherol (plasma) 0.818

S_p6_n_glycan (serum) -1.225 S_p6_n_glycan (serum) -1.182

c 55.906 c 55.526

R2 0.707 R2 0.742

Mean age 55.829 Mean age 55.751

Table 5.26 Overview of selected bioage parameters and weightings (adapted from Bürkle et al., 2014)
Elongation of very long chain fatty acids protein (ELOVL), Four and a half LIM domain protein (FHL)

For the establishment of the official bioage formulas, only analytical parameters were used.

Measurements from the questionnaire data were excluded, as they refer mainly on the

willingness of the subjects and their reliability is insufficient. In internal analysis, physical as

well as cognitive parameters were allowed to pass the MARK-AGE bioage workflow. Several

of those parameters were included to the ageing formulas of male and female subjects (Tab.

5.27). A detailed list of all ten selected parameters under different conditions is visible in the

supplements (Tab. S.5.5, Tab. S.5.6). The correlations between the chronological and bioage

for those combinations were even better (Tab. 5.28).
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Parameter included

Left hand power

Blood pressure systolic

Digit symbol number

Stroop time card three

Table 5.27 List of questionnaire parameters selected for the bioage formulas

Correlation between chronological and bioage for:

analytical parameters analytical and
physical parameters

Analytical and
Physical and
Cognitive parameters

Male 0.84 0.85 0.85

Female 0.86 0.87 0.88

Table 5.28 Correlation values for different ageing formulas

The table shows the detected correlations values between chronological and bioage for ageing formulas
with different parameter conditions.

It is worth to mention that already the usage of less than ten parameters, can lead to significant

and strong correlating results, as listed in the supplements (Tab. S.5.7; Tab. S.5.8; Tab. S.5.9).

5.4.2.1.5 Graphical analysis

For graphical presentation of results, a scatterplot was adjusted, plotting the chronological

against the bioage (Fig. 5.43, “graphs” MetaNode). If subgroups are available, they were

automatically implemented in different colors. In general RASIG subjects received grey points.

Additionally the linear regression line (black), as well as the line of best fit (light blue) are

plotted (Fig. 5.44).
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Figure 5.44 Bioage Scatterplot

The chronological age is plotted against the bioage for female (A) and male (B), RASIG (grey) subjects.
The linear regression is reflected by the black line, the line of best fit by the green line. The sample size
and the spearman correlation are indicated in the heading.

5.4.2.2 Validation of the bioage formula
After the bioage formulas were defined, investigations on the validation were performed. The

structure of the MARK-AGE bioage workflow (Fig. 5.43, Flow 5.25) offers the opportunity to

change settings easily. Fast checks and stratifications within different subgroups are possible.

For the validation of the formula, the workflow was used for the comparison between control

groups. In a second step the calculated bioage was joined to the actual version of the extended

database and correlation analysis were performed.

5.4.2.2.1 Comparison with slow ageing control groups

In the design of the project a predicted slow (GO) ageing group and their controls (SGO) were

considered (see chapter 1.1.5.2). All subjects available in the control groups were processed in

the bioage model of the RASIG population. The outcomes were demonstrated in a scatterplot

(Fig. 5.45, A) and a cumulative empirical distribution function (Fig. 5.45, B) for male subjects.

Female results displaying the same behavior can be seen in the supplements (Fig. S.5.3). During

the analysis, no significant differences in bioage were detected between RASIG and GO. Also

the control group for GO, the SGO, showed no results (Fig. S.5.4).

A B
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Figure 5.45 Bioage male RASIG/GO

The representative example shows the comparison between male RASIG (grey) and GO (red)
individuals (A) with age. Between the distributions of the two subgroups no differences were detectable
in the ecdf (B).

5.4.2.2.2 Comparison with fast ageing control groups

Down patients are hypothesized to age with a higher ageing rate. The comparison with the

RASIG population in the received ageing formula, showed a dramatic effect for male subjects

(Flow 5.26). The Down patients appeared biologically older in general (Fig. 5.46, Fig. 5.47). In

the female subjects this effect is also visible (Fig. 5.47, B).
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Figure 5.46 Bioage male RASIG/DOWN

The figures show the comparison between male RASIG (grey) and DOWN patient (red) individuals
with age (A). Between the distributions of the two groups clear differences were detectable in the ecdf
(B).

Figure 5.47 Bioage female RASIG/DOWN

The figures show the comparison between female RASIG (grey) and DOWN patient (red) individuals
with age (A). Differences in the two distributions are visible in the ecdf (B).
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After changing the parameter conditions for the female bioage formula including less

parameters (Tab. 5.29), the distribution of the Down syndrome patients differ even more (Fig.

5.48).

Involved parameters for significant separation Measuring laboratory

ELOVL_2_CpG_11,12,13,14 (PBMC) UNIBO

ELOVL_2_CpG_15,16,17 (PBMC) UNIBO

FHL_2_CpG_16,17 (PBMC) UNIBO

Dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate (plasma) RIVM

Ferritin (serum) RIVM

Log S_p1/p6 VIB

Table 5.29 Parameter selection for female DOWN comparison

Figure 5.48 Adjusted bioage for female RASIG/DOWN

The figures show the comparison between female RASIG (grey) and DOWN patient (red) individuals
with age (A). With another bioage formula, using less parameters the differences to the control group
gets even wider (B).
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5.4.2.2.3 Correlation analysis

Beside group comparisons, correlation analysis were performed during the validation process.

All numerical parameters available were correlated with both, the chronological and bioage, for

male and female RASIG subjects. Parameters offering better correlations for biological than

chronological age were selected and absolute differences were calculated (Tab. 5.30). Identified

parameters were rare and if detected differences appeared rather small.

Female Male

parameter difference parameter difference

Tetanus IgG (OEAW) 0.04 Cmv (RIVM) 0.04

Cmv (RIVM) 0.03 Tetanus IgG (OEAW) 0.02

HDL/ LDL
Triglyceride (LUMC) 0.03

Retinol (UHOH) 0.03

Insulin (RIVM) 0.03

Table 5.30 Difference between correlation values

The correlations of biological and chronological age were performed and compared for all parameters.
Absolute differences for the most prominent parameters were listed. The laboratories measuring the
responsible parameters were indicated in brackets.

A further step includes the correlation with other biological scores values that were calculated

from data of the database. How they were established is explained in chapter 4.4.3.

5.4.2.2.4 Comparison of achieved ageing groups

A further stratification method was implemented, in a KNIME workflow, to achieve distinct

results (Flow 5.27). The RASIG population was, in a first step, divided in different bioage

groups. To determine the group conditions, the difference between the chronological and bioage

was calculated for each subject. The standard deviation of this difference is ±7 years. In the

following, the chronological age was compared with the biological according to the border of

±7 years. All RASIG subjects within this ±7 year interval were grouped together as the normal

ageing group. All subjects that exceed the +7 year border were combined to the biological

younger subjects. Those staying under the -7 year border were stated as biological older (Tab.

5.31).
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Group Condition Color

Normal/Equal B+7 > A > B-7 red

Biological younger A > B+7 green

Biological older A< B+7 blue

Table 5.31 Overview of defined bioage groups

The established KNIME workflow automatically groups the subjects and performs visual

analyzes on all parameters, using the cumulative empirical distribution function (Flow 5.27).

Only less parameters show clear differences between the three groups. Those offering a trend,

displayed various behaviors. Either the biological younger and older deviated in different (Fig.

5.49) or the same (Fig. 5.50) directions from the normal group. Or only one of the groups

deviated from the rest of all subjects in different directions (Fig. 5.51).

Figure 5.49 Bioage stratification with separated groups

The ecdf shows the distributions of the three determined subgroups, normal (red), biological younger
(green) and biological older (blue). Biological older and younger subjects deviate from the distributions
of the normal subjects in different directions. In A, biological older subjects offer higher values than
normal and younger probands. In B, biological younger subjects display the highest values.
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Figure 5.50 Bioage stratification with groups together

The ecdf shows the distributions of the three determined subgroups, normal (red), biological younger
(green) and biological older (blue). Both subgroups, older and younger subjects, deviate in the same
direction from the normal subjects. Either to lower (A) or higher (B) values.

Figure 5.51 Bioage stratification with single groups

The ecdf shows the distributions of the three determined subgroups, normal (red), biological younger
(green) and biological older (blue). Only the biological younger subjects deviate from the rest of the
population. They either tend to higher (A) or lower (B) values.
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5.4.3 Development of functional scores

The aim of this work was to develop an algorithm that calculates score values for a subset of

selected biochemical data of the MARK-AGE database. Dependencies between those

parameters were thereby unknown. Three main steps were considered and explained in the

following. On the one hand the selection and preparation of the involved parameters. On the

other, the determination of the calculation method.

5.4.3.1 Selection of the parameters
The parameters that were considered for the calculation of the scores, were selected by

biological experts of the desired WPs. Selections were performed for a physical fitness score

(Tab. 5.32) and an oxidative stress score in cooperation with the WP6 members (not shown

here). All selected parameters were proofed before using, on batch effects and missing data.

Parameters with a low number of measured subjects, or unexplainable massive batch effects,

were not allowed to participate in the score development process.

Physical fitness Score

Lung function

Hand grip strength

Blood pressure

Heart rate

Hip to waist ratio

Table 5.32 Physical fitness score

Heart rate and blood pressure were measured two times. The first time was directly after the

arrival of the subject at the recruitment center. Staff reported that the probands were sometimes

nervous at the beginning and the second later measurement was more reliable. Therefore the

second measurements stated with “second_...” in the database table were used.
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5.4.3.2 Preparation of the parameters
For the calculation of the scores, only complete data sets were used. For missing data no

imputation method was used, they were treated with a complete case analysis. Outliers were

cut off with a border of 3% quantiles for all parameters. Some of the parameters were clustered

or transformed before the score calculation. Those steps were performed on the biological

background of the parameters. The preparations for the desired scores were listed in the

following (Tab. 5.33).

Physical fitness Score Preparation steps

Hand grip strength Maximal value from three
repetitions of the left arm

Blood pressure Pulse rate= systolic –diastolic
blood pressure

Table 5.33 Preparation steps on parameters for the physical fitness score

5.4.3.3 Calculation of the score
The first approach was a workflow with a simple ranking function, performed on each selected

parameter (Flow 5.28, Flow 5.29). The used R function returns a vector with the sample ranks

for all subjects. If values were equal the average of the corresponding indices were used.

Subsequently, all values achieved for an individual subject were summed up, to receive the end

score. With the ranking function the subjects were classified, relative to the other subjects in

the dataset. During first validation steps evidences were found that subgroups in the dataset can

simulate results that are not true. For example, if a lot of female subjects occurred between a

group of males, the two male groups seem separated although they’re not. Looking on the

correlation with age, it is visible that a score calculated on the whole group represents subgroups

in relation. Both subgroups show a decreasing trend with age (Fig. 5.52). However, female

subjects offer lower fitness values than males, as expected (Fig. 5.52). If the subgroups were

treated separately this effect gets lost. Instead, the individual age correlation increases for the

scores calculated separately on individual subgroups (Fig. 5.53).
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Figure 5.52 Fitness score for the whole population

The figure shows the physical fitness score calculated on the whole population, plotted against age for
female (A) and male (B) subjects. In the heading the sample number (n), the spearman correlation value
(r), as well as the corresponding p-value (p). Both subgroups show a downward trend with age for the
fitness score. Female subjects thereby offer relatively lower values than men.

Figure 5.53 Fitness score calculated separately for male and female subjects

The figure shows the physical fitness score calculated separately for female (A) and male (B) subjects,
plotted against age. In the heading the sample number (n), the spearman correlation value (r), as well as
the corresponding p-value (p). Both subgroups show a downward trend with age for the fitness score.
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Score Example 1 Score Example 2

1 GO F Score
GO F
= 1.5

1 GO F Score
GO F
= 1.52 GO F 2 GO F

3 RASIG M 3 GO M Score
GO M
= 3.54 RASIG M 4 GO M

5 GO M Score
GO M
= 5.56 GO M

Difference GO M - GO F = 4 GO M - GO F = 2

Table 5.34 Example for the influence on score analysis within subgroups

If RASIG subjects were placed between GO male (GO M) and female (GO F) subjects the differences
of those subgroups increases.

The example in table 5.34 shows that if a groups of subjects, in this case RASIG (Tab. 5.34,

Example 1), is placed between two other groups increases the difference between those.

Subgroups hiding in the data can therefore lead to a wrong suggestion of results. For each

individual analysis the group conditions should be checked. After a complete splitting of known

subgroups, trustful results can be achieved. The disadvantage of this method is that a

comparison of individual subgroups is no longer possible. To solve the problem a second model

was implemented in KNIME to calculate functional scores. Instead of the ranking function the

ecdf was thereby used to determine the score values (R-script 5.2). The ecdf is determined for

a defined subgroup, working as reference group, according to the specific hypothesis.

Afterwards the values of the comparison group were calculated based on the distribution of the

reference group. With this technique, both subgroups get comparable without influencing the

original distribution of the reference group.
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#Parameter preparation:

p = number of parameters (columns)

rg = reference group

cg = comparison group

sum_rg = numeric vector with length of subject count for rg

n_rg = length rg (rowcounts)

sum_cg = numeric vector with length of subject count for cg

#Score calculation:

for (k in 1:p) # slope for all available parameter p

{ # start slope

F_rg= ecdf(rg[,k]) # calculate ecdf of rg for parameter k

ranking_rg = F_rg(rg[,k]) # calculate ranks for rg

ranking_cg=F_rg(cg[,k])*n_rg # calculate ranks for cg

Sum_rg= sum_rg+ ranking_rg # sum values for rg

Sum_cg= sum_cg+ranking_cg # sum values for cg

} # end slope

Sum_rg= sum_rg/(n_rg*p) # normalization

Sum_cg= sum_cg/(n_rg*p) # normalization

Score=rbind(Sum_rg,Sum_cg)

R-script 5.2 Calculation of the functional score values

5.4.3.4 Validation of the physical fitness scores
The first steps to validate the received scores implements the correlation with age and other

parameters of the database. As representative example some correlations for the physical fitness

score are shown (Tab. 5.35). Mainly parameters involved in fatty acid metabolism and cognitive

function showed up to correlate.
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Female Male

Age -0.4 Age -0.41

Digit symbol number 0.27 Digit symbol number 0.24

Fibrinogen (RIVM) -0.23 Fibrinogen (RIVM) -0.2

HDL /HDL1
cholesterol (LUMC) 0.2 Stroop test -0.2

Table 5.35 Representative correlations for the physical fitness score (p<0.005, spearman correlation)

The received correlations are rather small. The hypothesis arose that they occurred by chance

within the data of the large database. To check on this a randomly generated, normally

distributed, 2000 x 200 matrix was generated with R. The columns were afterwards correlated

with the physical fitness score for male and female subjects. As a representative example the

received correlation values for the male cohort are shown (Fig. 5.54), reflecting the same as

female results. The correlations vary closely around zero. This experiment indicates that the

received results are unlikely to base on random correlations within the large database.

Figure 5.54 Histogram of score correlation coefficients

A randomly generated, normally distributed 2000 x 200 matrix was correlated with the received physical
fitness score for male subjects. The correlation coefficients vary closely around zero. Higher correlation
values, like detected with the MARK-AGE database were not achieved
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6 Discussion

6.1 The MARK-AGE extended database: Data integration and
pre-processing

Even best efforts invested during project design (Bürkle et al., 2015; Capri et al., 2015; Moreno-

Villanueva et al., 2015; Moreno-Villanueva and Kötter et al., 2015) could not prevent from

errors during data entry. Error sources were identified during data upload and first analysis steps

(Baur et al., 2015a). To solve the problem, appropriate handling and correction strategies were

applied, steadily improving data quality (Baur et al., 2015). The described tasks, concerning

database administration and data analysis, should help to prevent already detected error sources

in further studies. High throughput analysis, investigating on multiple parameters of single

biological systems and their dependencies, were developed in the last years. According to this,

the need of interdisciplinary big databases will increase in the future. Time and manpower,

necessary to prepare careful study design in the beginning of a study, are often underestimated.

Besides the planning, a continuous documentation on detected problems and performed

processes is necessary to understand the database in the end. Especially the end-users, often

uninvolved in the study, must be informed to guarantee a correct usage of the data. This leads

in the end to reliable data analysis and correct results. With the established work, those points

were investigated within the MARK-AGE project.

6.1.1 The MARK-AGE DBMS

A well-documented database is the bases of comprehensive data analysis. The strategy

established during the MARK-AGE project, combining an SQL based DBMS and KNIME, was

performed for logistical reasons. The user friendly interface of KNIME with its intuitive node

structure made it easy to handle, also for non-computer scientists. The established workflows

could be used by everyone after a teaching phase of approximately one week. An additional

advantage was the possibility to build individual workflows with QuickForm nodes and

MetaNodes, which work at the same time as documentation platform. Included comment boxes,

displayed in different colors, allowed an easy identification of already established parts.

Performed tasks could be checked after each node, without programming in an extra editor, at

any time. Beside this, the most prominent advantage is that the users didn’t work on the original

data. The use of the table views guarantees a maximal degree of safety for the established

database.
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6.1.2 MARK-AGE database workflow

The MARK-AGE database workflow was established to prepare the information, collected

during the study, for the analysis by the end-user. To keep data and documentation on a central

place, nearly all steps necessary for data pre-processing, were executed in this special workflow.

Only a few exceptions, including time extensive operations, were executed in separate

workflows. A clear structure of the workflow was received by MetaNodes, which are separated

for each task and laboratory. The order makes it possible to directly detect a considered point,

also by untrained KNIME users, at any time. By providing this workflow, the database

management team fulfilled their documentation purposes and produced transparency for all

project partners.

A complex task during the designing of the workflow was the maintenance of the data pipeline.

Changes in any step must be possible without destroying the outcome or order of the

parameters. Each filter must be carefully adjusted to let pass only the allowed parameters. These

steps required manual checking over time, as parameter conditions changed steadily. This was

a time consuming, but mandatory step, showing that the use of automatic algorithms did not

prevent from regular controls by the programmer. To simplify the workload, a clear and

structured overview of the available parameters involved in the project would be useful. This

table should exist from the beginning of the project and also include the hypothesized functions

and behaviors of the parameters. With this background information automatic plausibility

checks could be adjusted more precisely. Instead of searching blind for gaps and errors in the

data, a direct control if the known requirements are conformed would be possible.

6.1.2.1 Entry of data files
An upcoming problem during the study was the lack of already measured data in the database.

With the established KNIME workflows it was possible to join the separately stored SQL and

excel tables fast and efficiently. A loss of data and a detailed documentation of the incorporating

steps was thereby guaranteed. However, splitting the source of collected data in a study is not

advisable. Even if the documentation and information chain is nearly perfect, it increases the

chance to miss or confuse data.
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Manual appending of data files was a time consuming and error prone task. The data files did

often not comprise the complete amount of measurements. If different version of one data file

were sent, it could happen that parts of it were already available in other files. To check on such

double entries, multiple files of one analyzer were controlled generally. In positive cases it was

additionally checked if the values were the same, or if data were exchanged. Clarification on

documented mix up problems can only be performed manually and in contact with the analyzer.

This requires time-consuming email or telephone contact. Furthermore, the KNIME database

administrator has to be aware of the storage and coordination of the sent files. During the

project, collected data files were stored in a folder of the team Bürkle server, at the University

of Konstanz. Although this folder provides access only for staff involved in the project, it is

never guaranteed that data were deleted or changed by accident. Working in this folder cannot

be avoided, as changes from time to time are necessary, especially if the laboratories send new

data files. A better solution would be the storage of data, directly on the MARK-AGE or

KNIME server. In this case only the responsible person, that owns the password, could change

data. This strategy would reduce the chance for modifications by accident. Considering the

mentioned points, they offer the clear advantage of the SQL based data upload via the internet.

The analyzer themselves are responsible for the content and storage of the uploaded data files.

An advantage of the manual file attachment was the prompt availability of files. Multiple or

invalid entries were directly documented and error rates calculated. The high standard

deviations received for the miss-coding, indicated that some tables displayed considerably more

errors than others. Those results give a hint that the data quality in the MARK-AGE project

significantly vary along the different laboratories. Files displaying high error rates are hardly

reliable. Additional confusions in the coding, which are not detectable, must be considered. A

possible explanation for coding errors, was inadequate labeling of the tubes. Some labels were

hardly readable or labels flow away in the sample package after thawing. Such cases were in

principle excluded from the analysis and do not influence the error rate. For the identification,

they must be documented in the specific comment column of the corresponding table. Such

documentations were only performed in rare cases. As a conclusion, massive amounts of coding

errors are not based on rare problems of tube labeling.
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6.1.2.2 Standard calculations on parameters
There is no official rule available, if necessary calculations on parameters should be performed

before, or after they were uploaded to the database. In some cases it is even not possible to

apply specific modifications without other information already stored in the database. Ongoing

practice in the MARK-AGE study showed that it is less error prone, if all modification steps on

raw data were performed by the database administration. As a representative example one

parameter was uploaded in three batches. The normalization in the second batch was forgotten

by the staff. A re-upload or re-calculation of only a single batch requires more time for the

persons involved, than a simple normalization on the whole parameter in the database.

Independent from the special case, a complete documentation is essential for the legitimation

of the modifications. Modifications on parameters were only performed, after the responsible

analyzer requested it in written form. A central place where the calculations were performed,

like the generated KNIME workflow, guarantees a documented and reliable base for this task.

Each user can reproduce the performed calculations in the specific MetaNodes. The raw data

were thereby not overwritten. Instead, new columns were appended to the database table and

the old excluded from the view. This system allows the control and reproduction of each step

at any time.

6.1.2.3 Metatable
Additional information on single parameters was available in various data formats. Adding

those values to the parameter columns, makes the general format handling complicated. To

keep the database system as simple as possible, data and their belonging information were

stored separately. As a result, a metatable containing all extra information was established.

Which information should occur in the metatable depends on the definition. It is also possible

to split the table in several parts. This is advisable as the table can get extremely large, and not

all of the included information is essential for the end-users of the database. The desired data

were communicated by the responsible analyzer. In MARK-AGE this was performed mainly

via email. The completion of missing information was very time consuming and information

could get lost if it was communicated in several parts to different people. A solving strategy

would be, to send each partner the responsible printed form of his part of the metatable. The

specialists can enter the necessary information, which can directly be joined to the metatable

afterwards.
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The MARK-AGE metatable offer missing cells, if information for a specific parameter is not

available or yet unknown. This is mostly the case for measuring borders of new methods or

instruments tested the first time during the project. A problem concerning the metatable was

the documentation of questionnaire data. It is not possible to put a whole sentence as column

name. Either a numbering or a documented abbreviation system must be developed. As no

system was established so far, the metatable created during this thesis only refers on analytic

data. This is a disadvantage for all database users, as several questionnaire columns can only

be identified after the direct comparison with the written form. This task is time consuming and

related to differences between results of various analyzers.

6.1.2.4 Renaming of parameters
Abbreviated short names provided by the SQL and excel tables cannot be used for the

generation of graphical analysis. Also end-users cannot work on the database containing unclear

wordings. The column header, representing the parameter name, must clearly define the

parameter and include also the unit. The performed renaming step is, hence, essential for the

meaningful usage of the database. For the questionnaire data, no renaming was performed. A

whole sentence cannot represent a column name. Which column name refers to which question

can only be reproduced by a comparison of the abbreviated sentence and the original

questionnaire form. Like already mentioned (see chapter 6.1.2.3), a numbering or abbreviation

system must first be established. The performed renaming process is already a kind of cleaning

the database. However, it does not reflect a cleaning based on bad data quality in general. The

renaming was necessary before data analysis and precisely documented in the metatable.

6.1.2.5 Join of analytic and questionnaire data
Problems occurred as the MARK-AGE database workflow struggled for unclear PSC

entering’s. To clarify this problem, was the most time consuming step during the preparation

of the workflow. Confusions concerning the PSC were not known from the beginning, but

discovered during first joining processes on re-testing and re-sampling subjects. This finding

highlights again the importance of regular plausibility checks, especially on sample numbers,

after each joining process. As explained in chapter 4.1.2.5, most of the cases were rescued with

the applied strategies. Only some rare issues in the first recruitment round could not be solved.

Problems occurring within the coding system are serious, as they reflect on the reliability of the

complete study. A checkup and control system should be implemented in general for the

responsible algorithms on the webpages. Mainly a restriction of the entering mask can help to

prevent on mixings with placeholders or digits.
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Responsible staff from the recruitment centers reported that they could not check on the PSC

during editing questionnaire forms. This should be possible in further studies.

In a second step the numbering system of the codes should be better performed. Typos in the

numbers of the recruitment center (Fig. 1.3) can be double checked with the stated country of

the proband. Mixings in the placeholders can be followed by the time of the entering, as re-

sampling and re-testing analysis were performed in defined time intervals. A second

opportunity is the comparison with the list containing selected PSCs that were sent to the

recruitment centers for re-invitation. If they do not merge a typo happened or a wrong subject

was re-invited. The subject identifying part of the code is hardly controllable. The number has

to stay in a specific range as it counts from one on. A center that recruited 400 subjects, cannot

offer a PSC with a subject identifying number over 400. In this case a typo happened. However,

typos or mixings appeared within this interval were not detectable.

6.1.2.6 Addition of specific data columns
The MARK-AGE database workflow offers a tool for the integration of parameters calculated

on the base of collected data. The ideas for the additional variables were introduced by the

project partners. They mainly requested scores that were already published in the literature and

represent a specific biological system. Such scores were helpful for first plausibility checks. If

expected correlations were detectable, it was a kind of proof for the reliability of the database.

Furthermore unknown dependencies between data were recognized and examined.

6.1.2.7 Attachment of information on subjects
Information about gender, age and group is required for each subject during standard analysis

in MARK-AGE. It is necessary that those data appear, for all subjects, in the same columns.

Split into different columns, the workflows for standard analysis would get complicated, as they

have to refer on different data sets. Especially for the Down patients this was necessary. Their

data were not uploaded so far to the questionnaire_all table. Only few Down syndrome subjects

with a limited age range were recruited. According to the low numbers, their statistics have to

be performed extra carefully. Without the gender and age information this would not be

possible. To compare the Down patients with the other subjects, the necessary data were

manually inserted to the questionnaire_all table. Resting data, which in part not correspond with

the questionnaire forms of the other subjects, must be further considered. New columns

containing those questions have be added to the SQL based questionnaire tables by the SQL

database administrator.
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6.1.2.8 Generation of the export table
Comprehensive data analysis can only work if all person involved receive the completed and

actual amount of information. To achieve this, each time new data were send, the actual version

of the extended database was communicated to the project partners. All persons involved in the

WP8 received the full amount of available data for analysis. Analyzers which were in part also

recruiters, received a restricted version of the database. This was necessary to guarantee the

blinding of the study. The different database versions were saved with the actual date. This

system reflects the perfect process how data communication should work.

6.2 MARK-AGE data management: Data query and

communication
Sharing of data and research results is necessary in large research consortia and with the

scientific community. Several other ageing and epidemiological projects like DAA, HAGR and

European Network for Genetic and Genomic Epidemiology (ENGAGE) already reported about

their data storing concepts (Budin-Ljosne et al., 2014; Craig et al., 2015; Tacutu et al., 2013).

Large amount of data must be stored on a central place and accessed from all over the world.

6.2.1 Data query

The data query system, generated during this thesis, provides an executable interface for all

users of the MARK-AGE database. Once established, operators are facilitated of time

consuming filtering steps on database conditions. As the implemented MetaNodes could easily

be modified, they worked as pattern for new algorithms, concerning more specific purposes.

Prove of principle for this system were several MARK-AGE data viewing meetings in Konstanz

2012, 2013 and 2014. Involved project partners, not familiar with the technique, could after a

lesson of 15 minutes use the workflows and discuss on their data. The selection menus offered

a task for efficient analysis on data stratification. Although on other smaller conferences the

system was used for a fast and efficient analysis of specific questions from the audience.

6.2.2 Data communication

The preparation of a reliable database with high quality data, depends mainly on the

communication of results within the project partners. Only experts in the field know best about

their parameters and possible problems hiding in the specific datasets. A precondition for an

early recognition and prevention of problems, is the prompt and constant monitoring of data.

Therefore, the KNIME Web Portal was an advantage during MARK-AGE.
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With this website especially busy working groups could check on their actual results at any

time. Part of this thesis was the continuous update and control of the workflows in the

WebPortal. Actualized data and new implemented analysis methods thereby ensure

comprehensive data analysis.

A disadvantage was that some universities block the website of the WebPortal. This was a rather

small problem, as it was easily resolved after communication with the responsible person of the

University. If it was an urgent case, the use of another internet source was recommended. In the

new KNIME versions, tools are implemented by the developers, sending the generated plots

automatically to the laboratories via email in defined time spans. Implementing this system

would save the problem with the internet connection. Also manual download of plots would no

longer be necessary and save time. The configuration of this tool should, however, be one of

the next steps to improve the data communication pipeline.

The challenge of the workflow development for the WebPortal, is the generation of an

algorithm that gets along with changing and differing data conditions. Various data formats and

table conditions were available and must be accepted by the corresponding workflows. A

regular update was furthermore necessary, as conditions could also change with time. The

constant proof and control of workflows is time consuming, but a necessary task to maintain

the data analysis structure of the project. It is also worth to mention that a careful adjustment of

flow variables is essential. They are responsible for the correct filtering of data conditions.

Failures in those processes can lead to wrong results and misinterpretation of data. Developed

plausibility checks are necessary, to increase the reliability of data. Those can be multifarious

covering different tasks, like the control of sample numbers, group belongings and so forth. In

the literature, there is only little information how other studies dealt with such plausibility

checks (Hagger-Johnson et al., 2014; Mathew et al., 2014). In future this should be mandatory

for each study.
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6.3 MARK-AGE data management: Data visualization and

cleaning
During data preparation a main challenge was the handling of particular different kind of data.

Questionnaire and various analytical data must be controlled for outlying values, batch effects

and missing data. General strategies are available, but no standard technique is defined in the

literature. Each cleaning step must therefore, be adjusted for the specific analyzed datasets. This

makes a general cleaning of data, directly in the database, impossible. The cleaning process

itself can alter the data and have an impact on results. This was already reported by Dasu and

Loh calling this effect “statistical distortion” (Dasu and Loh, 2012). To minimize the risk of

human failure, automatic algorithms should be implemented for data cleaning purposes (Yakout

et al., 2010). At the moment, such exploration tools cannot be applied in each case. It must be

considered that errors, introduced in the programming of the algorithms, also affect and maybe

distort data analysis. To decrease this risk in MARK-AGE the thesis, spent most of the time

with the control and improvement of the automatic workflows for data cleaning.

6.3.1 Visualization strategy

The visualization of data is a challenging task in each project. Most studies in ageing research

uses specific websites for their graphical presentations (Craig et al., 2015; Tacutu et al., 2013).

Opposite to those projects, the MARK-AGE data were not opened to the scientific community.

This was guaranteed by password protection of the webpages offering results on data. A

considerable task during the MARK-AGE project was the combined function of laboratories,

as analyzer and recruiter at the same time. To save the blinding of the database, a distribution

of raw data was not possible. Instead visualization tools were used as a central instance to

communicate results of measured data. This was necessary to enable a continuous monitoring

of the data by the laboratories from the beginning of the study. Quality issues could only be

addressed if they were recognized as early as possible by the responsible experts.

6.3.2 Visualization workflow

In the beginning of the project graphical analysis were executed manually, and results were sent

to the project partners via email. This was extremely time-consuming. To solve this problem a

workflow was established, performing all graphical analysis automatically. The established

workflow was connected to the WebPortal and project partners could download the results on

their own.
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The only task to perform was now the regular update of the actual extended database version.

With this system an efficient working background, for all people involved in the project was

developed. During data viewing meetings the visualization workflow was used to check on

upcoming hypothesis. The generation of all graphical analysis for one parameter takes only 20

seconds. As the established workflow in cooperates the data query nodes, a fast change of

parameter and group conditions was possible. A disadvantage of the system is that no control

system is available for this kind of workflow. If an error was introduced by accident, all results

were affected in the end. To minimize the risk, regular plausibility checks were implemented.

The programming work to implement those steps is again time consuming, but less in relation

to the manual performing of the complete work.

6.3.3 MARK-AGE standard graphics

The usage of tools from descriptive statistics is not new, but was very important during the

MARK-AGE Project. The algorithms for standard graphics were already programmed in

different R packages. The task in each project is the adjustment of the available algorithms on

the specific data background. The general plotting tools were used to detect outliers and batch

effects in the MARK-AGE data. Both points address the topic of data quality. Therefore, the

complete and uncleansed amount of data was used. Huge variations or inconsistencies were

detected if available and discussed with the corresponding laboratory. An early detection and

discussion is the only chance in a big study to handle quality problems in a proper way. The

visualization tools were in addition used to decide about new established parameters. They were

checked in an early phase of the project for age and group dependencies. The descriptive results

are important for the developers, and decide if the parameter is reliable and if further

measurements were performed or not.

Subgroups in data can overlap and suggest a wrong picture. This was detected in the MARK-

AGE study, after the first analysis were performed. Huge variances were detected for several

parameters. They occurred from gender differences, interfering real effects in the data. As

consequence, it was decided to separate all analysis for male and female individuals. Already

in other fields of biomarker research, concerning cancer, gender differences were detected,

especially in DNA damage studies (Hofer et al., 2006; Slyskova et al., 2011).
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6.3.4 Correlation analysis

Inter-parameter correlations and analysis are important for the scientific community. With the

control of already known dependencies, the reliability of the developed database is proofed.

The recognition of new or even unexpected correlations can further push the development of

new research ideas. Hugh correlation matrices are the typical tool used to detect inter-parameter

dependencies. With the tools established during the MARK-AGE project it was possible to look

on correlations on a visual base. This makes it easier to detect the important points on the first

look. Those tools were mainly used before and during data viewing meetings. Project partners

can prepare questions at home and directly see results of the new ideas on the conference.

During discussion with other researchers new hypothesis were developed which were in detail

investigated after the meetings. The established network correlation (Fig. 5.25) could be further

improved in the future. Not only the ten best, but maybe more parameters could be visualized

with an additional hint on the biological origin. Maybe, a color system could be used, grouping

parameters involved in the same processes. Important parameters connecting those groups with

a very strong correlation could be identified.

6.3.5 Outliers

During the measuring of biological samples outliers can possibly occur. Problems and failures

are to be expected in general (Orr, 1998; Redman, 1998). Although their influence on data

analysis decreases with higher sample numbers, they must be investigated. Different tools are

described in the literature how to handle such values (Bishop, 1994; Roberts and Tarassenko,

1995; Tse and Xiang et al., 2002; Ufer et al., 2006). In the MARK-AGE project different kind

of parameters were measured, requiring individual analysis methods. Underlying distributions

are often unknown until know. At this time point it is not possible to define the correct handling

method for each individual parameter. A solution, concerning all cases in an accepted manner,

was necessary to find. With the chosen interquartile range approach it was possible to detect

and exclude the outliers from the analysis in one step. In data correlation analysis 6% of all data

values were thereby excluded from a parameter. This is a rather high number for some, but

several parameters occurred very noisy. In the future, it would be better, to set the quantile

border separately for each parameter. This could be performed with an extra column in the

metatable. Before performing such work, a method must be found to decide which cutting point

is the best. During the thesis this was performed manually, regarding the results by eye.
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If parameters offered too high distributions, or undergo the amount of minimal required values,

they must be excluded for the specific analysis.

By cutting off outliers, the chance to lose the biological interesting subjects increases. To

investigate on those, downstream analysis of outliers is recommended. With multivariate

stratification methods like PCA, it could be possible to identify the biologically preferred

subjects. During this thesis such controls on outliers were performed only manually after the

request by project partners. The development of an automatic workflow considering such

analysis is time consuming. The requirements are different for each hypothesis and needs

distingue data combinations. Another option for the control of outliers was the single correlation

of differing values with other control parameters. This technique is mainly used to detect if an

outlier occurs due to biological or technical reasons. During analysis, one must keep in mind,

that the parameters are not measured out of the same sample tubes. They were aliquoted and

afterwards send to the several laboratories. During transport, the tubes were exposed to different

environmental conditions. It depends on the case, and the involved parameters, if the data are

directly comparable. Most of the time, the cause of an outlier was not clear detectable. Also

experts are often not sure about the borders and if values are possible in a living individual or

not.

6.3.6 Batch effects

Batch effects can occur in each study with high sample numbers and a long running time.

Measurements in all fields of biological science can be affected by laboratory conditions,

reagents lots and personnel differences (Scharpf et al., 2011; Sherer, 2009). Caused by the long

duration time, conditions will vary during the course of a project and measurements will be

affected by biological and non-biological factors (Baggerly et al., 2008; Irizarry et al., 2005).

It is alarming to see that investigations in this topic are underrepresented. The effect of batch

effects should generally be addressed during the analysis of big data sets. As it is impossible to

record all potential sources statistical modelling methods are necessary. A first step is the

identification of batch, as well as other technical effects in the data. A simple solution, is the

usage of descriptive visualization techniques and principal component analysis (Leek et al.,

2010). Not considering batch effects at all, can result in fatal consequences.
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As one example a further study resulted in a diagnostic assay for ovarian cancer (Petricoin et

al., 2002). Caused by batch effects, the biological outcome was highly correlated with the

processing day (Baggerly et al., 2008). Using this assay, patients were put at risk to be false

classified. The US Food and Drug Administration blocked the use of the established assay as a

consequence (Ransohoff, 2005).

For the detection of batch effects, an internal measuring ID is necessary. This was not available

for all parameters in MARK-AGE. For further studies it would be necessary to either define a

fix measuring order, or request the measuring ID. Otherwise it is not possible to reproduce the

finding of a batch. Requesting the ID at the end of the project is too late as batch effects can

only be avoided after an early detection. For this reason, also the communication to the

laboratories has to be performed as early as possible. Caused by missing IDs, severe batch

effects were detected too late in the MARK-AGE project. Various causes why such batches

occurred were possible. They are often not clearly detectable and intensive research was

necessary to detect the causes. A simple method was the comparison of “batchy” parameters

with different covariates. In the MARK-AGE project samples were not measured in the same

order at the different laboratories. For this reason, a separate covariate analysis had to be

performed, for each individual parameter. This makes the whole procedure extremely time

consuming and a lot of graphics were produced. To fasten the analysis process, each laboratory

should evaluate the graphical results of their parameters in the future. Maybe also a

mathematical method can be found to define the dependence of batch effects.

A problem that was not investigated in the workflows, but still exists, is the correlation between

outliers and batch effects. They can in individual cases overlap and require a more complicated

analysis. Batch effects detected in the MARK-AGE parameters were sometimes very noisy and

a differentiation between general population, batch effect and outlying values even not possible.

Those parameters must be further investigated in communication with the analysing

laboratories.
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6.3.7 Missing values

In large scale projects with human material involved missing data are to be expected. The loss

or break of a sample by accident cannot be avoided. In the MARK-AGE study sample were

separately shipped and thawing, damage or loss is not equal for all laboratories. As a result, the

total amount of analyzed subjects differs with the sample numbers detected for the individual

parameters. It is interesting to observe how missing data were treated in recent clinical trials

(Haji-Maghsoudi et al., 2014; Rubin, 1987; Schafer, 1997; Oudshoorn and Van Buuren, 1999).

Missing outcome data especially in longitudinal and repeated measures studies are particularly

problematic. Combining the collection of multiple data points per subject can result in higher

percentages of missing values (Powney et al., 2014). By reviewing all trials published between

July and September of 2001 in four leading journals, Wood and his colleagues came to the

conclusion that missing data was a large problem in clinical trials and often inadequately

handled (Wood et al., 2004). Observing the results from this study, 17 out of 37 clinical trials

(46%) used the complete case analysis method for dealing with missing data (Wood et al.,

2004). Although the highest statistical power for data analysis can be obtained if all subjects

were taken into account (Wood et al., 2004), this seems to be the prominently used method.

High sample numbers recruited during the MARK-AGE project minimize the effect of missing

values concerning single parameters. Only after the definition of specific group conditions

missing values can become a problem. Depending on the hypothesis, various data combinations

are possible and the correct methods to replace the gaps have to be determined separately. A

general filling of missing values is in general not possible. During data analysis it was difficult

to define the correct numbers of missing data as the complete number of samples and parameters

was not documented. Only after the combination of two or more parameters, missing values

could be detected. To define the right number of recruited subjects the PSC to SSC table was

extensively cleaned and analyzed. After the cleaning was performed the counting of subjects

prove to be complicated, as no definition for a valid recruited subject was available from the

study design. Concerning this thesis, the definition was performed depending on the gained

experiences. All analysis performed during this work related on the statements of the bio

questionnaire. A subject was thus stated valid recruited if at least one analytic parameter was

measured and the bio questionnaire was available. This information is maybe not enough for

following analysis and the definition only effective in this work.
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A further reason why missing values could occur refers on the removal of outliers. In a second

step the exclusion can lead to the generation of missing values. They were, so far, not replaced

in any analysis. A standard parameters offers up to 2500 measurements in MARK-AGE. After

the outlier removal the sample number is still high enough and covariates are likely not affected.

During this thesis small sub-tables were not yet investigated. In the future, if analysis gets more

detailed, this point can get critical. Investigations on proper data handling strategies must then

be performed. In general rules are necessary in large projects to define missing data and their

occurrences. In MARK-AGE a comment column was provided for the laboratories to enter why

an entry for a subject is missing. Unfortunately, this opportunity was not constantly used. A

request on missing measurements at the laboratories is necessary in such cases. This step is

extremely time consuming and often not effective. It is recommended for further projects to

request the measuring order and the usage of the comment column from the beginning on.

6.3.8 General cleaning steps

The performed transformations in the general cleaning steps are necessary to correct errors that

occurred by accident. Described problems, occurred within the ATC code and blood parameter

tables (see chapter 5.3.8), indicate the tasks that can arise in large scale international studies.

Defined SOPs are necessary to avoid such problems from the beginning. The strict

conformation of those guidelines by all people involved is essential. In several cases, points

were misunderstood. This happened by accident, but showed how important communication is

to avoid such errors. Especially if new staff begins, a correct instruction is necessary. If

problems were detected, the developed structures were not changed. This would be even more

confusing and increase errors. Instead, respective cleaning tasks were properly performed

directly on the database. The MARK-AGE strategy implemented test entries to the database for

the detection of such problems (Moreno-Villanueva and Kötter et al., 2015). However, few

exceptions were not detected. This shows again the importance of the projects planning phase.

Concerning ATC codes, they showed to be a helpful and necessary tool as some subjects did

not know about their disease. A lot of people stated that they have no diabetes in the selection

menus, but clearly take diabetes medication. Asking for drug intake and diseases is a double

check system that clearly indicates the understanding of people and their body. How much this

is influenced by the willingness of the subjects cannot be detected.
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6.4 MARK-AGE data: Biomathematical exploration

6.4.1 Analysis strategies on different recruitment rounds

6.4.1.1 Re-sampling
Quality controls are an important task in large scale studies. The stability of measuring methods

must be guaranteed. A simple method to monitor the constant quality, is the measuring of

replicates or control samples. In MARK-AGE, the re-sampling technique was used, to identify

the stability of a measured parameter (Bürkle et al., 2015). The method implicated some points

to consider during data interpretation. The re-invitation of a subject not only reflects the

repetition of a single measurement. The whole sampling procedure is controlled and double

checked. A constant quality of handling tasks during aliquoting and shipping was thereby

monitored. Beside technical facts, environmental facts directly influencing the subjects could

have been changed in the time between the two samplings. One representative example refers

on seasonal changes. In the spring or summer time the light intensity and behavior of fruit intake

differs. Although the illness of a subject in this time span can influence results. One must keep

in mind that a bad result for re-sampling data is not necessarily related to a bad measuring

method. If only the method should be checked the usage of standardized measuring controls

would be necessary. Most of the measuring methods used in the MARK-AGE project were

already established and proofed for years. The concerning interest focuses on the stability of

the parameters under the project conditions.

During data analysis this must be considered all the time. The reasons why a re-sampling

analysis occurred with a bad quality marker varies. The sample numbers are rather small and

single outliers can influence the results. If the first or second measurement was an outlier could

in most of the cases not be determined. Intensive work is necessary to find the cause for the

individual occurrences. At the moment an automatic algorithm for this purpose is not available.

Manual checkups on single re-sampling subject were only performed on parameters selected

for the bioage formula so far. Fluctuations for single subjects are in general considered by the

mathematical model of the quality marker. Only if the broad amount deviates from the first

results the quality is bad. In cases where the cause was not clearly reproducible, the parameter

was excluded from the bioage analysis. For all other parameters further investigations have to

be performed.
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6.4.1.2 Re-testing
The re-testing method was performed as a kind of small longitudinal study (Bürkle et al., 2015).

First graphical analysis showed extremely stable as well as completely deviating results for the

correlation with age. Most of them are based on batch effects occurring during measurements

at the end of the study. Several laboratories performed all the measurements early in the project

and re-testing samples were sent at the very end of the study. Maybe it is possible that during

this time changes in staff or buffers were responsible for this effects. The general assumption

is that the re-sampling results of an age dependent parameter, should change with the same rate

than the rest of the population from the first recruitment. But this must not generally be the case.

If the lifestyle of an individual person changes, the age dependency can get higher or lower.

One example is the upcoming trend concerning vegetarian and vegan lifestyle. A lot of people

argument that this is a kind of naturally fluctuation and the general results did not change. But

this is not true for all cases. The environmental circumstances change in some cases for all

people. An historical example is World War Two, often mentioned in relation with age. People

did not find enough to eat during this time, but the following generations influenced by

economic growth already eat fast-food and very fatty food in general. A lot of standard values

defined during or shortly after World War Two are maybe restored. As an example, most of the

subjects participated in MARK-AGE appear on the upper limits or exceed the borders

determined for cholesterol. This is related to the intake of too much and fatty food. Today we

did not find that obvious changes, but earth warming, air pollution and less movement caused

by computer work can maybe influence this three year time span. Maybe a detailed examination

of concerned parameters can give a hint on possible underlying systems.

On the other side those drastic variations can be explained by mixings in the coding systems or

accidental change of tasks influencing the measuring methods. A first manual check showed no

problems with the coding. Parameters offering batch effects and high variations in the visual

analysis of re-testing data were not communicate to the laboratories so far. As those points were

not discussed, the building of a quality marker was not yet performed.
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6.4.1.3 Re-entering
During the manual entering of questionnaire forms mix-ups or typos could be introduced. The

identification of all typos or confusions is, thereby, not possible. The necessary logistics and

costs are not reasonable in such big studies like MARK-AGE. To solve this problem the

identification of an error rate on questionnaire data was performed with the re-entering strategy.

For the re-entering process, questionnaire were selected based on clear miss-entries as well as

randomly. This strategy could introduce a bias on the data and the analysis were, as a result,

performed separately. If the whole questionnaire is entered with a lot of errors, it happened

based on the concentration of the staff. Typos appearing in single columns repeatedly, by

different persons, indicate problems with the entry form on the website. Investigation on

repeating errors can also shed light on the cause of specific typos. For example, two selection

options with equal wordings were more often mixed than others.

The re-entering tasks showed again the importance of the integration of control strategies.

Despite careful study design it happened that the numbering system of the questionnaire data

was forgotten on the entering website. A numbering system is necessary because the

participants of the project speak different home languages and the input forms appear in

English. Translational errors are likely to appear. The high error rate of the re-entering in

MARK-AGE is not only related to this problem. The third entering of questionnaire data by the

test center was nearly identical with the first entering. If confusions happened due to the missing

numbering system, a reliable accordance between the first, second or third entering would be

hard to achieve. Also the entering of questionnaire forms from wrong PSCs is not ascribed to

the numbering system. This is further a hint that the concentration in the end of the study is

decreased. Related staff is already involved in other projects or maybe gone and MARK-AGE

issues run alongside. To improve the official re-entering quality all recruitment centers should

re-enter the questionnaires again on the improved website. The now introduced numbering

system can thereby lead to further errors. They are related to real mix-ups during the first entry

round. Those could be detected if the same columns were affected repeatedly in different

recruitment. After the re-entering is performed again those effects must be considered in the

mathematical model of the analysis.
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6.4.2 Studies on biological ageing

Biomarkers of human ageing are needed for multiple reasons. People displaying a high risk to

develop age-associated disorders must be identified as early as possible. This would enhance

the chance to improve the health status of these persons by prophylactic intervention or early

stage treatment. Furthermore, the availability of powerful biomarkers would push the

development of pharmaceuticals which could also be used in diseases without accelerated

ageing. Beside medical intake also life style and dietary components can be adjusted to improve

the state of a patient. The mentioned arguments become more important in view of the rapidly

increasing average life expectancy of human beings world-wide.

The main aim of the MARK-AGE study, was the establishment of a formula, to determine the

bioage of a human individual (Bürkle et al., 2015). The linear regression model on

chronological age was selected by the mathematicians of the project. This method was already

used in other smaller studies (Comfort, 1969; Chowen and Heron, 1967; Jalavisto and

Makkonen, 1963; Kroll and Saxtrup, 2000). As often tried in those relatively small studies was

the finding of a correlation close to 1 with the chronological age. But this was not the goal in

the established model during MARK-AGE. Involved parameters were selected to correlate well

with chronological age, but leave enough variation which can explain biological relevant tasks.

To validate this hypothesis, parameters were searched in the database, that better correlate with

the biological, than the chronological age. The found correlations were, unfortunately, small

and not significant.

A task to consider is the criteria how many parameters were implemented in the formula.

Variations and distributions within the data can overlap and combinations of parameters can

lead to differing results. Nobody knows if it is possible to generate a single model that answers

each question perfectly. One example is the comparison of RASIG and Down patient’s on

female subjects. A combination containing less parameters than originally selected, can achieve

more significant results. One of the excluded parameters overlaid with his distribution, in a

way, that the effect is reduced in the general formula. The explained finding raise the questions

if for each biological question a separate ageing formula is necessary. However, it was possible

to detect the difference between Down and RASIG subjects with the established formula.

Maybe a good ageing formula was generated in the end of the MARK-AGE study, which offers

a lot of hiding dependencies. Single findings can further be improved in downstream analysis,

anyway. On a first step the detection of the dependencies is necessary. Therefore, more than
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just three or five parameters have to be included in the formula. Already three of four ageing

parameters alone could reach the same correlation with chronological age than the ten selected

in the formula. But then the huge part of information, hiding in the combination of several

parameters, would get lost.

People of the MARK-AGE consortium speculate that the finding of the formula was performed

by chance, and if the database is big enough a formula for each hypothesis can be found. To

gain new insights, several different validation steps were performed in MARK-AGE. The

outcomes are often not significant but always tend towards the same direction. In all analysis

parameters of the fatty acid metabolism, cmv as well as antigen status of a subject were

involved. This finding could relate on the involved parameters, concerning ELOVL and FHL,

known to relate on the fatty acid chain. They bring high impact into the ageing formula. A direct

and strong correlation between the single ELOVL/FHL parameters and others, belonging to fat

metabolism, is not visible. The depending effects are not related on direct correlations and

seems to reflect a promising ageing system.

The establishment of further stratification processes for bioage validation is difficult. There is

no gold standard parameter available (Baker and Sprott, 1988; Harrison, 2011; Ingram, 1988).

The maximal life span is not possible to determine in the project. Time and ethical aspects

complicate this task in nearly each ageing study. Another important point to consider would be

the examination on lifestyle of the subjects. A defined parameter covering those aspects was

not available in MARK-AGE. Questions on education and occupation were misunderstood and

could not be used for the analysis. Stratification on specific disease was also problematic, as

the investigated population is too young and offers less diseases. The participation in the study

was optional. Mainly persons interested in health and offering a good lifestyle with less illness

participated. Regarding the purpose of the study, exactly this young part of the population has

to be examined, to develop preventive ageing models. Therefore and for the development of

further bioage validation parameters the establishment of functional score was started.
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6.4.3 Development of functional scores

The development of functional scores, is a topic, addressed with great interest since the

measuring of biochemical parameters. It concerns the generation of a significant parameter

representing a whole biological system. Not only in diagnostics, but also in the development of

new research hypothesis scores were used. A main goal in this research area is to detect hints

for associated mechanisms between single systems in the human body. A main question that

arose concerns the weighting of the single parameters involved. Reference values that can help

to adjust the involved parameters are hardly available. For most of the available parameters the

biological behavior is also unclear. Are low or high values bad, or could it be that they were

even better than a medium occurrence? And what happens if parameters were combined that

behave in different directions? Those are all questions that must be considered during the

establishment of a score model.

With the model defined during the MARK-AGE project using a simple ranking system,

promising results could be achieved. The meaning of the score direction was unclear. Instead,

correlations with other parameters helped to understand the biological system behind the score.

As already explained for the bioage formula, a functional score was not used to describe the

exact correlations with other systems. They give a hint on behaviors in the data which were

further investigated. Subgroups hiding in the data can distort the real effects. For further

evaluation, stratifications on different subgroups must be performed. During this process knew

and unknown correlating subgroups could be detected. Those can again help to identify the

biological model behind the parameters.

The possible amount of available scores is not achieved yet in MARK-AGE. A metabolic

metabolism, as well as an immunological and cognitive behavior score can be established. First

hypothesis and parameter combinations were already established. Due to quality problems in

the parameters those scores could not be fully investigated yet. The physical fitness score is

restricted to few parameters concerning body fitness, which were measured in MARK-AGE.

Extensive fitness tests were not possible to perform during the study. However, the developed

score shows expected dependencies with age. Also the correlation between fitness and cognitive

function was reported (Angevaren et al., 2008) and could be shown. Oxidative scores were

established in close correlation with the WP6 members, but not shown here in detail. They

showed mainly correlations with the immunological parameters like interleukins and cytokines.

As they are due to quality issues hardly reliable results were not presented.
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Beside the score itself and correlating parameters also the behavior of single individuals is

important. Subjects that offer a high standard deviation for the ranking values, offer special

biological behaviors. They appear in boundary groups for different parameters. Correlating the

standard deviations of the subjects directly with other parameters can gain insights into

biological systems. During the calculation of the score, extreme outliers were excluded. Exactly

those subject can hide information and lead to interesting results. Those topics are extremely

important, but time consuming, as no automatic algorithm was developed so far. Each

hypothesis is slightly different and KNIME workflows must be manually adjusted for each case.

Generating an algorithm investigating on the described tasks would be a promising next step in

this research area.

6.5 Conclusions and perspectives
In summary, during the work leading to this thesis the MARK-AGE database was established.

The establishment of a high quality database is a continuous process. It cannot be planned and

performed in a few month. With proceeding time and despite careful study design, more

undesired problems and questions occurred, which must be investigated. Those tasks could

often not be solved easily, and complicated analysis as well as extensive communication with

experts was necessary. As a lot of literature is available for screening databases, relatively rare

publications can be found concerning databases hosting biochemical and questionnaire data in

biomedical research. As a result, a lot of basic work was performed during the study. For

logistical reasons the database must be split in two parts (SQL, KNIME). This is not a good

condition for data storage as errors can introduce during the fusion. In addition, the

documentation on the data is split what can lead to a loss of information. In the future, it would

be good to transpose all raw data into the SQL tables. The already established KNIME

workflows for data retrieval and communication can be used anyway. They were an important

task leading to the successful process of the project. Data were easily and quickly retrieved

from the database and analyzed. Results could be passed by the WebPortal. As each member of

the analytical team achieved the necessary information to work, data and information exchange

was maximal between all users. In the future and in following large scale studies this would be

a perfect working system to continue. Although, a lot of project partners are now already

familiar with this technique.
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During the thesis a lot of time was spend with the definition of missing values, outliers and

batch effects. Several problems were identified but could not be solved until today, because

necessary information is lacking. Further discussion will be necessary concerning the topics of

batch effects and quality of re-testing data. So far, no time for intensive analysis investigating

on those problems was available. Such data must be treated separately before analysis and make

the whole system complicated and time consuming. To avoid such problems, a more detailed

documentation of the measuring laboratories, on the parameters, must be requested in the

database. This includes the measuring date and an explanation, why samples are missing. With

increasing amount of entered data, this process confusing. To solve this problem exactly defined

entry forms must be established on the upload website.

Studies on bioage were already performed in the past. In MARK-AGE it was the first time that

about 300 biochemical parameters were measured and used for the bioage determination. The

model is based on feature elimination and linear regression on chronological age. At the

moment, the model lacks the perfect evaluation method. In a further step optimization

algorithms could be used to improve the formula to detect smaller changes on group

comparisons. For a complete evaluation, a kind of longitudinal study would be necessary. A

following project measuring the promising and related parameters of the subjects again. During

this thesis first steps to find a score model was described. Problems that can occur, and how

they could be handled were described. In future work, this could be further evaluated and new

scores like an immunological, metabolic or cognitive scores could be implemented. They can

help to further evaluate the biomarker research in different fields.

The present work describes the steps performed so far on the MARK-AGE database, including

data filling, administration, cleaning and quality control. The establishment of the bioage

formula and first steps of a score system were described. Each of the addressed topics could fill

a whole book. Therefore, only main facts are discussed during this thesis. Nevertheless, this

work can be used as base for further work on the MARK-AGE project and as pattern to prevent

from errors in following projects.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Abbreviations

Abbreviation Long name / Definition

ADL Activities of Daily Living

ANOVA ANalysis Of Variance

ATC Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical

AU Aarhus University

BioTeSys BioTeSys GmbH

BMI Body Mass Index

CCA Complete Case Analysis

CD Cluster of Differentiation

CMV CytoMegalieVirus

CNIO Fundación Centro Nacional de
Investigaciones Oncológicas Carlos III

CNS Central Nervous System

CpG C poly G

CRP C-Reactive Protein

CS Cockayne Syndrome

CSV Comma-Separated Values

Cu Copper

D/I Double/Integer

DAA Digital Ageing Atlas

DBMS Database Management System

DNA DeoxyriboNucleic Acid

DS Down Syndrome

ecdf Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function

ELOVL ELongation Of Very Long chain fatty acids
protein

ENGAGE European Network for Genetic And
Genomic Epidemiology

FHL Four and a Half LIM domain protein

FUNDP Facultés Universitair Medisch Centrum
Rotterdam
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GEHA GEnetics of Healthy Aging

GmbH company with limited liability

GO GEHA Offspring

HAGR Human Ageing Genomic Resources

HBV Hepatitis B Virus

HCT HematoCriT

HCV Hepatitis C Virus

HDL High Density Lipoprotein

HDW Hemoglobin Distribution Width

HGB HemoGloBin

HIV Human Immunodeficiency Virus

HOMA Homeostasis Model Assessment

IBM International Business Machine

ID/id IDentity

IgG ImmunoGlobulin G

INRCA Instituto Nazionale Riposo e Cura per
Anziani

IQR InterQuartile Range

ISO International Organization for
Standardization

java Programming language

KNIME Konstanz Information Miner

LDL Low Density Lipoprotein

Log Logarithm

LUMC Leids Universitair Medisch Centrum

MAR Missing At Random

MARK-AGE Study to detect markers of human ageing

MCAR Missing Completely At Random

MCH Mean Corpuscular Hemoglobin

MCHC Mean Corpuscular Hemoglobin
Concentration

MCV Mean Corpuscular Volume

MDA MalonDeAldehyde
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MLU Halle Martin-Luther Universität Halle-Wittenberg

MNAR Missing Not At Random

MPV Mean Platelet Volume

NENCKI Instytut Biologii Doświadczalnej im. M.
Nenckiego PAN

NESTEC NESTEC SA

NHRF National Hellenic Research Foundation

NIGG Institutul National de Gerontologie si
Geriatrie Ana Aslan

NO Nitric Oxide

OEAW OEsterreichische Akademie der
Wissenschaften

PBMC Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells

PCA Principle Component Analysis

pdf Portable Document Format

PHP Server side scripting language

ppb Parts Per Billion

ppt power point file format

PSC Primary Subject Code

quest questionnaire

R Programming language

RASIG Randomly recruited Age-Stratified
Individuals from the General population

RBC Red Blood Cell

RDW Red blood cell Distribution Width

RE Re-Sampling

RIVM RijksInstituut voor Volksgezondheid en
Milieu

RN Re-Entering

rnp Correlation coefficient r non parametric

rp Correlation coefficient r parmaetric

RT Re-Testing

SAS Statistical Analysis System

sd standard deviation

Se Selenium
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sfc Spot Forming Colonies

SGO Spouses of GEHA Offspring

SMMSE Standardized Mini-Mental State
Examination

SOP Standard Operating Procedures

SQL Structured Query Language

SSC Secondary Subject Code

STATA STAtistics and daTA

StratiCELL StratiCELL Screening Technologies
SA/NV

STROOP Test for reaction time

txt File name extension

UASTON ASTON University

UHOH Universität HOHenheim

UK United Kingdom

UKON Universität KONstanz

UNIBO UNIversità di BOlogna

UNILEVER Unilever UK Central Resources Limited

UNIROMA UNIversità degli Studi di ROMA “La
Sapienza”

UPMC Université Pierre et Marie Curie – Paris 6

USA United States of Amerika

UTA Tampereen Yliopisto

VIB Vlaams Instituut voor Biotechnolgie vzw

WBC White Blood Cell

WP Work Package

WS Werner Syndrome

xls Excel Binary File Format

xml Excel Binary File Format

Zn ZiNc

ZUNG Self-rating depression scale

Table 7.1 List of abbreviations
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